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ABSTRACT
Since late 70's capacity and delay at unsignalized intersections have been estimated
following the Swedish method adjusted for Finnish conditions. During the past 25years
the performance of both drivers and vehicles has changed, and new calculation methods
have been developed. It has become necessary to update the analysis methodology of
Finnish unsignalized intersections.
Major attention has been given to capacity analysis methodology, because capacity
estimates have a central role in the estimation of other performance measures, such as
delays and queue lengths. In addition, delay estimates are very sensitive to inaccuracies
in capacity estimates, especially at high degrees of saturation.
Capacity at an unsignalized intersection has been described as a conditional expectation,
from which the capacity equations for the most common headway distributions are
easily obtained. For Rank 3 and Rank 4 capacity analysis a new theoretical approach
has been developed. The movement capacity of Rank 3 streams is adjusted both for
Rank 2 queues and for the modified headway distribution and lower flow rates during
the free-departure periods of Rank 2 streams. The Rank 4 stream adjustment factors
are shown to bemultiplicative even across streams of different ranks.
The report presents the theoretical background required to manually perform operational analysis of unsignalized intersections and to understand and evaluate published
methodologies and capacity analysis software. The methods can beused both for simple
calculations with a calculator or a spreadsheet and for advanced analytical procedures.
The theoretical results and the results of three international methodologies—HCM2000,
Swedish Capcal 2, and Danish DanKap—have been compared with simulated capacities
and delays. HCM2000 gives higher potential capacities than the simulation results.
Movement capacities of Rank 3 and Rank 4 streams are, however, slightly too low. The
potential capacities of Capcal 2 are very similar to the simulated capacities. Rank 3
movement capacities are similar as in HCM2000, but Rank 4 capacities are too low.
DanKap follow the methodology of HCM2000.
Based on theoretical results and simulation experiments new capacity and delay estimation methods have been presented for ordinary unsignalized intersections and for
roundabouts. The new estimators have a more solid theoretical foundation and are in
better agreement with simulation results than the other methodologies evaluated.
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TIIVISTELMÄ
Valo-ohjauksettomien lüttymien välityskyvyn ja viipeiden arviointi Suomessa perustuu
-luvun lopussa kehitettyyn ruotsalaiseen menetelmään. Kuluneiden runsaan 25 vuo-70
den aikana sekä ajoneuvokanta, liikenekulttuuri että analyysitekniikat ovat kehittyneet.
Myös suomalaisten laskentamenetelmien uudistaminen on tullut ajankohtaiseksi.
Välityskykyestimaateilla on suuri vaikutus liikennevirran laadullisten mittareiden, kuten viipeiden ja jonojen pituuksien estimaatteihin. Välityskyvyn laskentamenetelmillä
siten toimivuustarkasteluissa keskeinen rooli.
on
Valo-ohjauksettoman liittymän välityskyky voidaan ilmaista ehdollisten todennäköisyyksien avulla, jolloin lauseke saa helposti ymmärrettävän muodon ja välityskykylausekkeet pääsuunnan liikenteen eri aikavälijakaumille voidaan johtaa helposti. Kolmannen ja neljännen tason virtojen välityskyvyn analyysiin on esitetty uusi teoreettinen
lähestymistapa, jossa välityskykyä korjataan ottaen huomioon toisen tason virtojen jonot sekä aikavälijakauman muuttuminen ja saapuvien ajoneuvojen alhaisempi maara
vapaan liikennevirran aikana. Neljännen tason korjauskertoimet osoittautuivat, vastoin
odotuksia1 multipiikatiivisiksi.
Esitetty teoria tarjoaa tarvittavat taustatiedot toimivuustarkastelujen suorittamiselle sekäjulkaistujen laskentamenetelmienja -ohjelmien arvioimiselle. Esitettyjä menetelmiä
voidaan käyttää sekä yksinkertaisiin laskelmiin että vaativiin analyyseihin.
Teoreettisia tuloksia sekä kolmea laskentamenetelmää - HCM2000 (USA), Capcal 2
ja DanKap (Tanska) - on verrattu HUTsIM-simulointiohjelmalla arvioituihin (Ruotsi)
välityskykyihin ja viipeisiin. HCM2000:n välityskykyarviot perustuvat oletukseen satunnaisesta liikennevirrasta, joka johtaa suurempiin välityskykyihin kuin sekä simulointitulokset että Capcal 2 osoittavat. Kolmannen tason virtojen välityskyvyn arviointimenetelmä on samanlainen sekä HCM2000:ssa että Capcal 2:ssa. Välityskykyarviot
ovat simulointituloksia aihaisempia. Neljännen tason virtojen välityskykyarviot ovat
Capcal 2:ssa selvästi liian aihaisia. HCM2000:ssa on korjaustermi, joka selvästi parantaa tuloksia. DanKapin laskentamenetelmä on saman kaltainen kuin HCM2000:ssa.
Teoreettisten tulosten ja simulointikokeiden perusteella on esitetty uudet välityskyvyn
sekä tavanomaisille valo-ohjauksettomille liittyniille javipednlsktm ä
että kiertoliittymille. Uusien laskentamenetelmien tuottamat välityskyvyn ja viipeiden
estimaatit ovat lähempänä simulointituloksia kuin vertailumenetelmien arvot. Esitetyil
menetelmillä on myös vankka teoreettinen perusta, jonka johdosta ne eivät tarvitse-lä
ylimaaratsia korjaustermejä.

PREFACE
Most of the intersections in Finland are unsignalized. The vast majority of them have
yield signs on minor-road approaches. Other unsignalized intersections are either stop
controlled, uncontrolled (observing the "right before left" principle), or roundabouts.
The operational analysis of unsignalized intersections is of great significance both to
highway authorities and to road users. This report presents a theoretical overview and
suggests a new methodology for capacity analysis of unsignalized intersections.
The description of an unsignalized intersection in terms of gap acceptance and queuing
models is rather detailed. It was considered necessary to define the concepts carefully,
because the literature contains numerous different and mutually incompatible modeling
approaches.
A rather extensive evaluation of theoretical models was considered necessary in order
to highlight the strengths and limitations of existing analysis methodologies. Some
new methods are presented, especially for capacity estimation. Minor modifications
are presented for the delay-estimation method.
The basic ideas necessary to understand capacity and delay models have been presented.
Although the text contains a considerable number of equations, mathematics has been
kept at a level accessible to anyone familiar with the basics of calculus and probability
theory. Some effort has been made to describe theories and formulas to a reader,
who is notanexpert in the field. As far aspossible, the text is self contained. The
style is similar as in the reports on two-lane highways (Luttinen 2001) and signalized
intersections (Luttinen & Nevala 2002) published earlier.
The bibliographic references have been selected, as far as possible, to credit the original
sources of the ideas under discussion. Some references to recent overviews and textbooks have been presented when considered appropriate. In many cases the models are
based on other systems having some analogies with unsignalized intersections. In fact,
observation of analogies between very different systems is in the core of mathematical
modeling. The reader is pointed to some of these analogies.
The report was written by Dr. R. Tapio Luttinen from TL Consulting Engineers Ltd,
and currently from the Helsinki University of Technology. The simulation experiments
were conducted with HUTSIM software with help from Jouni Ojala and Nina Koivisto at
the Helsinki University of Technology. The Laboratory of Transportation Engineering
at the Helsinki University of Technology also collected and analyzed the gap acceptance
measurements. Dr. Iisakki Kosonen provided valuable information about some details
of the HUTSIM model.
Discussions with professors Urho Pulkkinen (VTF Industrial Systems), Rod Troutbeck
(Queensland University of Technology), and Werner Brilon (Ruhr University Bochum)
are thankfully acknowledged. Professor Troutbeck also provided a spreadsheet containing an implementation of the maximum likelihood method for the estimation of
critical gaps.
Under the name NORDKAP (NORDiskt KAPacitetssarnarbete, Nordic capacity cooperation) there has been considerable exchange of information and joint research
between Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden. Because traffic conditions in these
countries have many similarities, the experiences and research results obtained in one
country are of particular interest to the other countries. For this research the results of
Dr. Ola Hagring (University of Lund, Sweden) have been very valuable.

This report is part of the Finnra strategic project S 12 (Solutions to improve main roads).
The work has been coordinated by deputy director Pauli Veihonoja at Finnra Traffic
Engineering. Some discussion on the capacity theory presented here has been published
prior to this final report (Luttinen 2003, Luttinen 2004b, Luttinen 2004a).
Helsinki, 3rd July 2004
Finnish Road Administration
Traffic Engineering
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GLOSSARY

GLOSSARY
The terminology of the Highway Capacity Manual (Transportation Research Board
2000), and American terminology in general, has been followed. Most of the definitions below have been taken from the Highway Capacity Manual, possibly with slight
modifications. A major exception is the definition of a gap, which is similar to the
definition presented by (Drew 1968). The term "critical gap" has been used, as in
HCM2000, although it may be replaced with a more consistent "critical headway" in
the future. See discussion on page 30.
Acceleration delay:Time lost due to the limited acceleration capability of a vehicle.
Adjustment factor: A multiplicative factor that adjusts a capacity or service flow rate
from one representing an ideal or base condition to one representing a prevailing
condition.
Analysis period: A single time period during which a capacity analysis is performed.
Approach: A set of lanes at an intersection that accommodates all left-turn, through
and right-turn movements from a given direction.
Base conditions:Characteristics for a given type of facility that are assumed to be the
best possible from the point of view of capacity; that is, characteristics if further
improved would not result in increased capacity. (Ideal conditions.)
Base saturation flow rate:The maximum steady flow rate at which previously
stopped passenger cars can cross the stop or yield line under base conditions
and in the absence of conflicting higher priority vehicles.
Calibration: The process of adjusting model parameters in order to minimize the
difference between model results and measurements.
Capacity: The maximum hourly rate at which persons or vehicles can reasonablybe
expected to traverse a point or uniform section of a lane or a roadway during a
given time period under prevailing roadway, traffic, and control conditions.
Conflicting movements:Traffic streams in conflict at an intersection.
Control condition: The traffic controls and regulations in effect for a segment of street
or highway, including the type, phasing, and timing of traffic signals; stop signs;
lane use and turn controls; and similar measures during the analysis period.
Control delay:The component of delay that results when a control causes vehicles on
a lane or a lane group to reduce speed or to stop; it is measured by comparison
with the uncontrolled condition.
Counting process:A continuous-time process that represents the number of occurrences of some event, such as arrival of vehicles, during a time period.
Critical gap:The minimum major-stream headway during which a typical minorstream vehicle can make a maneuver. (Critical headway)
Deceleration delay:Time lost due to deceleration.
Degree of saturation: Same as demand-to-capacity ratio.
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GLOSSARY

Delay:The additional travel time experienced by a driver, passenger or pedestrian.
Demand flow rate: The flow rate expected to desire service past a point or segment
of the highway system at some future time, or the traffic currently arriving or
desiring service past such a point.
Demand-to-capacity ratio: The ratio of demand flow rate to capacity at a traffic facility. (DIC ratio)
Design application: Using capacity analysis procedures to assess a traffic facility for
a specified level of service.
Deterministic model: A mathematical model that is not subject to randomness.
Equilibrium condition: The expected state of a system that may have cyclic fluctuations, but otherwise is time independent. (Steady state condition)
Exclusive turn lane: A designated lane used only by vehicles making a left or right
turn.
Flowrate:The expected rate at which vehicles pass a given point at a given time or
during a time interval. (Rate of flow)
Flow ratio:The ratio of the demand flow rate to the saturation flow rate for a lane
group at an intersection.
Follow-up time: Time between the departure of one minor-stream vehicle and the
departure of the next vehicle using the same gap under a condition of continuous
queuing.
Gap:A time interval between two consecutive major-stream vehicles evaluated by a
minor-stream driver for a crossing or merging operation.
Gap acceptance: The process by which a minor-stream vehicle accepts an available
gap to maneuver.
Geometric delay: The component of delay that results when geometric features cause
vehicles to reduce their speed in negotiating a facility.
Headway:Time between two vehicles passing a point measured from front bumper to
front bumper. (Interamval time)
Heavy vehicle:Any vehicle with more than four wheels touching the pavement during
normal operation.
Ideal conditions: Base conditions.
Impedance:The reduction in the capacity of a minor stream, caused by congestion in
major streams.
Initial queue:The unmet demand from previous periods at the beginning of an analysis
period.
Lag: Time interval between a random event, such as the arrival of a minor-stream
vehicle, and the passage of the next priority-stream vehicle. (Forward waiting
time)
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GLOSSARY

Lane group: A set of lanes established at an intersection approach for separate capacity
and level-of-service analysis.
Lane-group delay: The control delay for a given lane group.
Level of service: A qualitative measure describing operational conditions within a
traffic stream, generally described in terms of such factors as speed and travel
time, freedom to maneuver, traffic interruptions, comforts and convenience, and
safety.
Major road:The roadway of a higher importance in an intersection.
Major stream: A traffic stream or a set of traffic streams to which the subject stream
must give right of way.
Markov chain:A stochastic process in which the future state of the system depends
on its present state but not on its past history.
Measure of effectiveness:A quantitative parameter describing the performance of a
transportation facility or service.
Minor road:The road of lower importance at an unsignalized intersection, controlled
by yield or stop signs.
Minor stream: A traffic stream which must give right of way to a higher priority
stream.
Movement capacity: The capacity of a specific movement at an unsignalized intersection approach, assuming that the traffic has exclusive use of a separate lane.
Operational application: A use of capacity analysis to determine the level of service
on an existing or projected facility, with known or projected traffic, roadway, and
control conditions
Opposing flow rate: The flow rate at the direction of travel opposite to the direction
under analysis.
Overflow period:Time period during which demand exceeds capacity.
Passenger-car equivalent: The number of passenger cars having the same impedance
effect as a single heavy vehicle of a given type, under prevailing roadway, traffic,
and control conditions. (PCE)
Peak period:Time period during which arrival flow rate exceeds capacity.
Performance measure: A quantitative or qualitative characteristic describing the
quality of service provided by a transportation facility or service.
Planning application: A use of capacity analysis to estimate the level of service,
the volume than can be accommodated, or the number of lanes required, using
estimates, HCM default values, and local default values as input.
Platoon:A group of vehicles or pedestrians traveling together as a group, either voluntarily or involuntarily because of signal control or other factors.
Potential capacity: The capacity of a specific movement at an unsignalized intersection approach, assuming that it is unimpeded by other movements and has
exclusive use of a separate lane.
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Prevailing condition: The geometric, traffic, and control conditions during the analysis period.
Priority stream:A traffic stream to which the subject stream must give right of way.
Quality of service:The capability of a transportation facility or system under given
conditions to meet the needs of its users.
Queue:A line of vehicles, bicycles or persons waiting to be served by a system.
Rank:A level of priority in the hierarchy of traffic streams at an unsignalized intersection.
Recreational vehicle: A heavy vehicle, generally operated by a private motorist, engaged in the transportation of recreational equipment or facilities; examples include campers, boat trailers, and motorcycle trailers.
Renewal process: A counting process for which the interarrival times (headways) are
independent and identically distributed non-negative random variables.
Safety lag:Time interval at a conflict area from the departure of a minor-stream vehicle
to the arrival of a major-stream vehicle.
Saturationflowrate:The hourly rate at which previously queued passenger cars can
traverse an intersection approach under prevailing conditions in the absence of
conflicting higher priority vehicles.
Serviceflowrate:The maximum hourly rate at which persons or vehicles can reasonably be expected to traverse a point or uniform section of a lane or roadway
during a given time period under prevailing roadway, traffic, and control conditions while maintaining a designated level of service.
Service measure: A specific performance measure used to assign a level of service.
Service time: The time period that a customer spends in a service facility. At unsignalized intersections the time period during which a vehicle not blocked by vehicles
ahead blocks the vehicle behind from reaching the stop/yield line.
Simulation model: A computer program that uses mathematical models to conduct experiments with traffic events on a transportation facility or system over extended
periods of time.
Spacing:The distance between two successive vehicles in a traffic lane measured from
front bumper to front bumper.
Stationary conditions:Conditions not changing during the analysis period.
Steady state conditions: The expected state of the system may have cyclic fluctuations, but otherwise it is time independent. (Equilibrium conditions)
Stochastic model:A mathematical model that employs random variables for at least
one input parameter.
Stochastic process: A series of random variables indexed over time or space. In a
discrete time stochastic process the index set consists of discrete units of time.
In a continuous time stochastic process the index set is a subset of nonnegative
real numbers.
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GLOSSARY

Stop line:A line behind which vehicles should stop as directed by a stop sign or a
traffic signal.
Stop time:A portion of control delay when vehicles are at complete stop. Also "stop
delay".
Stream:A distinguishable element of the total traffic flow traversing an intersection—
for example, that performing a particular movement (OECD Road Research
Group 1974)
Time-in-queue delay:Time spent in a queue; from stopping at the end of queue to
passing the stop line.
Through vehicles:All vehicles passing directly through an intersection.
Traffic condition: A characteristic of traffic flow, including distribution of vehicle
types in the traffic stream, directional distribution of traffic, lane use distribution
of traffic, and type of driver population on a given facility during the analysis
period.
Transient conditions: The system is not in equilibrium, but its state depends on time.
(Time-dependent conditions)
Transition probability: The probability that a system at a given state at one time will
be at a certain state at a later time.
Truck:A heavy vehicle engaged primarily in the transport of goods and materials or
in the delivery of services other than public transport.
Undersaturation: A traffic condition in which the arrival flow rate is lower than the
capacity.
Utilization factor: The fraction of time that a server in a queuing system is busy or a
traffic facility is occupied.
Validation: Determining whether the selected model is appropriate for the given conditions and for the given task. It compares model prediction with measurements
or observations.
Volume:The number of persons or vehicles passing a point on a lane, roadway, or
other trafficway during some time interval.
Waiting time in queue:lime spent in a queue waiting for service.
Waiting time in system: Time spent in queue and in service.
Yield line:A line of triangles at an unsignalized intersection to intensify the effect of
a yield sign. At a yield controlled approach the stop line is replaced by a yield
line.
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SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
a

Acceleration or deceleration rate
Number of arrivals between departures i and i 1
Number of arrivals during (0, rI
A(r)
Number of arrivals during(r1,T2]
A(vi, r2)
Additive Conflict Flows methodology
ACF
Backward waiting time at time r
B(r)
Current duration of headway
b
Capacity
C
Capacity of stream i
C
Potential capacity of stream i during unimpeded periods
Caj
Potential capacity of minor stream i under limited priority
CL.,
Movement capacity of minor stream i
Cm,,
Potential capacity of minor stream i
C
Cycle length (ta +tb)
c
Number of departures during (0, vi
D(r)
Number of departures during(v1,r21
D(ri, r2)
Central island diameter in a roundabout
d
Demand-to-capacity ratio
D/C
Equivalency factor for buses
EB
Equivalency factor for heavy vehicles
EHV
Equivalency factor for recreational vehicles
ER
Equivalency factor for trucks
ET
Expected value of random variable X
IE[X]
E[X Y]Expected value of random variable X under condition Y
Probability density function
f(•)
Probability density function of service times for isolated vehicles
f(•)
Probability density function of service times for queuing vehicles
fq ()
Probability density function of service times
fs()
Probability density function of lags
fT()
Cumulative distribution function (see f(.)for subscripts)
F()
Fraction of time available for gap acceptance in stream I
fa,i
Adjustment factor for exiting traffic
fe
Impedance factor of a Rank 2 stream i
fl
Adjustment
factor for limited priority merge
fL
Adjustment factor for impedance effects in average service time
fq
Finnish Road Administration
Finnra
Probability-generating function
G(z)
Average departure headway
h
Departure headway of vehiclekin stream i
h,,,,
Average departure headway of stream j
h
Handbuchfür die Bemessung von StraJienverkehrsanlagen
HBS
Highway Capacity Manual
HCM
Helsinki University of Technology
HUT
The
set of priority streams for minor stream k
Ik
Independent and identically distributed
i.i.d.
Queue length exceededapercent of time
L,1
Number of customers in a queue at timet
L (t)
Effective entry flare length
if
Vehicle length
i.,
A,

-
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Length of weaving section
Level of service
Measure of effectiveness
Number of customers in a system at time r
Average number of pedestrians in a group
fl g
One-step transition probability matrix
P
Proportion or percentage of buses in traffic flow
PB
Proportion or percentage of heavy vehicles in traffic flow
PHV
Proportion or percentage of recreational vehicles in traffic flow
PR
Proportion or percentage of trucks in traffic flow
PT
Probability of event A
IP{A}
P{AIY } Probability of eventAunder conditionY
Probability of a lag being accepted
P0
Probability of empty system in stream i
P0.1
Proportion of arriving flow exiting (turning right) before subject entry
Pe
Probability that a gap is rejected
Pg
Proportion of stream i in a set of streams
g
One-step transition probability from state i to statej
Pif
Fraction of pedestrians in stream jgiven priority by vehicle stream k
Pk.1
Probability that a lag is rejected
pi
Probability of rejecting nconsecutive gaps, or lag and n - 1 gaps
Probability of empty system in streams 1, 4, and i
Pz.i
Passenger car
pc
passenger-car equivalent
PCE
Passenger car unit
pcu
Flow rate, traffic volume (veh/h)
q
Average
stream i flow rate (veh/h) during free-flow periods
qa.i
Circulating
flow at a roundabout
q
Rate of flow exiting (turning right) before subject entry
Hourly arrival rate of pedestrian groups
qg
Flow rate of a Rank 2 movement
Flow rate of a Rank 3 movement
Flow rate of movement i
q
Major-stream flow rate
qM
Major-stream flow rate for movement i
qM.i
Peak flow rate
qp
Hourly arrival rate of pedestrians
qp
Flowrate at timer
q(r)
Coefficient of determination
R2
Survivor function (seef(.)for subscripts)
R(.)
Inscribed circle radius of a roundabout
r
Entry radius at a roundabout
re
Service time
S
Average service time
S
Service time for vehicles arriving to an empty systern
Se
Service time for queuing vehicles
Sq
Average service time of stream i
S
Service time of vehicle i
Saturation flow rate of stream i
sj
Headway (stochastic variable)
T
l,
LOS
MOE
N(r)
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T(A. B)
T(r)
Tbp.I

r
to
ta

tb
tf

tpb

v/c
Va
Ve

v,
W
W
W(r)
W2
Wa

We
WD
Wd

WG

Wg
Wga
Wgd
WM
Wm

W
W0
WQ
Wq
W
W
W1

W
Wa
We

w1
w
a(t)

Time interval between major-stream departures - 1 and I
Time interval between events A and B
Current headway at time t
Busy cycle in stream I
Busy period in stream i
Idle period in stream i
Length of a headway
Queue accumulation and discharge time
Antiblock length
Block length
Critical gap
Follow-up time
Follow-up time after vehicle I
Length of the 1th headway
Shortest acceptable major stream headway in a flow-analogy model
headway
Intraplo
Time interval of pedestrian blockage
Volume-to-capacity ratio
Approach cruise speed
Exit cruise speed
Negotiation speed
Pedestrian walking speed
Control delay
Average control delay
Control delay of vehicle I
Cumulative delay during (0, r]
Average delay according to Tanner (1962)
Acceleration delay
Waiting time of an isolated minor stream vehicle
Average waiting time in an M/D/l queuing system
Deceleration delay
Average waiting time in an MJG/1 queuing system
Geometric delay
Acceleration component of geometric delay
Deceleration component of geometric delay
Average waiting time in an M/M/l queuing system
Queue move-up time
Delay due to low negotiation speed
Overflow delay
Waiting time in queue
Waiting time at yield/stop line for queuing vehicles
Waiting time in system
Stop delay
Waiting time in system under transient conditions
Total delay
Approach width
Entry width
Lane width
Width of a weaving section
Gap acceptance function; maximum number of departures in headway t
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ak

fl
fik
y

- a)
E(x)

0
IC

ic•
Aa i
Pe
p1

pp
Pq

a2

r
to

T ( r)
v

x
(a,b]
ivj
iAj

Lxi
(x)

Probability of karrivals during the service time of a queuing vehicle
Unit extension interval
Probability ofkarrivals during the service time of an isolated vehicle
Scale parameter of Cowan's M3 distribution
Service departure time of vehicle i
Unit impulse (Dirac delta) function
Unit step (Heaviside) function
Time of entry of minor stream vehicle i
Scale parameter of shifted exponential distribution
Randomness constant of service times
Reserve capacity of stream i
Flow rate (veh/s) of stream i
Average stream i flow rate (vehls) during free-flow periods
Proportion of free headways in stream i
Service quotient for isolated (non-queuing) vehicles
Utilization factor, demand-to-capacity ratio of stream I
Demand-to-capacity ratio of stream i
Peak demand-to-capacity ratio
Service quotient for queuing vehicles
Variance
Variance of service times for vehicles arriving to an empty system
Variance of service times for queuing vehicles
Time
Arrival time of vehicle i
Length of overflow period
Length of peak period
Lag (forward waiting time) at time r
Length of lag
Safety lag
Probability of major stream antiblock and minor stream follow-up time
Equal in distribution
Time intervala <t<b
Streamiorj
Streamsiandj
Floor function (greatest integer not larger than x)
Nearest integer of x
Positive part of x; i.e., x = (x + Ix 1)12
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INTRODUCTION
1.1 Methodological approaches
The majority of intersections in Finland are unsignalized. The vast majority of these
have yield signs on minor road approaches. Other unsignalized intersections are either
stop controlled, uncontrolled, observing the "right before left" principle, or roundabouts, which are becoming increasingly popular.
At an unsignalized intersection each driver must find a safe moment for the movement
observing current traffic, traffic signs (stop or yield) and pertinent regulations ("right
before left"). Accordingly, modeling of operations at an unsignalized intersection is
about the interactions between vehicles under the geometric conditions of the intersection. The most important modeling approaches have been stochastic (gap acceptance
theory) and statistical (regression analysis).
In Britain the capacity analysis of unsignalized intersections has been based on statisticalmodels (Kimber& Coombe 1980, Kimber 1980, Semmens 1988, O'Flaherty 1997).
Regression analysis has been used to find the parameters and to estimate the values of
the coefficients which give a good fit between estimated and measured capacity. This
method is not sensitive to the headway distribution models, it gives a clear method to
estimate the effect of intersection geometry, and can model heavily congested conchtions under which the process of simple gap-acceptance gives way to a more interactive
one, in which major road vehicles adjust their headways to allow minor road vehicles to
enter, as well as situations, such asmulti-lane roundabouts, where the assumed vehicle
interaction rules become very arbitrary (Kimber& Coombe 1980, Kimber 1989). Some
other examples of statistical capacity models have been presented by Louah (1988),
Simon (1991), Hakkert, Mahalel & Asante (1991), and Aakre (1998). When capacity
has been estimated, queuing theory can beused to estimate queue lengths and delays
(Kimber & Hollis 1979), although regression analysis has also been used in delay
estimation (e.g., Kyte, Zegeer & Lall 1991).
Most of the analysis procedures of unsignalized intersections are, however, based on
stochastic models; i.e., gap acceptance theory. It is assumed that a minor stream
vehicle can enter anintersection, when the time interval to the next arriving higher
priority vehicle is larger than a critical gap, and a safe time interval (follow-up time)
has passed since the departure of the preceding minor stream vehicle. Capacity and
delay are functions of follow-up times and the availability of headways larger than
critical gaps in higher priority streams. Statistical methods are applied to estimate the
parameters that describe "microscopic" properties of the process, such as critical gaps
and follow-up times of minors stream vehicles aswell as headway distributions of major
streams. Whereas statistical models estimate the effects of intersection geometry on
capacity directly, in stochastic models gap acceptance parameters are adjusted for the
local conditions (Kimber 1980).
Gap acceptance theory has been developed especially in Germany by Grabe (1954),
Harders (1968), and Siegloch (1973), without forgetting the theoretical foundation
laid by Anglo-Saxon scientists, such asMajor & Buckley (1962) and Tanner (1962).
Roundabouts are usually analyzedasseries of intersections or short merging zones.
Gap acceptance theory can beadjusted for conditions, where anapproaching majorstream vehicle slows down to give way to a merging minor-stream vehicle. This type of
operation is called "limited priority merge" (Troutbeck & Kako 1999, Troutbeck 1999).
Priority stream headways are usually assumed to follow exponential distribution. This
approach has been used in many capacity manuals, such asin Germany (Brilon,
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Gro8mann & Blanke 1994, FGSV 2001) and in the U.S. (Transportation Research
Board 2000). A bunched exponential headway model used originally by Tanner (1962)
has received much attention later in a generalized form (Troutbeck 1986, Akçelik &
Chung 1994, Hagring 1998b). The Swedish method (Statens vägverk 1977, Hanson
1978, Bergh 1991) uses four different headway distributions, based on number of lanes,
distance from traffic signals, and type of movement.
Gap acceptance can also be described in terms of traffic signal analogy, assuggested
by Winsten (in Beckmann, McGuire & Winsten 1956), and recently developed by
Akcelik (1994a). lime periods blocked by higher priority vehicles are considered as
red intervals and time periods available for minor stream vehicles are considered as
green periods. Siegloch (1973) and McDonald & Armitage (1978) associated a lost
time with each major stream vehicle and assumed that at other time intervals minor
stream vehicles enter anintersection (roundabout) at constant saturation flow rate.
Athird approach is to apply a model structure based on gap acceptance theory, but to
use regression analysis to fit the model to measured capacity values. Parameters, such
as critical gap and follow-up time, loose their behavioral (microscopic) meaning, and
become coefficients of a statistical (macroscopic) model. Examples of this approach
have been presented by Stuwe (1991), Brilon & Stuwe (1993), Guichet (1997), and
Aagaard (1995), among others.
The Additive Conflict Flows (ACF) procedure (Brilon & Wu 2001, Brilon & Wu 2002,
Brilon & Miltner 2002) combines traffic signal analogy with a statistical framework.
The D/C ratio of a major flow is the sum of the D/C ratios of component major flows,
and during the remaining fraction of time the minor stream can discharge at saturation
flow rate. Parameters are estimated using statistical procedures based on goodness of fit
between observed and estimated capacities. TheACF method was developed to simplify
the analysis of the hierarchy of priorities as well asthe pedestrian and cyclist movements
at unsignalized intersections. The new draft chapter for unsignalized intersections in
the forthcoming German capacity manual follows the ACF procedure.

1.2 State of the art in Finland
In early 70's the capacity analysis of Finnish unsignalized intersections (Häkli 1971,
Syyrakki, Lyly & Granberg 1975) wasanimplementation of the methodology of
Harders (1968) as presented by Jessen (1968)—see also Siegloch (1973), appendix 17.
Since late 70's capacity and delay at unsignalized intersections have been estimated
following the Swedish method adjusted for Finnish conditions (l'iensuunnittelutoimisto
1978). These adjustments have also been implemented in the Finnish version of the
Swedish Capcal software (Tiensuunnittelutoimisto 1987, Kehittäniiskeskus 1991). Pursula & Peltola (1997, 1998) have presented an overview of the capacity analysis
and design practice of Finnish unsignalized intersections.
The new intersection design manual (Tie- ja liikennetekniikka 2001) presents a set
of charts for capacity estimation in planning applications. The level-of-service classification follows the 1985 HCM (Transportation Research Board 1985, Lyly 1988).
Roundabouts are analyzedasseries of T-intersections (Tie- ja liikennetekniikka 2001).
For the operational analysis of unsignalized intersections the old manual method
(l'iensuunnittelutoimisto 1978) and Capcal are still used. The old critical gaps
have not been updated, even though new measurements have suggested lower values
(Uusiheimala 1995, Niittymäki & Uusiheimala 1996).
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The Swedish Capcal has been updated to Capcal 2 and further to Capcal 3. Capcal 2'
updated the calculation procedures, particularly for the vehicle-operating and emission
costs (SNRA 1995b, Hagring 1997). Small changes were also made to critical gaps
and to estimation of service times (SNRA 1995b). Capcal 3 is a Wmdows version
reproducing the methodology of Capcal 2. A new version is under development.
1.3 Research objectives
After the development of the current Finnish capacity estimation procedure in the 1970's
the performance of both drivers and vehicles has changed, and new calculation methods
have been developed. It has become necessary to update the analysis methodology of
Finnish unsignalized intersections.
The methodological basis in this research is gap acceptance theory. It is widely used
worldwide. The most important advantage of the model is, however, in the parameter
estimation. Statistical capacity models require observations from congested intersections.2 Such data are difficult to obtain and were not available for this research. The
same problem has been reported in Denmark (Vejdirektoratet 1999a) and in Sweden
(Hagring 1996b). Parameters of stochastic (gap acceptance) models can be estimated
under uncongested conditions also, although there is always an element of error, when
results from one traffic condition are applied to another.
As Brilon, Wu & Bondzio (1997) have remarked, one cannot besure that linear regression models apply also in the areas of a capacity-flow diagram where only a few
measurement points have been observed. The structure of a gap acceptance model
is informative, and parameters have a physical meaning. This gives credibility to the
model even in those areas of the diagram where empirical evidence is scarce. It is easier
to transfer a gap-acceptance model to conditions different from a regression model.
The present report gives updated critical gap values and suggests a performance analysis
procedure for Finnish unsignalized intersections. New field measurements have been
made to update the methodology. The theoretical results and the results of three international methodologies—HCM2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000), Capcal 2
(SNRA 1995b),and Danish DanKap (Vejdirektoratet 1999b)—have been compared
with the capacities and delays simulated by HUTSIM (Kosonen 1996, Kosonen 1999).
Based on these results a recommendation is made for a new analysis methodology.
Major attention has been given to capacity analysis methodology, because capacity
estimates have a central role in the estimation of other performance measures, such as
delays and queue lengths. In addition, delay estimates are very sensitive to capacity
estimates, especially at high degrees of saturation (Hagring 1998b). The report includes
some new theoretical results, especially for the capacity analysis of Rank 3 and Rank
4 streams. These results were made available in a preliminary report (Luttinen 2003),
and are presented here with some modifications.

1 The

version referred to in this document is Capcal Dos 2.10.

2Akçelik (1998) has, however, suggested the estimation of capacity based on measuring departure flow

rates during queued portions of gap-acceptance cycles.
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2 GAP ACCEPTANCE THEORY
2.1 Relative priority of traftic streams
Unsignalized intersections can be either uncontrolled, yield-sign controlled, stop-sign
controlled, or roundabouts.Uncontrolled intersections follow the right-before-left
rule. The priority is implicit, given in the rules of the Highway Code only (OECD
Road Research Group 1974). Each vehicle must give way to vehicles approaching
from the right. Left turning vehicles must give way to opposing traffic.
Atyield-sign controlled intersections the yielding approaches are referred to as minorroad approaches. The approaches that are not controlled by yield signs are referred
to as major-road approaches. All minor-road vehicles yield the right-of-way to majorroad vehicles. Left-turning vehicles in all approaches yield right-of-way to opposing
through and right turning vehicles.
Atstop-sign controlled intersections'the minor-road approaches are controlled by stop
signs. The principles of operation are otherwise similar to yield controlled intersections,
but minor road vehicles must stop at the stop line before proceeding.
Roundabouts have a circulating roadway around a central island. All vehicles entering
a roundabout must yield to circulating vehicles. All vehicles entering or exiting a
roundabout make a right turn.
The theory describing the operations at an unsignalized intersection is called gap acceptance theory. It includes four basic elements (cf. Transportation Research Board 2000):
1. Relative priority of traffic streams
2. Distribution (availability) of gaps in higher priority streams
3. Usefulness of gaps to yielding vehicles (gap acceptance)
4. Queue discharge
The availability of gaps is described by a probability distribution of headways inhigher
priority streams. A gap acceptance function describes the usefulness of headways as
well as queue discharge. The relative priority of traffic streams will be discussed next.
In an uncontrolled intersection of two one-way roads displayed in Figure 2.1 the southbound traffic(vii) must yield to east-bound traffic (q). The intersection operates in
the same way, if the northern approach has a yield sign. (In Finland a yieldsignis not
usedinthis case, because it is not necessary.) If there is a stop sign, vehicles must stop
before passing the sign. An intersection of two one-way roads is the simplest case to
analyze, and it is used in the derivation of potential capacity and delay equations.
The traffic steams at a four-leg intersection are presented in Figure 2.2. The numbering follows HCM2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000). Streams 13-16 are
pedestrians crossing the road.
The operation is more complicated than in the simple case of Figure 2.1. All minor
road vehicles yield the right-of-way to major road vehicles. Left-turning vehicles in all
approaches yield right-of-way to opposing through and right-turning vehicles. There
is a hierarchy of priorities. Through and right-turning movements on the major road
1 HCM20J0 (Transportation Research Board 2000) calls this type of intersection two-way stopcontrolled (TWSC). All-way stop-controlled (AWSC) intersections,widely used in the U.S., are not used
in Finland.
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Figure 2.1: An intersection of two one-way roads
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Figure 2.2: Traffic streams at a four-leg intersection
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(2, 3, 5, and 6) have absolute priority. This group of movements is called Rank 1. Left
turning traffic from the major road (1,4) and right turning traffic from the minor road
(9, 12) have Rank 2. They must give priority to Rank 1 movements. Through traffic
on the minor road (8, 11) has Rank 3. It must give priority to all movements on the
major road (Ranks 1 and 2). Finally, left turning traffic from the minor road (7, 10) is
subordinate to all other streams, and it has Rank 4.
All yielding vehicles, which do not find anacceptable lag at arrival must decelerate
and/or stop to wait for the next safe gap. There may, however, also be vehicles or
pedestrians of higher rank waiting for anacceptable gap. Accordingly, a vehicle must
findanacceptable gap or lagafterall waiting higher rank vehicles and pedestrians have
passed the conflict area.
Right turning stream 3 does not have a conflict with minor road streams 7, 8 and, 9.
It is, however, possible that minor road drivers are not confident that a major street
vehicle will turn right, until they see a clear indication of its intentions. Accordingly,
a stream may have an effect on the performance of another stream, even though no
conflict exists between the two streams.
The traffic streams at a T-intersection are presented in Figure 2.3. There are only three
hierarchical levels of priorities (ranks). Consequently, there are less possible conflicts
between streams, so that it is easier for a driver to observe the safe gaps in priority
streams.
5

Rank Traffic stream
1
2.3.5
4,9
2
3
7

Figure 2.3:Trafficstreams at a T-intersection

If the major road has a wide central island, one or more minor-road vehicles can be
stored between the two directions of major-road traffic streams. In this case minor
road through or left-turn vehicles may operate in two stages, if there is storage space
available (Brilon, Wu & Lemke 1996, Brilon & Wu 1999, Luttinen 1998)
In HCM2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000) pedestrian flows (15,16) across
the minor road have Rank 1 and pedestrian flows across the major road (13, 14) have
Rank 2. HCM2000, however, states that the priority of pedestrian movements with
respect to vehicular movements may bea policy issue varying by jurisdiction. In the
Finnish guidelines (Tiensuunnittelutoimisto 1978) minor street movements are considered subordinate to pedestrian flows across the minor road. Pedestrian flows across
the major road are ignored.—The capacity and level of service of pedestrian facilities
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is discussed e.g. in Chapter 18 of HCM2000 (l'ransportation Research Board 2000).
Current Finnish highway code states that vehicles must give priority to a pedestrian
who is on a crosswalk or is about to set foot on the crosswalk. A vehicle may not
pass without stopping another vehicle that has stopped in front of a crosswalk. A
turning vehicle must give priority to pedestrians crossing the road, where the driver is
turning to. However, the priorities between pedestrians and vehicles observed in reality
cannot be described with clear rules. Because pedestrians have a "higher" priority over
turning vehicles than over through vehicles, pedestrian flow 15 has a higher priority
over movement 3 (Rank 1) than over movement 8 (Rank 3). This breaks the hierarchical
structure of priorities. In addition, these rules are often not observed by or even known
to pedestrians and vehicle drivers (see also Brilon & Wu 2001, Brilon & Wu 2002).
Consequently, the Rank of pedestrian flows is not defined in Figure 2.2. The effect of
pedestrians should, however, beconsidered in the capacity calculations.
According to the hierarchy in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 the major street through vehicles have
absolute priority. They may, however, experience delays due to three reasons:
1. If major road through vehicles cannot pass queuing left-turn vehicles, they have
to wait for the clearance of the queue (Kimber & Coombe 1980, Bonneson &
Fitts 1997, Bonneson & Fitts 1999).
2. Even without queues a through vehicles may have to decelerate, if it follows a
vehicle decelerating for a turning maneuver.
3. At high traffic volumes major-road vehicles may beslightly delayed to accommodate minor-road vehicles (Troutbeck 1990, Troutbeck & Kako 1997, Troutbeck & Kako 1999).
Wang (2000) has found that major and minor-stream traffic volumes do not have a significant effect on critical gaps. However, if major-stream vehicles adjust their speeds
to accommodate minor-stream vehicles, the result can beobserved also in the availability of gaps (headway distribution), not only in the gap acceptance behavior (see
Troutbeck 1997b, Troutbeck & Kako 1999).
Atuncontrolled intersections all vehicles obey the right-before-left rule. It is possible
to have a situation where priorities are unspecified. Such a situation occurs, when
vehicles of streams 2,4, and 7 simultaneously wait for anopportunity to proceed. Each
vehicle must yield to another vehicle, none has priority over all others. The methods
described in this report cannot be applied to uncontrolled intersections. The German
manual (FGSV 2001) suggests 600-800 pc/h as the sum of maximum flow rates of all
four approaches at an uncontrolled intersection.
Atroundabouts (Fig. 2.4) vehicle circle counterclockwise. Approaching flows (q)give
priority to circulating flows (q).This ensures an uninterrupted flow in the circulating
roadway. Circulating and approaching flows merge immediately at the entrance to the
circulating roadway. Each vehicle must make two right turns. All other movements
are eliminated. As a subordinate vehicle enters the circulating roadway it becomes a
priority vehicle.
In Finland the geometric features of most roundabouts are designed so that speeds are
reduced to 20-40 km/h. Safety is the most important factor in the design, even if it
increases delays. Low speed of circulating traffic makes it easy and safe for approaching
vehicles to enter the roundabout.
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Figure 2.4: Trafficstreams at a roundabout

Because vehicles entering a roundabout make a right turn, the operation can be assumed
to be similar with the operation of right turning streams at yield (or stop) controlled
intersections. The intersection angle is, however, usually smaller in roundabouts, which
makes the operation similar to a (very) short merge area. If a roundabout is analyzed as
a series of unsignalized T-intersections, the roundabout must beso large that the merges
can be considered independent. According to the Gennan manual (FGSV 2001), this
approach can be used for roundabouts having an inscribed circle diameter larger than
26 meters. For other cases Troutbeck (1991) suggests that this approach can beused
in an iterative manner, which quickly converges to solutions.
If pedestrian volumes are high, pedestrian crossings at roundabouts should begrade
separated. If this is not the case, crosswalks should be located so that exiting vehicles
stopped in front of a crosswalk do not disturb the circulating flow.
2.2 Definition of priority streams
A vehicle, whose driving path crosses or merges with a higher priority movement,
cannot enter an intersection, until these higher priority movements provide a safe gap.
For a minor stream kthe set'k includes all conflicting streams that have a higher
priority than stream k.For example, at a four-leg intersection (Fig. 2.2) the set of
conflicting priority streams for minor stream 8 includes streams 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6; i.e.,
5,6) € Ig. It is, however, necessary to take a closer look at the definition of (1,24
priority streams.
In the discussion above, it was observed that pedestrian flows do not conform to the
hierarchy of priorities of vehicular flows. It was not possible to assign a Rank to ped-
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estrian flows. In section 3.8 the effect of pedestrian flows on vehicular capacities is
estimated using the fraction of pedestrians that have priority over the subject minor
stream. This fraction must be estimated for each location on the basis of field measurements or knowledge of local conditions. Pedestrians are not included in the major
flow of a gap acceptance process.
So far it has been assumed that drivers know which higher priority vehicles are arriving
to the conflict area, and which are using a nonconflicting lane or are turning into another direction. Special questions arise with major road right turning vehicles, through
vehicles on multi-lane highways, and circling vehicles on multi-lane roundabouts as
wellasexiting vehicles on roundabouts.
Not all right turning vehicles display a turning sign. Some of those that do so, do
so veiy late. Even when the turning sign is displayed, minor-road drivers may be
hesitant and wait until there are also other indications that the major-road vehicle is
indeed turning. Accordingly, some part of the major road right-turn stream could be
included in the major flow, if it approaches the intersection on a lane sharing a through
movement in conifict with the subject movement. In many current methods half of the
right-turn streams (3 or 6) is included in the major stream. This principle is followed
in HCM2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000) and HBS 2001 (FGSV 2001),
and in the Norwegian manual (Statens Vegvesen 1985). On the other hand, Capcal 2
(SNRA 1995b) follows the old Swedish method (Statens vägverk 1977) and includes
in the major flow only those streams which are in actual conifict with the subject
movement. The same principle is followed in DanKap (Vejdirektoratet 1 999b).
At roundabouts exiting vehicles have a similar role asmajor-road right turning vehicles
at three and four-leg intersections. According to HCM2000 at most well-designed
roundabouts the effect of vehicles exiting into the road, where subject vehicles are
entering, can beignored. Exiting flows are also ignored in HBS 2001, Capcal 2, DanKap
and in the Norwegian manual. According to Hagring (1 998b)most research reports
have not found any significant effect due to exiting flows. This was also his own
conclusion.

ifa minor stream merges with a multi-lane stream, only that part of the higher priority
stream should becounted, which are in conflict with the subject stream. Traffic flows
on other lanes may have animpact on minor-stream drivers, but it is usually ignored.
This principle is followed in HCM2000, IIBS 2001, Capcal 2, and DanKap.

ifa major-road right turning movement (3 or 6) is separated by a triangular island and
face a stop or yield sign, priority is reversed. In this case major-road right turning
vehicles no longer have Rank 1, but they should be analyzed asa Rank 2 movement at
a T-intersection.

2.3Gap availability
2.3.1 Gaps, lags, and headways
The time distance from front bumper to front bumper between two consecutive vehicles
passing an observation point is called aheadway.It is the sum of the time used by
a vehicle to pass the observation point (occupancy time) and the time interval (gap)
to the arrival of the next vehicle (Luttinen 1996). At unsignalized intersections the
minor-road drivers consider gaps (unoccupied time intervals) aspossible opportunities
for their crossing or merging maneuvers. However, it is easier to describe traffic flow
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in terms of headways than in terms of gaps and occupancy times. 2 In this discussion
gapis the headway between two consecutive major stream vehicles evaluated by a
minor-stream driver for the purpose of crossing or merging. The availability of gaps is
described by headway distributions of higher priority streams; i.e., gaps are considered
to be equal to headways (Troutbeck & Brilon 1997). It is assumed that the differences
in major stream vehicle lengths and speeds (i.e., occupancy times) can be ignored.
Mathematically the arrival of vehicles is described as a point process, where each
arrival is a point in the time axis (Fig. 2.5). Because vehicle length is ignored, gaps
and headways are equal. Headway (gap) t,is the time interval between vehiclesn 1
andn.Each headway is connected to the vehicle which terminates the time interval.
From the point of view of a minor-road driver it is thus possible to consider traffic flow
on a major road as a succession of moving gaps (Raff 1950, Buckley 1962).
-
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Figure 2.5: Vehicle arrivals as a point process (Luttinen 1990)
Let us assume that a vehicle enters a stop line or a yield line at time t,the preceding
priority vehicle has passed the conflict point at time r, and the next priority vehicle will
pass at time r1 ^ 1 (Fig. 2.6). The time from the passage of the previous priority vehicle,
B(r)= r1 , is called backward waiting time or current life (Karlin & Taylor 1975).
The time to the passage of the next priority vehicle, T(r) = r, is calledforward
waiting time or excess life in the theory of stochastic processes andlagin traffic flow
theory. The current headway at time r is the headway of priority stream vehicle i + 1;
=B(r) +T(r).
i.e.,T(r)= =r+i
-

-

-

Some of the major road gaps are not accepted by minor road vehicles, some gaps are accepted by one vehicle, and some gaps allow the entry of several vehicles. Consequently,
more detailed information than a deterministic headway model(Vi:t,1)is required
(see Watson 1933, Clayton 1941, Catchpole & Plank 1986). For realistic estimation of
capacity and delays it is necessary to have a realistic model of the frequency of gaps
of different lengths. In mathematical models the availability of gaps is described by a
probability distribution of vehicle headways (see Luttinen 1996).
Acumulative distribution function gives the probability that a randomly 3 selected head
2 Headway canbe considered as the inverse individual flow rate of each vehicle (Dawson & Chimini
1968). The sum of headways r = 7-1r, isthetime interval between the arrivalsof vehicles 0and
n,so thatthenumber of headways (vehicles) divided by the sum of headways gives a proper estimate of
flow rate (A = nr,»).
3 it should be emphasized that the headway that occurs for a randomly arriving vehicle or pedestrian
is not randomly selected. It is more probable that a random observer arrivesduring a long headway
thanduring a short headway.Thislength-biased sampling is the reason for the well-known waiting time
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Figure 2.6: Backward waiting time
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way is not larger than a given value

F(t)=P(T<t}=

I f(u)d(u)

Jo

F(oo) =IP{T <co) =

I f(u)d(u) = 1,

Jo

(2.la)
(2.lb)

where f(t) is theprobability density function.Because headways cannot have negative
length, the lower limit of integration is zero. ln conventional probability analysis F(t)
is defined as P(T t).The definition given above is more useful in gap acceptance
theory. For distributions continuous at t,both definitions give identical numerical
results.
The probability that a randomly selected headway is larger than a given value is called
survivorfunction

R(t) = PfT > t)

=ff(u) d(u)= 1 - F(t).

(2.2)

In reliability and life data analysis this function gives the probability that an object
survives or operates reliably for a given time (see e.g. Nelson 1982, Crowder, Kimber,
Smith & Sweeting 1991).
The expectation IE[T] is the average headway from the distribution:
I'OO

E[T]= I =

I tf(t) dt.
Jo

(2.3)

Because f(t)= 0 whenr < 0, expectation can also be expressed in terms of the
paradox (Feller 1966, Daganzo 1997).
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survivor function (Grimmett & Stirzaker 2001):
p00

E[T] = I

=Jo

I[1 -F(t)] dt

coo

= Jo
I R(t) dt.

(2.4)

If we count a consecutive headways, the expected duration of the count is ]E[r] ni.
Flow rate (A = q/3600) is the inverse of average headway: A =n(E[t]Y'=
i. This is an unconventional definition of flow rate, but it helps to demonstrate the
relationship between flow rate and average headway. For a more detailed analysis of this
relationship the reader is referred to the discussions by Haight (1963) on synchronous
and asynchronous counting and by Luttinen (2001) on doubly synchronous counting,
as well as to a discussion on renewal processes in any standard textbook on stochastic
processes (e.g., Ross 1996).
Thelagsexperienced by randomly arriving vehicles have a different distribution than
headways. If R(u) = lP{T> u}is the survivor function of the headway distribution
and1[T]is the expected headway, the probability density function of lags can be
expressed using the PalmKhintchine equation (Palm 1943, Khintchine 1960, Cox &
Isham 1980):
=
= AR(u).
(2.5)
fT(v)
Cox & Miller (1965) have presented an application of this equation for the estimation
of delays at unsignalized intersections.
The survivor function of lags is obtained directly from equation (2.5) as
p00

R--(u) =

Af R(y) dy.

(2.6)

V

The expected value of a lag can beexpressed in terms of the moments of the headway
distribution:
E[T]

f
- I

=

0

VfT(v)

du

vR(v)dv

- I

00

E[TIJ()
-

p00

vff(y)dydu
V

(fvu)f(y) dy

-

oo2

_
-;j

j -f(y)dy

E[T2]I
2E[T]

c4

See Kleinrock (1975)for a different approach.
4 This equation can be proved by integration with change of order (Ross 2002)
p00

/ R(t)dt=

JO

p00 p00

I I f(u)dudt
JO Jt
p00/ (U

\

= I II dtjf(u)du
JO \J0 /
(00

= I uf(u)du.
Jo
For a geometric interpretation see Gnedenko (1962).

(2.7)
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2.3.2 Geometric distribution
Winsten (in Beckmann et al. 1956) has estimated the delay at an unsignalized intersection considering time in finite sized steps. If the probability of an arrival during a time
interval of unit length is p, the probability of a headway of ktime units is (1 - p ) k_l p.
During one time unit, the number of arrivals can be 0 or 1. The probability p of an
arrival can be interpreted as the flow rate; i.e., number of arrivals per time unit. The
arrival process is binomial, and headways follow the geometric distribution, which has
density, distribution, and survivor functions as follows:
f(k) = IP(K = k} = (I - p )k_I p
F(k) = P{K k} = p k

(2.8a)

- p)_I =

p

(1

- p)' = 1 - (1 - ) k

R(k) = IP{K > k} = 1 - F(k) = (1 - ) k,

(2.8b)
(2.8c)

where p is the probability of arrival during the minimum time interval, and Kis the
headway (measured in discrete time intervals). The expected length of a headway is
(Matloff 1988)
E[K] = pjq''

l]

dq l—q

=

(2.9)

P(1 —q)2
P,

where q = 1 - p. Average headway is the reciprocal of the flow rate, as expected.
If headways are i.i.d. and a randomly selected headway is less than twith probabilityp = F(t), the probability ofkconsecutive headways T < tfollows geometric
distribution:
= k(l - p) =[F(t)]kR(t) .
( 2.10)
Pk
The expected number of consecutive headways T < t is
E[K] = (1 - p)

= (1— p)pjpI_1
= (I -P)P(1
p

i—P

F(t)
R(t)

(2.11)
-
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Geometric distribution is a discrete-time headway model. Modern microscopic traffic
models are, however, based on continuous-time headway distributions, the most important of which will be discussed below. Even in continuous-time models geometric
distribution can be used to estimate probabilities and expectations of i.i.d. events, as
shown above.

2.3.3 Negative exponential distribution
If vehicles are assumed to move at their desired speeds and independently of each other,
traffic volumes follow Poisson distribution, and headways areexponentially distributed.
The probability density, cumulative distribution, and survivor functions are
f(t)= Ae t
F(t)= 1 -e _At

(2.12a)
(2.12b)

R(t)= 1 -F(t)= e t

,

(

2.12c)

whereAis the scale parameter (see Fig. 2.7). The expected headway is equal to the
inverse scale parameter:
.00

ftOO

E[TJ= /R(t)dt= / e'dt = -.
A

(2.13)

This indicates that the scale parameter is equal to the flow rate expressed in veh/s; i.e.,
q/3600.
A
Negative exponential distribution is the interarrival time distribution of totally random
arrivals. The counting process follows the Poisson distribution. At low flow rates the
negative exponential density function is highest, and distribution function (Fig. 2.7)
rises steeply. For long headways the density approaches asymptotically zero and the
distribution function unity. This indicates both a substantially high probability of very
short headways, even at low flow rates, and the possibility of very long headways, even
at high flow rates.
Several authors (e.g., Weiss & Herman 1962, Breiman 1963, Thedéen 1964) have
demonstrated that under rather weak assumptions (no vehicle interaction, identically
and independently distributed speeds) the number of vehicles in an arbitrary time interval willbeasymptotically Poisson distributed astime tends to infinity. Thus, headways
headways ofwilasymptocfhexntialdsrbuo,Ifhecmind
several independent streams passing a reference point are considered, the limitations
of the Poisson assumption become less severe.
Exponential distribution has the Markov ("lack of memory") property (Luttinen 1990):
P( T > b + vJ T > b } =

e —A(b+u)

=

(2.14)

=TP{T> u},
wherebis the current duration of headway (backward waiting time) and vis the lag
(Fig. 2.6). This indicates that lags have the same distribution as headways:
fy(v)

Rr(v)
=Ae.
=E[T]

(2.15)

In fact, exponential distribution is the only continuous-time distribution that has the
Markov
property (Feller 1957).
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Figure 2.7: Negative exponential cumulative distributionfunctionfor vehicle headways

Because of the Markov property it is not necessary to keep track of the time elapsed since
the last arrival. This makes the Poisson process mathematically tractable (Turns 2003).
Therefore, the negative exponential distribution is often preferred over other, more
realistic but also more complex headway distributions. In many cases explicit solutions
can only be found when the arrival process is assumed Poisson. Since Adams (1936)
the negative exponential distribution has played a central role in traffic flow theory.
If the arrival process is Poisson and the number of arrivals during a given time interval
(0, r] is n,the distribution of the arrival times is similar as the distribution of nuniformly
distributed events in time interval (0, rI (Karlin & Taylor 1981, Tijms 2003). This indicates that Poisson arrivals are completely random in time. An important consequence of
this is the PASTA (Poisson Arrivals See Time Averages) property (Wolff 1989). When
the arrival process is Poisson, the average state of a system during arrival times is equal
to the time average state of the system.
The exponential model has two major limitations: The model allows unrealistically
short headways, and it does not describe platooning. The model gets more distorted
as flow rates increase. Consequently, the exponential distribution can be considered
as a realistic headway model under very low-flow conditions only, approximately q <
150 vehlh (Luttinen 1996).
The exponential distribution can also beused to describe the headways of free vehicles,
which are not driving in platoons. This indicates that empirical headway distributions
have an "exponential tail" (Luttinen 1996). Because very short headways are not likely
to be "free", the exponential distribution should be modified.
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2.3.4 Shifted exponential distribution
If headways have a minimum length of t,and headways larger thant,are exponentially distributed, the resulting model is called shifted exponential distribution.It has
probability density
0.
ift <t
(2.16)
f(t)
(t—r)
0e
ift >
where8is the scale parameter and t,is the location parameter. The distribution function
(Fig.2.8)is
ift<rp
10.
(2.17)
F(t) =
- e_ '_ , ift > ti,.
and the survivor function is
R(t)=

Ii.

e (t-t),

ift.<t
.
ift > t.

( 2.18)

0.8
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Figure 2.8: Shifted exponential cumulative distribution function with minimum headway t, =
is

Shifted exponential distribution is the conditional distribution of exponential headways
tp :
largethn
IP{T> t} IP{ T > t T > t, } =
P(T> t} -

= e_t_tp).

< t.

(2.19)

This distribution avoids the problem of extremely short headways, but does not model
platonig.
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The shape of the distribution function is similar to the negative exponential distribution
(Fig. 2.7), but the probability of headways smaller than the minimum headway (te 5
null. After the minimum headway the distribution function rises even steeper than the
negative exponential distribution function, and approaches asymptotically unity. The
model does not include platooning, but the density is highest at headways just larger
than the minimum headway.
)

The expected headway is
E[T]=

I

L

co

R(t)dt=

fp

ldt+

J00e' -t

dt = t + -.

(2.20)

Scale parameter 0can now be expressed in terms of flow rate as
A
=
1
q
=
E[T] - t
1 - At
3600 - qt

(2.21)

Thus, the average flow rate of an arrival process with shifted exponential time headways
is
0
(2.22)
A_E[T]_ l+0t
Oliver (1961) has derived the explicit counting distribution.
The probability density function of the lag distribution is
I,

f-r(u)

J
I

R(v)
OR(u)
=
= 1
I + 9t
E[T}

0
l+Ot

ifu <
(2.23)
if u

t.

The survivor function of the lag distribution can be obtained by integrating the density
function. When u <tn, the survivor function is
[fp

O

RT(V)=i+otjdY+

(00
1
Oe °(
1+otptp

J

1
= 1+0t +1+Ot
Ou
=1—
l+Ot'
0(t—u)

P

dy

(2.24)

Whenv > t, the survivor function is
RT(v)

=

1
1 +Ot

[co

- l+Ot'

dy

(2.25)
utp .

Consequently, the survivor function is

RT(v) =

I

l—

Ou
1+0t

ifu<t
(

1+Otp

2.26)

if v > t.

When the location parameter (minimum headway) is zero, we obtain the survivor function of negative exponential distribution, as expected.
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Once the survivor function of the lag distribution is known, the expected lag is obtained
as
j'OO

E[T]=

I RT(u)dv

Jo

Ou
1
____
____
du+
1
+Ot
Jtp(
0
)
Or2p
1
+
0(1+Or)
2(1+Or)

=

too

e __tp) du
(2.27)

+6t)+ (1 ±Or))

Equation (2.7) gives naturally the same result, when the substitutions for mean I =
+ 0 and variancec4 = 02of the shifted exponential headway distribution are t
made. When r, = 0, the result is equal to the expectation of negative exponential
distribution (9_i)
2.3.5 Erlang distribution
Another simple model used in the analysis of unsignalized intersections is the Erlang distribution ( Erlang 1917a, Erlang 1917b), which is a special case of the
gamma distribution.It is easily tractable in mathematical analysis, but not as
easy as the exponential distribution, and not particularly good as a headway model
1991, Luttinen 1996). The Erlang distribution has not been used in this(Lutine
research, but it has been applied in the old Swedish method (Nordqvist, Bång &
1973, Statens vägverk 1977). See also Yeo (1962), Voigt (1973), and Pre Hanso
(1988).
-vedours
2.3.6 Cowan's M3 distribution
A headway distribution can also be described as a mixture of follower and free-vehicle
If headways in platoons are assumed to be constant (tn) and free-vehicleheadwys.
follow shifted exponential distribution, the cumulative distribution function headwys
is obtained as (Cowan 1975)
0.

F(t)=

1 - 4)e_ t _P,

ift<tI'
if t >

(2.28)

where4)is the proportion of free-vehicle headways, and y is the scale parameter.
Buckley (1962) called this a regular-random distribution, but nowadays it is most often
known as Cowan's M3 distribution according to (Cowan 1975). The survivor function
is
Il,
ift<tp
R(t)=
(2.29)
if t >
The expectation is
E[T]

I R(t) dr =

JO

f
0

tp

1 dt + 4)]

dr = r + .

(2.30)

'p

Maximum flow rate q,,( = 3600 (min E[T]y'= 3600t1 is attained when all vehicles
move in platoons(4) = 0). The method-of-moments estimator for the scale parameter
is obtained as
çbq
4)
(2.31)
=E[T] —r = 3600—qr
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Because the proportion 1 4of vehicles are followers and have a headway of size ti,,
the density function has a mass of 1 - atti,.This point mass can be described using
a unit impulse (Dirac delta) function (Spanier & Oldham 1987)
-

ift —t
-"
otherwise

8(t - t)

j00

I8(r - t)dt = 1,

and

jo

(2.32)

which gives the probability density function (Plank 1982, Luttinen 1999)
f(t)

1°

=

1(1

-

(

ift <
Øye_Y(_IP),
ift tp.
t - t)

(2.33)

Figure 2.9 displays the coefficient of variation
C(T)

=fvar(T)= ./(2 -

(2.34)

E[T]

0), reaches the
of Cowan's M3 distribution. It is zero for deterministic headways (
maximum [yt(2 + yt)]'/2 at Ø yt(1 + ytY', and decreases to (1 + yr,' as
reaches unity and the distribution becomes shifted exponential (Luttinen 1999). At
low values of y the peak rises above unity, but it stays below unity when y is large.
Although M3 gives a very crude approximation of short headways, it can produce
moment characteristics very similar to real headway distributions (Luttinen 1999).
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Figure 2.9: Coefficient of variation of Cowan's M3 distribution with t, = 1.8s (Luttinen 1999)

The density function of the lag distribution is
R(u)
yR(v)
fT(v)
=E[T]= +ytp=

Ø+ytp '

Iy

ye°'P
+ ytp

ifv <
ifV tp-

(2.35)
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The survivor function of the lag distribution can be obtained by integrating the density
function. Whenu <tt,, the survivor function is5
RT(v)=

Y

(00

ye_t)_tP) dy
dy +
4+YtpJtp
ftp
U

- y(t —v)+4
+ytp

=1—

0 + )/

(2.36)
U<tp .

1;

When v > t,,the survivor function is

_____ [00
R(v) =

j yep dy

+ Ytp

v

(2.37)

-Øe'P

tp.

- 0+Ytp

The survivor function can now be expressed as

I

I—, ifu<t

0+ ytp

RT(v) = Øe''-'t
ø+ytp

(2.38)

ifv > t.

When the proportion(Ø)of free headways is unity, we obtain the survivor function of
shifted exponential distribution.
Because the flow rate A (veh/s) is the inverse of the expected headway E[T], the lag
density can be expressed as (Hagring 1998a):
f-r(v) = AR(v) =

IA,

ifV<t
le', if vt.

(2.39)

The survivor function of the lag distribution can likewise be expressed as (see Hagring
198a)
1— Av,
RT(v)

=

y

0e

ifv

(2.40)

Ytp), ifv > t.

A model similar to Cowan's M3 was presented earlier by Tanner (1953, 1961a, 1967)
and (Miller 1961). Tanner modeled traffic flow as departures from an M/D/i queuing
system (exponential interarrival times and one server with constant service times).
Because the arrival process is Poisson (Khintchine 1960), the proportion of constant
n) headways is equal to the utilization factor of the server (Luttinen 1990)
(t
(2.41)

l_o{Ttp j?tp0 .
5 The

survivor function can be obtained more easily as follows:
_____
RT(u) = I - Fy(v) = I - _____
4+ytp
}/ fvdy=1—
Yv
0
4+Ytp

V
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Using equations (2.30) and (2.41) parameters4)and y can be expressed as

4) = I -

=I -

(2.42)

I'

=A

(2.43)

=

=

The last result indicates that the scale parameter y of the shifted exponential distribution
of free headways is equal to the scale parameter A of the negative exponential interarrival
M/D/i queuing process. The distribution function timedsrbuonfhlyig
is
ift < t
(2.44)
F(t)
Atp)e
_t_tP),
if t > t.
1 - (1

fo,

The headways are no longer independent; i.e., platoon lengths do not follow geometric
distribution, as in the M3 model, but the Borel-Tanner distribution (Tanner 1953, Tanner
196 la, Tanner 1961b, Haight & Breuer 1960, Prabhu 1965).The autocorrelation of
does not have any influence on capacity estimates, but delays are sensitive headwys
to the order of headways (Kyte, han, Mir, Hameedmansoor, Kittelson, Vandehey,
Brilon, Bondzio, Wu & Troutbeck 1996).
Robins,
Figure 2.10 displays the cumulative distribution function of headways froman M/D/i
(i.e., headway in platoon) t = 2 s. There is a dis-queingprocswthveim
continuity at T = t.The probability of shorter headways is null. The proportion of
follower headways increases linearly with increasing flow rate, as indicated by equation (2.42). When headways are larger than ti,,the cumulative distribution function
approaches asymptotically unity. Maximum flow rate is A
= orq =
when all vehicles are followers (4) = 0).
M3 distribution is a good headway model, if there is no need for accurate modeling
of short gaps. Such is the case in the analysis of unsignalized intersections. M3 can
reproduce data with moment characteristics very similar to real headway distributions,
and it gives good results in capacity analysis for unsignalized intersections (Luttinen
19).PropetisfhM3dbuonatesimfparteshv
been discussed by several authors (see Brilon 1988a, Akçelik & Chung 1994, Sullivan
1994, Hagring l996b, Troutbeck l997b, Luttinen 1999, Tanyel & Yayla&Troutbeck
203).
The M3 distribution has been widely used in the capacity and delay analysis of unsignalized intersections and roundabouts (Akcelik 1994a, Hagring 1996b, Hagring 1998b,
1999, Sullivan & Troutbeck 1994, Troutbeck 1986, Troutbeck 1991, TroutbeckLutine
1997),
especially in Australia. The headway distribution for a two-lane case;
& Kako
a superposition of two M3 distributions, has been derived by Troutbeck (1986) andi.e,
(1998b). See also section 3.3.
Hagrin
More advanced mixed distributions, suchasthesemi-Poisson distribution (Buckley
1962, Buckley 1968, Luttinen 1994) and the generalized queuing model(Cowan 1975,
1976), use a specific distribution for headways in platoons and exponentialBransto
distribution for free-vehicle headways. These models are more realistic, but they are
also more difficult to use inmathematical analysis (Luttinen 1996).
Most of the current unsignalized intersection models use either negative exponential
distribution or Cowan's M3 distribution for major stream headways. For a more detailed
description of headway distributions the reader is referred to Luttinen (1996).
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Figure 2.10: Cumulative distribution function of headways from an MID/i queuing process
with service time t, = 2s

24 Gap acceptance and queue discharge
The arrivals and departures at an unsignalized intersection can be described by a queuing
model demonstrated in Figure 2.11. When a minor-stream vehicle enters the stop line
or yield line (first position in a queue, time 0 in Figure 2.11) the driver must evaluate
whether the lag in priority streams is safe for entry. if the driver considers the lag
unsafe, the vehicle waits for a safe headway. The minimum acceptable major-stream
headway is assumed to be equal for all vehicles, and it is called the critical acceptance
gap, or simply thecritical gap (te ).
0
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-
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Figure 2.11: Queue discharge at an unsignalized intersection

A minor stream driver attempts to maximize her/his utility by accepting a major stream
headway having a safety risk lower than the value of the expected delay resulting from
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headway rejection. Cntical gap can be regarded as a compromise between the demand
for sale entry to an intersection and for minimizing delay (Hagring 1998b). Gap
acceptance theory is a microscopic (stochastic) theory, which describes the behavior
of individual drivers, as opposed to macroscopic (statistical) models describing traffic
flow at an aggregate level.
Each major-stream vehicle blocks minor-stream vehicles from entering the intersection.
Theblock,as Raff (1950) called this time interval, starts tseconds before the majorstream vehicle arrives and lasts until the beginning of the next major-stream headway
t (Fig. 2.11). The time interval between two blocks is called an antiblock. An
starts when a headway t tstarts and ends tbefore the arrival of the antiblock
next major-stream vehicle. Minor-stream vehicles can enter the intersection during
A minor-stream vehicle is assumed to enter the intersection immediately at antiblocks.
the beginning of an antiblock or immediately alter having reached the stop line during
an antiblock (Weiss & Maradudin 1 962).—Assuming a traffic signal analogy, suggested
first by Winsten (in Beckmann et al.1956),blocks can beconsidered red intervals and
green intervals.
antiblocks
When a minor stream vehicle enters the intersection, it takes some time before the next
vehicle can take its position at the head of the queue. After this the process is repeated.
The minimum headway between two minor stream vehicles entering the same major
stream gap is calledfollow-up time (tf). During an antiblock vehicles from a minor
stream queue enter the intersection separated by follow-up times.6 An interval tf after
the queue has discharged, minor stream vehicles can proceed without delay until the
next block starts. At a yield controlled intersection a vehicle approaching an intersection
or discharging from a queue can proceed without stopping, if the lag is long enough.
The operation can bedescribed as asingle server queuing system with deterministic
(tf) service times. The service is, however, occasionally interrupted, because customers
can enter service during antiblock intervals only. A more comprehensive description
of several conflicting streams would bea single server system with priority queues.
Each customer type (rank) has a separate queue. The first customer in the highest
rank queue is always served first. Switching from one queue to another requires a
"reorientation time" t
tf (Jaiswal 1968). The hierarchy of conificts inanentire
intersection is, however, too complicated to be described by a single unsigalzed
queuing system. For example, ina four-legged intersection (Fig. 2.2) streams 4 and
8 have a conifict, asdo streams 3 and 4, but stream 3 and 8 vehicles can enter the
intersection simultaneously. Queuing models are limited, but nevertheless useful tools
in the analysis of unsignalized intersections.
-

It is assumed that service starts as a vehicle crosses stop line. Service time is equal to
the follow-up time. When service ends, the next vehicle can enter service (cross stop
line).
óAccordjngtoA&.kçelik (1994a) the first minor stream vehicle enters an intersection tf after the beginning
of an antiblock. Consequently. the last vehicle can enter the intersection t - tf before the arrival of the
next major stream arrival. See also Kyte et al. (1996).
According to Tanner (1962) andYeo & Weesakul (1964) a minor stream vehicle can depart after the
last vehicle in a block, and the next block starts when the next major stream vehicle arrives. Mathematically
the model is unchanged if the block starts a constant time u < tbefore the first vehicle and terminates
- uafter the last vehicle (Tanner 1962). By setting u = t - tf. we obtain the model of Akçelik (1994a).
The model in Figure 2.11 was suggested by Weiss & Maradudin (1962). and it is obtained by setting
U

= tc.

In terms of a queuing process. entry time is the time of departure from service. In Figure 2.11 major
stream arrival times can be interpreted as service departure times, while minor stream entry times should
be considered as service entry times. See Figure 3.16 on page 79 for more details.
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The reference point of a priority stream is the conflict point between the priority and
minor streams. However, in the gap acceptance process no service times are usually
assumed for priority streams. The entry of minor-stream vehicles is blocked by critical
gaps and follow-up times only.
In Figure 2.11 the first vehicle enters the intersection at the same time as the major
stream vehicle arrives (Si = r3and64 = r5); i.e., passes the conflict point. When the
"service is completed", the minor stream vehicle passes the conflict point. Thus, tf is
also the minimum time interval between a major stream vehicle and a merged minor
stream vehicle. This is, however, an extension of the basic queuing model.
The service of a minor stream vehicle may overlap the critical gap. In Figure 2.11
vehicle 3 departs at 83 + tf, when major stream vehicle 4 has already blocked the entry
of minor stream vehicle 4. The minimum headway between a minor stream vehicle
and a major stream vehicle is t - tf.
This discussion raises three issues concerning time intervals between vehicles.
1. Critical gap (te) cannot be shorter than the follow-up time (tf). Otherwise the
arrival time of the next major stream vehicle (such as r6in Figure 2.11) might
take place before a minor stream vehicle has departed from service (85 + tf). This
is an important condition for capacity models, which assume a constant queue
of minor stream vehicles. The condition tf
tensures that there is always a
minor stream vehicle waiting at the stop line when an antiblock starts (Plank &
Catchpole 1984).
2. Even ift > tf, the headway between the merged vehicle and the next major
stream vehicle(t6 - - tf) may become too short, in which case the major stream
vehicle has to decelerate in order to delay its arrival and to keep the headway safe.
Because the priority of major stream vehicles is limited, this type of operation
is called "limited priority merge" (see Troutbeck 2002). Major stream priority
becomes limited, if t <tf + t,wheret,is the follower headway between major
stream vehicles.—To make the argument simpler, follower headway (headway
between vehicles in a platoon) has been assumed constant.
3. The minor stream follow-up time (tf) cannotbeshorter than the major stream
follower headway (tn). Otherwise the minor stream queue discharge rate would
behigher than the major stream capacity. The major stream cannot receive
merging vehicles at this rate.
Because drivers and vehicles differ, the minimum gaps and lags accepted by drivers
and the headways between discharging vehicles differ from vehicle to vehicle. Driver
behavior is heterogeneous. In addition, even under similar conditions a driver may
behave differently at different times. A driver may accept a gap that is shorter than a
gap rejected by the same driver earlier. This kind of behavior is called inconsistent.
It is apparent that inconsistency is related to real inconsistency in driver behavior, but
it is possible that most of the observed "inconsistent" behavior can beexplained by
situation-specific factors, such as waiting time and variation in speed and type of major
stream vehicles (Hagring 1998b).
In mathematical models driver behavior is usually assumed to beboth consistent and
homogeneous. Aconsistentdriver behaves in the same way every time at similar
situations. An inconsistent driver may approve a gap that is shorter than a gap that the
same driver had rejected earlier. An inconsistent driver determines a new critical gap for
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each major stream headway (Ashworth 1969, Plank & Catchpole 1984), or assigns to
each gap a probability of crossing (Weiss & Maradudin 1962, Hawkes 1968). Typically
the acceptable headway decreases as the number of rejected gaps increases. Such a
driver is called impatient. (If critical gap increases as the number of rejected gaps
increases, the behavior is not inconsistent according to the definition.) Accordingly,
inconsistency increases capacity.
If drivers are homogeneous,there is no difference in behavior among different drivers
under similar conditions. Homogeneous but inconsistent drivers have the same way of
selecting a critical gap for each individual headway. In the case of heterogeneous and
consistent drivers, each driver (or vehicle type) has an individual critical gap sampled
from a common distribution. This critical gap is applied consistently to all major
stream headways. Vehicles with large critical gaps are more likely to be found at the
head of the queue (Catchpole & Plank 1986), which leads to a decrease in capacity
(Wegmann 1991).
When a minor stream consists of heterogeneous and inconsistent drivers each driver has
anindividual way to sample critical gaps for each individual headway or lag. Because
inconsistency increases capacity and heterogeneity decreases it, the overall effect of the
assumption of consistent and homogeneous drivers has been considered to beminimal
compared to the case of heterogeneous and inconsistent drivers (Catchpole & Plank
1986, Troutbeck 1988, Transportation Research Board 1997, Hagring, Rouphail &
Sørensen 2003).
In summary, the major assumptions in basic gap acceptance models are
1. Similar (consistent) behavior of each driver under similar conditions
2. Similar (homogeneous) behavior among all drivers
3. Minor stream vehicles have similar critical gaps in all priority streams and
between vehicles of different priority streams
4. Gap acceptance is similar to lag acceptance.
5. Gaps of all independent priority streams are superimposed into a single stream
of gaps
6. The availability of priority-stream gaps is described by a statistical headway
distribution model
7. Minor-road vehicles arrive randomly
8. Priority stream vehicles do not adjust their behavior to accommodate an entering
vehicle; i.e., gap-acceptance behavior is similar at all traffic volumes
9. Minor stream vehicles can distinguish priority vehicles from vehicles exiting
before the conflict area
It is also assumed that follow-up time is shorter than critical gap. This assures that under
a continuous queue there is always a vehicle waiting for entry as a new gap begins, if
critical gap was shorter than follow-up time, the mathematical models would allow the
possibility of queue discharge headways shorter that follow-up times.
Several models have relaxed one or more of these assumptions. Herman & Weiss (1961)
and Weiss & Maradudin (1962) introduced a gap acceptance probability; i.e., the probability that a waiting driver accepts a headway of given length. Ashworth (1969) and
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Plank & Catchpole (1984) have developed a capacity formula for heterogeneous and
consistent drivers. Catchpole & Plank (1986) and Madanat, Cassidy & Wang (1994)
have analyzed the operation of unsignalized intersections for heterogeneous and inconsistent drivers; thus relaxing assumptions I and 2. Troutbeck has relaxed assumption
8 and studied gap acceptance under "limited priority merge" (Bunker & Troutbeck
1994a, Bunker & Troutbeck 1994b, Troutbeck 1995, Troutbeck 1997b, Troutbeck &
Kako 1999, Troutbeck 1999).
Tanner (1967) was the first to relax assumption 5. He estimated minor-stream capacity
assuming two or more independent priority streams with different flow rates. See also
Troutbeck (1986). Gazis, Newell, Warren & Weiss (1967), Fisk (1989) and Hagring
(1998b) have extended the model to include the case where different lanes (priority
streams) have different critical gaps (assumption 3).—Only streams without mutual
conflicts can be considered independent. When priority streams are from more than
one rank, special analysis methods are required.
The effect of nonpriority vehicles, such as major-road right turners, can be taken into
a model by adding a proportion of this stream to a priority stream.
In advanced methodologies many of these assumptions have been relaxed, but in the
core of these methods is usually a potential capacity or delay formula with most of these
assumptions. Some adjustments are then presented to make the method more general.
The nature of a problem becomes often clearer when it is compared with other, but
similar problems. In a mathematical sense the following traffic engineering problems
have many similarities with the unsignalized intersection case: 7
Pedestrians crossing a roadalso face a gap acceptance problem. Haight (1963) refers
to the items delayed as vehicles or pedestrians "according as they do or do not form
queues". Early studies of the pedestrian-crossing problem have been presented by
Adams (1936), Tanner (1951),and Mayne (1954). Cowan (1984) has generalized
Adams' result for the M3 headway distribution. See also section 4.2.3.
If all waiting pedestrians can cross the road when a headway larger than the critical
gap starts, the follow-up time is zero. This makes the analysis simpler. However, if
all waiting pedestrians can cross the road during a headway larger than the critical
gap, the capacity of a pedestrian crossing is either infinite or zero. Such a model
makes more sense in delay studies than in capacity studies.—Detailed information
of pedestrian gap acceptance and vehicle headway distributions can also be used to
evaluate the accident risk of pedestrians (Cohen, Dearnaley & Hansel1955,Song,
Dunne & Black 1993, Pasanen 1991).
Tanner(1951)remarked the similarity between the pedestrian crossing problem and the
operation of vehicle-actuated traffic signals, as described by Garwood (1940). Beckmann et al. (1956) presented the operation of a stop-controlled intersection in terms of
red (block) and green (antiblock) interval sequences generated by the priority stream
gaps. A minor stream has "green" when conflicting major streams have no "green
demand". The generation and extension of blocks (Fig. 2.11) is mathematically very
similar to the operation of vehicle detectors (Fig. 2.12). In the theory of stochastic
processes this type of operation is known as a Type IIcounter (Parzen 1962). Akçelik
(l994a) has described a traffic-signal analogy in modeling gap-acceptance at unsignalized intersections.
7 1t is also worth mentioning that queuing theory was first developed in the context of telephone traffic
(Erlang 1909. Erlang 1917a, Erlang 1917b).
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Figure 2.12: Extension principle of vehicle detectors
Another model similar to the unsignalized intersection is the operation ofmerging zones
(see Haight, Bisbee & Wojcik 1962, Haight 1963, Drew 1967). Unlike the minor road
drivers at unsignalized intersections, merging drivers can change the gap acceptance
criterion by changing their speeds, and they have a limited opportunity to determine
the location of the merge. In more advanced models the effect of turbulence on priority
streams should be considered (Transportation Research Board 2000).
Passing on two-lane highways is a gap-acceptance process, where a passing vehicle
moves in the opposite direction to the "priority stream". Drivers can determine the
time and location of passing considering gap availability and sight restrictions. The
order in which vehicles pass each others is not fixed, and several vehicles on a road
segment may pass simultaneously. Consequently, this problem is usually described at a
macroscopic level. Tanner (1953) presented anearly description of the problem stating
also the similarities with unsignalized intersection and pedestrian crossing problems.
For an overview of these models see McLean (1989) and Luttinen (2001). Miller &
Pretty (1968) have discussed the gap-acceptance of inconsistent drivers.

2.5 Fluid-analogy model
The number of customers in a system at time r isthe initial number of customers in
system plus the difference between arrivals and departures: N(r) = N(0) + A(r) D(r). When A(r), or D(r), islarge, the law of large numbers indicates that with
probability one
A(r) - E[A(r)]
(2.45)
= 0.
lim
t -+00
E[A(r)]
This suggests that the arrival and departure processes canbeapproximated by their
time-related average values:

E[N(r)1 = E[N(0)] + IE[A(r)J - E[D(r)].

(2.46)

In a fluid-analogy model a discontinuous stochastic process is replaced by a continuous
deterministic process (see Kleinrock 1976, Newell 1982, Wolff 1989).
Afluid-analogy model is useful especially in capacity estimation and in the estimation
of delays at oversaturated conditions. Once a queue has grown so large that its vanishing
probability is negligible, a fluid approximation will give a reliable estimate of the future
growth of the expected queue (Newell 1971).

According to the central limit theorem the change in queue length approaches normal
distribution. This suggests a diffusion approximation(Glynn 1990, Newell 1982) for
cases where the stochastic process becomes mathematically intractable or too complicated and the random variation cannot beignored. The delay estimation methods of
unsignalized intersections use both stochastic and fluid-analogy approaches. The dif-
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fusion approach has found some applications in the analysis of signalized intersections
(e.g. Newell 1965), but little or none in the analysis of unsignalized intersections.
The basic characteristics of a fluid-analogy model and its use in capacity estimation will
be discussed next. A fluid analogy model for the analysis of oversaturated conditions
will be presented in section 4.4.2.
Let us assume that vehicles arrive at an intersection at arrival rate q(t). The cumulative
number of arrivals is
(2.47)

A(r)= j q(u)du.
Jo

If the arrival rate is constant, the cumulative arrival curve is linear: A(r)= qr (Fig.
2.13). Cumulative demand is the number of arrivals plus the initial queue 8 at the
beginning of the observation period (Gazis & Potts 1965):
A'(r)= L(0) + A(t).

(2.48)

Number of vehicles

0

Antiblock 0

Block

th

Antiblock

t0r

Figure 2.13: Fluid analogy model for a minor st ream

The cumulative number of departures is
D(r)=

I. T
d(u)du,
Jo

(2.49)

where d(r) is the departure rate. During a block of length tb no vehicles depart the
intersection; that is
d(r)=O,
O<t<tb
(2.50)
D(r)=O.
O<t<tb .
8 Huid analogy models do not consider individual vehicles. So. no distinction can be made between
vehicles in queue an vehicles in service.
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When an antiblock starts at r =tb, the queue starts to discharge at saturation flow rate
s = tT 1 :
d(r)=s,
tb<t<tØ
(2.51)
D(r)= s du = s(r- tb),
tb < t < t0,
tb

where to is the time when the queue has discharged. After t0 the discharge rate is equal
to the arrival rate:
d(r) = q(r),
t0 < I C
(2.52)
D(r)=A(r),
t0 <r <c,
assuming that to < cand q(r) s,and the cycle timecis the sum of the block (tb)
antiblock (ta) periodS.
and
The length of a queue (in vehicles) is the initial queue L(0) at r = 0 plus the difference
between cumulative arrivals and departures. Graphically it is the vertical difference
between cumulative arrival and departure curves. The queue has discharged at time to,
when the number of arrivals is equal to the number of departures (Newell 1965)

L(t0) = L(0) + A(t0)-D(t0) = L(0) +qt0 -s(to- tb)= 0.

(2.53)

During a differential time interval(t, t + dt] the delay experienced is L(t) dt. The
cumulative delay during the cycle length cis equal to the area of the triangle in Figure
2.13 and can be obtained by a method analogous to the uniform delay in traffic signal
control (Newell 1965)

W(t) = fL(u) du = fqu du -fs(u- tb) du
2

-qst

(2.54)

st3
q—.

tb

The average delay per vehicle can beobtained by dividing the cumulative delay by the
number of arriving (and departing) vehicles during an average cycle (Newell 1965):

flcL(u)du-W(t) =
= fq(u)du- qt

Sta
q -.
2t(l—)

tc

(2.55)

S

The horizontal distance between the arrival and departure curves gives the waiting time
of a "vehicle".
Capacity is reached when the number of arrivals during an average cycle (sum of the
average block length tb and the average antiblock length ta ) is equal to the number of
vehicles discharging during an average antiblock tb:
ta

cp C = -

-,

(

2.56)

cp =
tf C

where the proportion of average antiblock (ta ) from the average cycle time (C)is the
probability of a lag larger than or equal to a minimum acceptable lag t 0 . Accordingly,
the potential capacity is
=
(2.57)
=SRT(to ),
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wheres = t is the saturation flow rate. If Figure 2.13 describes average conditions,
capacity is reached when the time(t0)required for queue build-up and discharge is
equal to the cycle time. When q C,the deterministic system is in equilibrium. A
more detailed discussion on capacity will be presented next.
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3 CAPACITY AT UNSIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS
3.1 Definition of capacity
According to HCM2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000) capacity is
the maximum sustainable flow rate at which vehicles or persons reasonably
can be expected to traverse a point or uniform segment of a lane or roadway
during a specified time period under given roadway, geometric, traffic,
environmental, and control conditions; usually expressed as vehicles per
hour, passenger per hour, or persons per hour.
Thus, capacity has three basic elements:
1. Capacity is a location specific measure.
2. Capacity is a maximum flow rate.
3. Capacity describes steady-state conditions.
According to gap acceptance theory the capacity of a minor stream (k)is limited by
its saturation flow rate (sk = t)and the availability of antiblocks at conflict areas.
A movement may have several conflict areas. It is, however, assumed that a vehicle
waits at a stop line or yield line until an antiblock is available at all conflict areas. If
a median supplies storage spaces for vehicles, so that a movement can beperformed
in two stages, capacity of that movement is measured at the median stop or yield line
considering the bottleneck effect of first stage gap acceptance and the limited number of
storage spaces in the median. Accordingly, the capacity atan unsignalized intersection
is defined as the stop-line capacity.
Besides interactions between a minor stream and higher priority movements capacity
canbelimited by interactions between movements in the same approach. When a lane
is shared by several movements and/or one movement occupies several lanes, it is most
informative to use as a unit of analysis the group of lanes which are occupied by the
interacting traffic streams in the approach. From this analysis it is also possible to
obtain lane-specific performance measures.
Roundabouts may have additional bottlenecks (see Hagring 1998b): 1)In narrow weaving areas heavy vehicles may have operational difficulties or they may prevent the simultaneous use of an adjacent lane. ii)Pedestrians may limit the capacity of exiting
vehicles.
The maximum flow rate is attained, when there is a continuous queue of subject movement vehicles arriving to the intersection. Because of possible downstream bottlenecks
due to short lanes or two-stage gap acceptance there maybeperiods of empty queues
at some lanes of a lane group.
Capacity is estimated for one minor stream or a group of movements in one approach.
The flow rates of higher priority streams are given, and the minor stream capacity is
estimated under these higher priority flow rates. A capacity of an entire intersection is
not defined, unless it is defined as the sum of arrival flow rates, which gives D/C ratio
p = 1 at the most saturated lane group (see OECD Road Research Group 1974). This
requires that the proportions of arrival flow rates for each movement can be estimated
under the conditions when capacity is reached (Nordqvist et al. 1973).
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At roundabouts the circulating flow is generated by merging processes at each entry
point. Thus, the flow rate at subject approach has an effect on merging processes and
capacities at other approaches, and eventually on the major flow of the subject approach
itself (see Akcelik 1998). The procedures below assume that the properties of major
flow do not depend on the flow rate in the subject approach. The capacity of an approach
is estimated assuming that all other traffic flows and driver behaviour attributes remain
the same. This assumption gives capacity estimates suitable for the estimation of
degrees of saturation, and eventually of delays and queues under prevailing conditions
(Troutbeck 1997b).
Capacity is the reasonably expectedmaximumsustainableflow rate under given conditions.Capacity does not describe maximum observed flow rate during some short
period of time. It describes the average (expected) maximum flow rate that can be
sustained over long time periods under given conditions. Mathematically the capacity of a minor streamkcanbedefined as (Plank & Catchpole 1984, Catchpole &
Plank 1986, Wegmann 1991)
Ck=lim

IE[Dk(r)]

t -*oo

,

(3.1)

where Dk(t) isthe number of stream kvehicles crossing a stop line during time interval
(0, rI assuming a continuous queue. When the process has been going on for a long
time, the system has reached a steady state and the effect of initial state canbeneglected.
During the analysis period (0, rI traffic and roadway conditions are assumed to stay
unchanged.
The expected number of departures during a long time interval (0. r] is 1

E[Dk(r)] =E[AM(r)]IE[a],

(3.2)

where AM(r) is the number of major stream vehicles (gaps) during time interval (0, rJ
and IE[a] is the expected number of stream kdepartures during a randomly selected
major stream headway. Capacity can now be expressed as(Plank & Catchpole 1984)
Ck

= lim

z- --+oo

IE[AM(r)J
t•

E[a]= q E[a],

(3.3)

whereq isthe major stream flow rate.
Because in real world traffic conditions change frequently, analysis must be based on
short time intervals, which may not bein a steady state. In HCM2000 (Transportation
Research Board 2000) the analysis interval is 15 minutes. This is a compromise between
considerations on short term fluctuations and stability of macroscopic traffic flow measures. Shorter time interval would allow better adjustment for short traffic fluctuations.
The generalization of the results to stable flow conditions would, however, beproblematic. Longer interval length would describe stable conditions better, but nonstationarity
of traffic flow within the time interval could cause bias to the results. When steady state
analyses are applied to finite time intervals, the performance of the facility during these
periods will have considerable stochastic variation around the estimated performance
'Let the length of a time period be the sum of n headways (r = t1 + 2 +
+ r)and let the
expected number of minor stream departures during a randomly selected major stream headway rbe
E[Dk(tj)]= ]E[aJ. The expected number of departures during a time interval (0. rJ is ]E{Dk(r)] =
E[Dk(tj)]= n E[a]. For a long time interval lim+ IE[N(r)J= v/ lE[t}= n.
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measures. Also a bias due to initial conditions, such as long or short initial queues2 on
major streams, cannot be excluded.
Following HCM2000 two further capacity concepts are defined:
Potential capacity (Cr ) is the capacity of a specific movement at an unsignalized
intersection approach, assuming that it is unimpeded by other movements and
has exclusive use of a separate lane or lanes.
Movement capacity(Cm is the capacity of a specific movement at an unsignalized
intersection approach, assuming that the traffic has exclusive use of a separate
lane or lanes.
)

Capacity estimation proceeds in four stages:
1. Critical gaps and follow-up times are estimated under prevailing conditions.
2. Potential capacity is estimated for each movement assuming that they have exclusive use of separate lanes and there is no queuing in higher priority streams.
3. Movement capacity is estimated taking into account the impedance effects of
higher priority queues.
4. Capacity of the movements on a lane group is estimated considering also the
effects of shared and short lanes.
Stages 2-4 are described below. Stage 1 is described in chapter 7.
For an overview of unsignalized intersection and roundabout capacity analysis theory
and methods the reader is referred to Brown (1995), Kyte et al. (1996), Transportation
Research Board (1997), Troutbeck & Brilon (1997), and Louah (1986). The discussion
below follows the report of Luttinen (2003).

3.2 Potential capacity under one priority stream
3.2.1 Definition of potential capacity
The theoretical foundation for capacity analysis of unsignalized intersections was laid in
the 1960's especially by Tanner(1962), Major & Buckley (1962), and Harders (1968).
Consequently, the first edition of HCM (Bureau of Public Roads 1950) did not discuss
unsignalized intersections. Even the second edition (Highway Research Board1965)
did not present any analysis methodology for unsignalized intersections. Two tables
were presented as examples of capacities of "four-way stop intersections". By the
time of the third edition (Transportation Research Board 1985) theoretical models and
empirical field data were at such a level that enabled the presentation of specific analysis
procedures. The HCM methodology was adopted from German guidelines (FGS 1972),
which were based on the research by Harders (1968). See Baass (1987), Brilon (1 988a),
and Kyte et al. (1991).
Capacity is the expected hourly rate at which vehicles can enter an intersection under
prevailing conditions. Capacity is estimated for streams of ranks lower than 1. The
2 Steady state capacity estimates should be adjusted for finite analysis periods with longerorshorter
than expected initial major stream queues. i.e.. expected queues under equilibrium conditions. Longer
(shorter) initial queues indicate impedance effects higher (lower) than under steady state conditions. Ifall
intalmjorsequ cnidrasexflow,minrtacpywlbeundrstima.
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methods described below cannot be applied to uncontrolled intersections or Rank I
flows. The German manual (FGSV 2001) suggests 1,800 pc/h as a maximum flow rate
for Rank I through streams. At uncontrolled intersections the manual estimates the
maximum number of vehicles entering the intersection from all four approaches to be
in the range 600-800 pc/h. In the Norwegian guidelines (Statens Vegvesen 1985)the
capacity estimates for uncontrolled intersections are much higher (Table 3.1).
Table 3.1: Capacity (vehih) of uncontrolled intersections in the Norwegian guidelines (Statens
Vegvesen 1985) as afunction ofminimum and maximumflow rates in the intersection approaches
Percent
left turns
0
< 10
<20

1.0
0.2
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.0
1.7001.6501,600 1,600 1,650 2,000
1,600 1,550 1,550 1,500
1,500
1,750
1,500 1.500 1,500 1,450 1.450 1,600

This section describes the basic theoretical formulas used to estimate the potential
capacity of unsignalized intersections. Only a simple crossing operation, as in Figure
2.1, or a simple merge operation, as in a roundabout entry (Fig. 2.4), is discussed. It is
assumed that merging operations between the legs of a roundabout can be ignored. The
road and traffic conditions are assumed optimal. Unless stated otherwise, the models
follow the assumptions presented above (page 46).
Potential capacity describes the capacity of a minor stream under ideal conditions
assuming that it is unimpeded by other movements and has exclusive use of a separate
lane (Transportation Research Board 2000). When the impedance effects (queuing
in higher priority streams) are considered, HCM2000 calls the capacity estimate a
movementcapacity.Because Rank 2 vehicles do not face any impedance effects due to
queuing at higher priority streams, the movement capacity of a Rank 2 stream is equal
to the potential capacity:
kE{1,4,9,12J.

CmtCptc,

(3.4)

It is assumed that there is a continuous queue of minor stream vehicles (stream 11 in
Fig. 2.1) waiting to enter the intersection. The expected number of vehicles departing
from a queue during a headway tis given by a gapacceptance function
a(t)=

ipj(t)

(3.5)

where p(t)is the probability of i departures during headway t.
The expected number of departing vehicles during a randomly selected headway is
obtained by integration
E[a]

1'oo

j a(t)f(t) dt,
(3.6)
Jo
where f(t) is the probability density function of major stream headways. Potential
capacity is obtained by multiplying IE[aJ by the number (q) of major stream headways
per time unit (Siegloch 1973)
too

C = q IE[a] = qtI cx(t)f(t) dt.
Jo

(3.7)

Accordingly, capacity is expressed in terms of traffic flow rate, gap-acceptance function
r(t), and the headway distribution.
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3.2.2 Stepwise gap acceptance function
A minor stream vehicle enters the intersection, if there is a headway or lag larger or
equal to the critical gap t in the priority stream 2. Critical lag is assumed to be equal
to the critical gap. Vehicles entering the intersection during the same priority stream
headway have discharge headways equal to the follow-up time tf.
During a headway of 0 < t <t no vehicles can enter the intersection. One vehicle can
can enter during a headway
enter during a headway of tf.
t tTwo
< tvehicles
+
t + tf t<t + 2tf. Accordingly

Il. ift + (i - l)tf < t < t +ltf
jo, otherwise.

p,(t) =

(3.8)

Gap acceptance function is a step function

I

a(t) = [

ttc +tf
tf

0.
[ i_tc±tt]
j =

I

ift<t
if t > t,

(3.9)

where LXi is the floor function; i.e., greatest integer not larger than X (Spanier &
Oldham 1987).
The probability of i arrivals during a randomly selected headway is the probability that
the headway has an appropriate length:
IP(a = i} = lP{t + (i - l)tf <t <t +ltf}
(.. +j11
f(u)du

=J

c+(Il)tf

(3.10)

=F(t +jtf) -F(t + (i - l)tf)
=R(t+(i-l)tf)—R(tc +itf),
where f(t) is the probability density function, F(t) is the cumulative distribution function, andR (t) = 1— F(t) is the survivor function of the major road headway distribution.
Capacity (maximum number of entering vehicles per time unit) is obtained by multiplying the expected number of minor road vehicles entering during a major road headway
by the expected number of major road headways (vehicles) per time unit:
i{tC +(i-1)tft<t+itf}

C=qM

I. Ic+'t•

M>21)

f(u)du

._

(3.11)

1—

=q

[R(t + (i - l)tf) -R(t +itf)]
R(t + Itf)

(veh/h).

Capacity is high, if the frequency of large headways is high. Consequently, capacity
increases as the coefficient of variation of priority stream headways increases (Luttinen
190).Ifpriotyseamlwzro,thinadqueschrgtadwy
and the capacity is t veh/s or 3600tt vehlh.

tf,
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If major stream headways follow thenegative exponential distribution, the minor stream
capacity is (Major & Buckley 1962, Drew 1968, Harders l968)
Cp

R(t + itf)

= qM
=qM
=q e 1 c

(3.12)

- qMe
- I - eu1
=

a —Mt36OO

- e - '! M'1I°°'

O<tf<t
- -

See Figure 3.1. The result was obtained using the convergence property of a geometric
series; i.e.,
= I
(3.13)
a < 1.
I—a

If follow-up time is zero, the entire queue can discharge simultaneously, and the capacity
is infinite. This is the capacity of a simple pedestrian crossing model.

U

0.

Li

200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000
Conflicting flow rate. qJ(vehIh)

Figure 3.1: Minor-stream potential capacity with different critical gaps, tf = 0.6r,and majorheadways following the negative exponential distribution

st ream

Equation (3.12) is used in HCM 1985 (Transportation Research Board 1985, Baass
HCM2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000), DanKap (Vejdirektoratet 1987),
3 According to Major & Buckley (1962) this equation was first obtained by Fisher (1960). However.
the equation was presented already by Nordqvist (1958). For a different kind of proof see Heidemann
(1991).
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I999b)and in the Norwegian guidelines (Statens Vegvesen 1985, Aakre 1998). Capcal 2
uses this equation for minor through and left turn movements, and when the priority
streams occupy at least four lanes (SNRA 1995b, Hagnng 1997).
This approach can be used to generalize the potential capacity equation for headway
distributions having anexponential tail; i.e., the distribution of headways larger than
tis exponential. Because exponential distribution has independent increments, that is
R(a + b) =R(a) R(b), equation (3.11) can be expressed as
Cp

R(t + it1)

= qM

(3.14)

=qMR(t)
i=O

_I qMR(IC I
)

- I - e'
where is the scale parameter of the exponential tail distribution. The expected number of departing vehicles during a randomly selected headway, IE[a], is the expected
number of departures (a) during a headway larger than the critical gap multiplied by
the probability of a headway larger than the critical gap. Accordingly, equation (3.14)
gives capacity as
C=qME[a]=qMIE[aITtC ]ll1TtC }.
This expression is valid for any headway distribution. When headways T
exponentially distributed,
E[a ITt]

(3.15)
tare

(3.16)

= —e'

is obtained as the expectation (2.9) of a geometric distribution. For an approach to
derive capacity as the inverse of average service time for queuing vehicles see section
4.2.2.
For priority stream headways following the shfted exponential distributionthe minor
stream potential capacity can be obtained as (Gipps 1982, Luttinen 1990)
C=q

R(t + it1)

e_'c

=q

i=o

(3.17)
e' 9

= 'iM
I - e 11

0t

t,Ot1

tc.

Ifr, = 0, the equation gives the potential capacity for exponential headways (3.12).
When substitution (2.21) for 0 is made, capacity can be expressed as
(_Mlc_tP)
qMexp
36qM'p

CP
=

—gM'I )
1 - exp 3600
—qMtp
(_

(vehTh).

(3.18)
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As Figure 3.2 displays, the minor-stream potential capacity decreases as the major
stream minimum headway (tn ) increases and variance decreases (see Luttinen 1990,
1996). The loss in capacity is largest at high major stream flow rates.
Lutine

V

>

(.3
(3

U

200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000
Conflicting flow rate. qJ(vehIh)

Figure 3.2: Minor stream potential capacity when critical gap is Ss, follow-up rime 3 s, and
major strean headways follow shi:fted exponential distribution with minimum headway (location
parameter) ranging from zero to four seconds

The survivor function (2.29) of Cowan's M3 distributiondiffers from the shifted exponential survivor function (2.18) by the factor 4). Thus, the potential capacity is
(Plank 1982):
00

=

R(t + it1)
1=0
00

(3.19)

eY(1c±iI1tp)

= q4i
1=0
-

-

1 —et1

I
,I

0<t<t,0<tt<t.0<4)<1.

It can be interpreted as minor stream capacity across a stream, where the proportion
4)of headways are available for gap acceptance and these headways follow the shifted
exponential distribution. This is a special case of the capacity equation of Tanner
(1967). If 4) = I, we get the capacity for shifted exponential headways (3.17). For
exponential headways (3.12) we set4) = I andt, = 0.
In the Australian roundabout capacity guideline (Austroads 1993) parameter y has been
defined by the method of moments (2.31) as
4)qi
= 3600 —qMt

(3.20)
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whereq = qis the circulating flow rate at the entry. The proportion of free headways
is lower than predicted by Tanner's MID/i model (Akcelik & Troutbeck 1991):

4' = 0.75(1 -Xr)= 0.75 (I -

(3.21)

See also Troutbeck (1993) and Troutbeck & Kako (1997).
Troutbeck & Kako (1997) have modified capacity equation (3.19) for "limited priority
merge". It describes the reduced capacity due to major stream vehicles slowing down
in order to allow enough space for a merging minor-stream vehicle. The delay of a
major-stream vehicle reduces the next gap. On the other hand, shorter critical gaps (te)
during limited priority operation increase capacity.
Some major-stream vehicles have to slow down, if critical gap tis less than tf + ti,.
These vehicles have to delay their entry in order to keep the headway to a merged
vehicle att,(see Figure 2.11 and related discussion above). The capacity of limited
priority merge is
CL =

qMf4'e'p)
1—eY'

tp < tc <

tf

+li,,

( 3.22)

where

I - e"
(3.23)
fL = I - eY(tctP) - y
( t - - t1) eY(1c'p)
is the adjustment factor for limited priority merge (Fig. 3.3). Parameter y is estimated
as in equation (3.20). If t > l + t,major stream vehicles have absolute priority and
fL should be set to 1. See also Bunker & Troutbeck (1994a), Bunker & Troutbeck
(1994b), Troutbeck (1995), Troutbeck (1997b), and Troutbeck & Kako (1999).
•.
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Figure 3.3: Adjustment factor fL with tf

= 2.5s, 4' = 0.8, and t = 2s (Troutbeck 1995)

If the traffic flow is considered as departures from an MID/I queuing system, substitutions (2.42) and (2.43) are made, and we obtain the capacity formula presented by
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Tanner(1962)
C=

q (1 - Atp ) e_Xc_tp)
'
I —e'

(3.24)

whereA = q/36OOveh/s.4 If the minimum headway condition is removed (t
0),
equation3.24is equivalent to the capacity equation (3.12)for exponential headways.
(e.g. Road Research LaboratoryTaner'sfomulhb dinmerousal
1965,Hobbs1974, Austroads 1988). Capcal 2uses this model for major road left turns
and minor road right turns when the major flow occupies one lane only (SNRA 1995b,
Hagring 1997).

Figure3.4displays minor stream capacity according to Tanner (1962)with different
critical gaps and tf = 0.6tt . The follower headway in a platoon isr, =l.8s, as in
2 (SNRA 1995b, Hagring 1997).The platooning model decreases the frequency Capcl
of large headways at high flow rates more steeply than the exponential headway model
(Fig.3.1).When all vehicles travel in platoons,q = 3600/1.8 = 2000 veh/h, and
there is no capacity left to a minor stream.
2000
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Figure 3.4: Capacity according to Tanner with different critical gaps, t = 0.6t, and platoon

Figure3.5shows the effect of major stream bunching on minor stream capacity. As
bunching increases ( decreases) the proportion of short intra -bunch headways increases, and so does also the average length of free headways. This improves capacity.
If = 1.0, there is no bunching, and the major stream headways follow the shifted
exponential distribution. Shifted exponential distribution has a lower coefficient of
variance than the negative exponential distribution and gives lower capacity for minor
stream vehicles. This is, however, just a feature of the M3model, and it cannot be taken
as an evidence of capacity reduction at low platoon percentages. By more extensive
4 Tanner obtained the equation as a limiting case when delay approached infinity. Brennan & Fitzgerald
(1979) presented a direct derivation of the capacity equation (3.24).

headwyst=l.8
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comparisons Siegloch (1973) concluded that slight disturbances (bunching) reduce capacity, medium disturbances increase capacity slightly, and severe disturbances increase
capacity significantly (Bnlon 1 988a).

600

200

400

800
1000
1200
600
Conflicting flow rate. q/(vehIh)

1400

1600

Figure 3.5: Capacity with different proportions offree vehicles, critical gap t = 5 s, follow-up
time tf = 3 s, and intra -platoon headway t, = l.8s compared with the Tanner model (dashed
curve)

A comparison of figures 3.1 and 3.4 indicates that at high major road flow rates, when
the variation of headways decreases, the minor stream capacity (3.19) decreases below
the capacity of the exponential model (3.12). This could be expected by the shape of
the coefficient of variation curve (Fig. 2.9). Absolute priority is assumed.
Figure 3.6 displays the capacity of a minor stream under limited priority conditions
based on Tanner's headway distribution (MID/i output) with flow-dependent critical
gaps(t = 5.0 - 6.OA) and follow-up times (tf =0.6tt ) and constant(t = 1.8 s)
follower headway in platoons. It is compared with Tanner's capacity formula (absolute
priority) with the same critical gaps, follow-up times, and follower headways. The
parameters are not necessarily realistic and they may produce excess curvature, but they
highlight the difference between the two models. Under flow-dependent gap acceptance
the capacity curve has steepest slopes at low and high flow rates. This can be inferred
from Tanner's capacity formula (Fig. 3.4) by assuming large (5 s) critical gaps at low
flow rates and small (2 s) critical gaps at high flow rates. If critical gaps decrease with
increasing flow rate the capacity curve becomes more linear, especially under limited
priority. This gives some theoretical support for the British linear regression models
(Kimber & Coombe 1980), as suggested by (Troutbeck 2002).
3.2.3 Linear gap acceptance function
Ina fluid analogy modelgap acceptance function is continuous for headways larger
than the shortest acceptable headwayt0 (see section 2.5). A linear gap acceptance
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Figure 3.6: An example ofminor stream capacity under flow-dependent gap acceptance and
major stream arrivals from an MID/I queuing system with limited (solid curve) or absolute
(dashed curve) priority

functionhas been suggested by Siegloch (1973) as

a(t)=(t_t0
\ tf J

(t_t+
tf

J
1+

,

(3.25)

wheret, = t - t/2is the shortest acceptable headway. The minor-stream departure
process is considered as a fluid flowing into the headways of the priority stream. As
long as the lag is larger than t0 the minor stream departure flow rate is t.
As Figure 3.7 indicates, equation (3.25) is a linear approximation of the step function
(3.9). Linear gap acceptance function can be interpreted as a simplified means to
describe the average gap acceptance behaviour of heterogeneous drivers. The potential
capacity is obtained as

C=qM

I a(t)f(t)dtJo
i'oO

-

tf

J
r

(t - t0 f(t) di
)

(3.26)

r°°

-

tf

I]

L

tf (t) di _to R(to )].

For negative exponential priority stream headways and linear gap acceptance function
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Figure 3.7. Step function and a linear model for gap acceptance

the potential capacity is obtained as (Siegloch 1973, Schnabel & Lohse 1997)
cp =

Jt

tf

-

tf

- t0 ) Ae' dt

r roo
I] te'dt - t0

L

oo

/e_A'dt]

qM

- [(A - t - t0 e1°°
ii=10
)

(3.27)

= —e At0
Atf

I 3600 —qM:0/3600
tf

Because tf is the minimum headway and the exponential part is the probability (proportion of time) of a lag larger than t0 ,the equation can be expressed as
C = s IP{T > t}

=sRT(tØ ),

(3.28)

wheresis the maximum flow rate of the minor stream in the case of no higher priority
flow; i.e., saturation flow rate. P{T > t}is the proportion of time that minor stream
vehicles find an acceptable lag. During this time minor stream vehicles can discharge
at maximum rate. For a fluid analogy model, capacity can be expressed as the product
ofminor stream saturation flow rate (s) and the probability ofa lag larger than the
minimumacceptable gap(t0 Akcelik 1998). The same result (2.57)was obtained in
section2.5by a heuristic method.
) (

In the German guidelines (Brilon et al. 1994, FGSV 2001) equation (3.27) has been
used, but the difference between equations (3.27) and (3.12) has been considered insignificant (see Brilon 1991). The comparison of Figures 3.1 and 3.8 demonstrates that
the capacities of equations (3.12) and (3.27) are virtually identical (see also Troutbeck
& Brilon 1997). According to Brilon & Stuwe (1993) Siegloch's equation (3.27) with
parameters estimated by regression analysis was slightly better as a capacity estimate for German roundabouts than a linear regression equation. - HCM has applied
equation (3.27) in the 1994 update (Transportation Research Board 1994).
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Figure 3.8: Minor-stream capacity with different critical gaps, tf = O.6t, linear gap acceptance
function and major stream head ways following the negative exponential distribution

Equation (3.27) has a simpler form than equation (3.12). Because it can be transformed
into a linear equation by taking a logarithm, it is easy to apply in linear regression
analysis (Guichet 1997, Aagaard 1995). The model also has a simple logic: During
the time available for gap acceptance minor stream discharges at maximum rate. The
operation of individual vehicles can be ignored.
For shifted exponential headways the potential capacity is
cp = !

f°°toe_mt_; dt -to R(to

[(O

=

=

[

+

.e6(bop),

Otf

)]

e_ t0_tp) - toe_ 0_1 P ) ]

(

3.29)

r0 > t

The application of equation (2.21) gives (Brilon 1988a)
C, =

3600 - qMt

e ° '°',

t > t.

(3.30)

The equation can also be expressed in the familiar form

C

3600e ° '°'
+9t) =sIP{T > t},
= tf(l

t0 > ti,.

(3.31)

Because the smallest acceptable headway should be larger than the follower headway in
a platoon(t > tn ), in Cowan's M3 distribution only the exponential tail of the distribution hasaneffect on the capacity. It differs from the shifted exponential distribution by
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factor, thus giving the following potential capacity equation (Troutbeck 1997a, Troutbeck & Brilon 1997)

H

cp-

-

-

f0

te

t-:)

dt - toR(ro)]

(3.32)
r0 > t.

yt

Equation (2.43) indicates that for an M/D/I departure process4y = 1—t, = A' - ti,.
When this substitution and the substitution for q = 3600A are made, the modification
of Tanner's capacity model (3.24) is obtained as (Brilon 1988a):
—'

cp=

3600(1 - Atp) e_M:0_1p,
If

0

>

(

3.33)

where parameter A = q/36OO veh/s (Brilon 1988a, Transportation Research Board
1997). This equation can also be presented as
CP

360Oeb0p)
= sIP(T > r}
= t(/. + yr)

t> lp.

(3.34)

The results are virtually identical with the original Tanner model (3.24) as displayed
in Figure 3.4. McDonald & Armitage (1978) have used equation (3.33) as a capacity
model for a roundabout entry. Following the terminology of signalized intersections
they interpreted tas saturation flow rate and t0 as a "lost time" associated with each
circulating vehicle and blocking the entry of minor-stream vehicles.

3.3 Potential capacity under multiple priority streams
The potential capacity models described above assume a single conflicting priority
(major) stream on one lane. In most cases a minor stream faces many priority streams,
some of which may share lanes with other streams or occupy several lanes. This
section discusses the effect of multipleindependentpriority streams. Sections 3.5 and
3.6 discuss the capacity under dependent priority streams. The effect of shared lanes
is discussed in section 3.7.
Let us consider a T-intersection (Fig. 2.3 on page 27) with an exclusive left-turn lane
in the major road. The major road through movements (2 and 5) can be considered as
two independent priority streams for the minor road left turn stream (7). The set of
independent priority streams for minor stream 7 is I = (2.5}.Stream 4 (major road
left turn) is not independent, because it must give way to streams 2 and 3.
On multi-lane highways (Fig. 3.9) traffic flows on adjacent through and right turn lanes
can be considered independent. Minor road right turning vehicles (stream 9) must give
way to traffic flow on one major road lane; i.e., 19 = ( 2a}. Minor road left-turn vehicles
(7) must give way to other major road through streams, but they can ignore stream 5a;
17 = ( 2a. 2b, 5b}.
i.e,
If the independent priority streams are described as point processes, the combined
priority stream is a superposition of the component point processes. 5 As Figure 3.10
indicates, the superimposed process does not have the minimum headway restrictions
that the component processes may have.
5 1n reliability theory a superimposed process is a system having several components in series. When
a component fails, it is immediately replaced with a new component of the same type. (Thompson 1988.

1994)

HØyland&Rus
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5a
5b

Figure 3.9: T-intersection ofa four-lane major road
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Figure 3.10: Superposition of three independent point processes (cf Cox & Smith 1954)

A superimposed process is more like a Poisson process than the component processes
(Cox & Isham 1980). Palm (1943) proposed that the superposition of a large number
of independent sparse point processes leads to a Poisson process in the limit. This first
limit theorem of point processes was proved by Khintchine (1960). See also Gnedenko
(1967), cinl& (1972), and Cox & Isham (1980). The theorem explains the central
role of Poisson processes in traffic flow theory. If the arrivals of each vehicle are
considered as a separate process, the arrival process of all vehicles at a given location is
a superposition of thousands of component processes, which can be approximated as a
Poisson process. However, physical lengths and safety intervals of vehicles as well as
limited passing opportunities make the component processes dependent on each others,
which dependency the Poisson approximation ignores.
Another important result in the theory of point processes is that a superposition of
two independent renewal processes is a renewal process if and only if the components
are Poisson processes (cinlar 1972, Cox & Isham 1980). As we shall see below, this
superimposed process is also a Poisson process. Memoryless component processes
produce a memoryless superimposed process. If component processes are renewal
processes, but their future depends on history (such as a minimum headway condition),
all points in the superimposed process are no longer renewal points.
The number of points in a superimposed process during a (long) time interval is the
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sum of points in the component processes during the same time interval. Thus, the flow
rate of a superimposed process is the sum of the component flow rates
(3.35)

qj,

qM.k=
i E 'k

where'k is the set of independent priority streams for minor stream k.
Let us assume a major road with multiple lanes (i E Ik) of independent traffic streams,
which a minor stream kmust give way to. When a minor stream vehicle reaches the
first position in the queue at time r, the lag is the time interval to the arrival of the first
vehicle in any component process € 4.The survivor function of a lag distribution in
a superimposed process is (Thompson 1988)
RT,k(v)=1PT,k (r)> t}

=flIP{T(r)> v}

(3.36)

iEik

=

fl Rj(v),

i E 'k

where T,(r) is the lag in component process i starting from time t,and TIk(r) is the
lag in the superimposed process. The calculation of probability IP{T1 (r)> v}may
require information about arrivals preceding time r on lane (component process) i.
If r is the time of last arrival in a superimposed process, the headway over all lanes is
larger thant,if the headway on lanej(the lane of last arrival) and lags on other lanes
are all larger thant(Cox & Smith 1954):
R,(t)=1PfT>tJfllP{Ti (r)> t}
IEI&

=R(t)

fl

RTI(t),

J

(3.37)
€

Jk•

I E 'k

The probability that a random point is from a component process JJ,is the expected
proportion of processjpoints in the superimposed process (Weiss & Maradudin 1962):
pj

=

=

qj
>.iEIkqi

qM.k

(3.38)

The survivor function of headways in a superimposed process can now be presented as
pj1P1Tj> t} fl1P(T(r)> t}

RJk (t)=
jElk

iEI&
I

=

pR(t)
jEI

J

fl Ry,(t)

iEIk

(3.39)

i ^j

qR(r)

=qM.k
fE/k

flR--1(t).

iE!&
I^J

For the probability density function of superimposed headways on a multi-lane highway,
the reader is referred to Weiss & Maradudin (1962).
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If streamkhas a stepwise gap acceptance function (3.9), the potential capacity is
obtained following equation (3.11):
R, (tC . k+

Cp.k=qM.k

°°

ltfk)

r

=

—i

[qi R (t . k+ ltfk)
1=0 jE1&

[

(3.40)

R--1 (tC.k+ltfk)].

iElk

I

^j

It is assumed that there is no sena! correlation between consecutive headways (see
1996). Then the history of headways on lane jpreceding time r does not Lutine
affect the probability II»(T > t It is also assumed that the history of other processes
in Ik can be ignored, which is not always a realistic assumption.
In a Poisson process headways follownegative exponential distribution, and the Markov
proetysimlfquancoderbly.Lgistuoneachlridt
with headway distributions and they do not depend on previous history of the process:
.

v)
=IP{T,> v)

P{T1 (r)> v} =P{T1

>

(3.41)

=

The survivor function of headways in a superimposed process is
R,k(v)=

e' = e' >'E'k A

(3.42)

I El/c

Because this is the negative exponential distribution with parameter A =
=
can
be
calculated
using
equation
(3.12)
as
follows:
the
capacity
of
stream
k
qM.k/ 3600,
Ck

=I

-

(3.43)

1qMk/36OO

The allocation of major flow among component streams has no effect on capacity,
unless these streams have different critical gaps (Hagring 1998b).
The theory of superimposed point processes gives credibility to Poisson process (exponential headways) as a gap availability model under multiple independent priority
streams. The results also indicate that under Poisson assumption the superimposed
process is mathematically no more complicated than the component processes. A superposition of Poisson processes is a Poisson process having as a parameter the sum of
component-process parameters.
If headways followshifted exponential distribution the survivor functions of headways
andlgsithecomprsae
R(t)
RTI(v)

e °'''.
e 0'
= I

t

(3.44)

< v.

(3.45)

<

The capacity of a minor stream yielding to several independent major streams having
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shifted exponential headway distributions can now be expressed as

flEIk Ry, (tc. k + ltf. k)]

[qi R (rCk + ltf.k)

Cp.k =
1=0

fE/k

jj

e_OO+hh1&_tPi))

(qje _Oi.A+lt1.k-tp.J)

=
I

0jEIj

e

=
1=0

IEIk
I 9kJ

SEIk6i(tc.k+I1fktp.j)

e >sE/111(lc.L--tp.:) (
= lliEIk(1 +61r.1)1=0

>

LIE/k

= (i -

et

Ei€lk

o)

1E!k

(3.46)

q.,( i +
fE/k

O,('ck —'p,)

e

q,(1 + Ot)

R( 1 +6t.) fE/k

q

1 (1

+

Vi:ti,, < tC.

UIE/k (1 + 61t . 1)

Because the flow rate of a shifted exponential headway process can be expressed as

=

3600A, =

36006,

(3.47)

1 +et 1

the capacity of minor streamkis

3600e
Cp.k =

IE!k fl,(t& —tn.,)
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where0 =iE/k 6,,and the lag distribution of a superimposed process is

Ryjk(v) =

e

''k

(3.49)

lliE/A(1 +6,tY

Ifall minimum headways (t)are zero, the result is equal to a capacity across random
(Poisson) traffic streams.
Tanner(1967), Troutbeck (1986),Fisk(1989),and Hagring (1998b)have derived the
capacity of a minor stream crossing or merging independent major streams each having
a Cowan's M3 headway distribution.They assumed that minimum headways in all
streams are identical. With the help of equation(3.40)the potential capacity can be
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obtained directly as:
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Equation(3.50)can also be expressed as
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jEll

is the lag distribution of the superimposed process.
The model of Tanner (1967) can be obtained from equation (3.50) by acknowledging
thatt1 = t,4, = 1

-

A,t, and y, = A,

q,/3600:
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A 1 r).
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€l

where qMj,= 3600A =
qi. See also Gipps (1982). Fisk (1989) has extended
Tanner's result to include the case where different lanes have different critical gaps.
Hagring (1 998a, 1 998b)has extended Tanner's formula for superimposed M3 headway
distributions having equal follower headways, but allowing lanes to differ in critical
gaps and follow-up times. Fisk and Hagring observed that capacity is greatest when
traffic is evenly distributed among lanes. Then bunching is least and bunch overlap is
greatest for a given total major flow rate.
For a single priority stream the equation 3.50 reduces to equation 3.19. Equation 3.50
can be used to obtain the capacity across multiple independent streams having any combination of negative exponential, shifted exponential, and M3 headway distributions.
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The potential capacity across two streams i andjhaving Cowan's M3 headway distribution with equal minimum headways (te S
)

Ck =

36OOij(yi+
(/,+yjt)(

+ yt) (1 -e_hfk(}'+3'i))

'

t < tC/,.

(3.55)

This equation is identical with the equation 8 of Troutbeck (1986). Figure 3.11 displays
a set of curves identical with Fig. 1 of Troutbeck (1986). It shows that major stream
bunching increases minor stream capacity, even in the case of two independent priority
streams.
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Figure 3.11: Entry capacity at an intersection having two identical priotily streams with minimum headway t, = 2 s and different proportions (Ø) offree vehicles, and minor st ream critical
gap t = 4s and follow-up time tf = 2 s (see Troutbeck 1986)

Troutbeck (1991) described a modification of a single-lane capacity model, which
gives good estimates of the two-lane model. He presented an iterative procedure to
estimate the parameters for the modified model. Although Troutbeck & Brilon (1997)
suggested that there are no practical reasons to increase the complexity of calculations
by using multi-lane models, it can be questioned whether the two-lane model (3.55)
is more complicated to use than a one-lane model (3.19) with parameters estimated
by an iterative procedure. Brilon (1988a) has favored simple capacity formulas (3.12,
3.27, and (3.30)) based on the summation of conflicting major streams, because it gives
lower capacity estimates than multi-lane model, and thus does not overestimate actual
capacity.
Hagring (1 998b) has demonstrated the superiority of multi-lane models, especially
when critical gaps are lane specific. In this case equation (3.40) should be modified for
lane-specific critical gaps and follow-up times:
[ qi Ri (tc.i +ltf.f)

Cp.k =
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J 1k

fl

iEIk
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+ /tt.)].

(3.56)
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The capacity model for M3 distributed component-stream headways becomes
Cpk= 3600
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When the intra-bunch headways t,1are equal in all component streams, the capacity
equation by Hagring (I 998b)is obtained:
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where F = jElk y. Different critical gaps for each lane may reflect the assumption
that the values increase as the distance of the conflicting lane from the stop line increases,
and that crossing and merging operations may have different critical gaps for the same
minor movement (Fisk & Tan 1989). Li, Wang & Jiang (2003) have extended the
multi-lane model to a case where the minor flow consists of two classes of vehicles.

3.4 Potential capacity of roundabout approaches
3.4.1 Background
The capacity of a stream or a lane at an unsignalized intersection is usually deli ned as the
stop-line capacity. It is restricted by the arrivals and queues of higher priority vehicles
and pedestrians and by minimum headways between departing vehicles. In addition,
limited length of turning lanes may restrict capacity upstream of an intersection.
Hagring (l996a) has pointed out that roundabouts can have additional capacity restrictions at weaving sections, especially due to heavy vehicles, and at exits6 , where
capacity may be limited by crossing pedestrians. That is, capacity restrictions apply
to both inflows, outflows, and circulating flows of a roundabout.7 However, most theoretical studies of roundabout capacity have focused on entry or stop-line capacity.
Consequently, the discussion below describes the capacity of anapproach at a roundabout. The effect of pedestrians on exit flows can be estimated using the procedure in
section 3.8. If the capacity of weaving sections is critical, the use of simulation models
is suggested.
All circulating vehicles in a roundabout have merged to the circulating stream. The
gap-acceptance process at roundabout entries increase bunching in the circulating flow.
On the other hand, exiting vehicles "combine headways". The processes of entering and
exiting streams modify the shape of the headway distribution of circulating flow (see
Hagring 2001). Although theoretical methods usually assume that the minor stream
does not modify the circulating flow rate, iterative techniques can be used to address
the interdependency of entering and circulating flows.

3.4.2 Historical overview
The first estimates of roundabout capacity were more or less rules of thumb. In 1930's
Watson (1933) suggested that there should be a four-second headway between successive vehicles in each traffic stream. This would allow 900 pc/h to merge under favorable
6 Preliminary results in Germany indicate that the maximum outflow from a one-lane roundabout with
a rather narrow exit is about 1.200 veh/h (Briton. Wu & Bondzio 1997).
7 This is of course a simplistic description of roundabout capacity. The operation of traffic streams at
a roundabout is a process of many complex merging and weaving interactions.
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conditions. Watson suggested a 15% margin for pedestrian traffic, obtaining acapacity
estimate of 1,500 pc/h as the maximum sum of major and minor flows at a roundabout
merge. Heavy vehicles required a six-second time interval.
Another early rule of thumb was given by Hammond & Sorenson (1941), who suggested
a capacity limitation of about 3,000 vehicle per hour at any one point. The minimum
radius for the central island was 150 feet (50 m) and the width of the circulatory roadway
25-35 feet (8-11 m). Shrope (1952) provided an extensive empirical analysis of one
roundabout in Latham, New York.
One of the first capacity models was proposed by Clayton (1941, 1945) as:
cp

4\1

a /
90\

= n - -(n--)I.

sE

(3.59)

3;]

The parameters of the model were saturation flow rate(s = 1200 veh/h), number of
entry lanes(n),and "maximum weaving angle" (a, angle between the diagonals of a
weaving area). This model was later recommended by the British Ministry of Transport
(Clayton 1955).
The most significant of the early roundabout capacity models was developed by Wardrop
(1957) at the British Road Research Laboratory. Based on measurements under test
conditions the maximum flow through a weaving section was found to be
cp=

4.9(w + Wa )(41w- 3w)(3 -Pw)
1(0.56 +PHV)

pc/h,

(3.60)

wherewand1are the width and the length of a weaving area (Fig. 3.12), Wa is
average approach width (Fig. 3.13), Pw is the proportion of weaving traffic to total
traffic in weaving section, and pHv is the proportion of "medium or heavy" vehicles,
including busses. The equation was further developed to the following form (Road
Research Laboratory 1965):
108w (1 +
C,=

\

(i
Wy.,J

l+

-

pc/h.

(3.61)

1

This "practical capacity" was about 80 per cent of the capacity formula (3.60) above.
At old British roundabouts, described by these models, neither vehicles already at a
roundabout nor those entering were given priority (Ashworth & Laurence 1978). The
operations were best described as weaving rather than merging or gap acceptance maneuvers (McDonald & Armitage 1978). It was possible that vehicles "blocked back"
from an adjoining weaving section and so impeded the exiting flow (Road Research
Laboratory 1965). This "locking effect" limited the capacity of a roundabout, as illustrated in the delay/flow curve of Figure 3.14 (Webster 1960).
When circulating flow was given priority, the locking problem was avoided and capacity
was increased approximately by 10% (Blackmore 1963), being comparable to the best
traffic signal systems (Blackmore 1970). Consequently, an offside priority rule was
introduced in Britain in November 1966 (Duff 1968, Kimber 1980). It required entering
drivers to give way to circulating vehicles. Long weaving sections to absorb queues
were no longer necessary, enabling the design of smaller roundabouts (Kimber 1980).
This offside-priority rule is nowadays the prevailing policy worldwide.
In the 70's the Wardrop's model was found to be no longer applicable in Britain
(Ashworth & Field 1973, Philbrick 1977), and some gap-acceptance models based
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Figure 3.12: Roundabout geometry parameters

Figure 3.13: Flared entry parameters
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on Tanner's model (3.24) were developed (Armitage & McDonald 1974, McDonald
Armitage 1978, Ashworth & Laurence 1978) as well as linear regression models &
1977). The current British methodology is based on linear regression mod- (Philbrck
els (O'Flaherty 1997).

3.4.3 Current methodologies
The British linear model for roundabout capacity is (Kimber 1980)
C

if a3qMa2
ifa3qM > a2,

- a,(a2—a3qM),
- 0.

where

a = 1 - 0.00347(4i - 30) - 0.978(r - 0.05)
a2 = 303a4
a3 = 0.210a5
a4=wa+

We

-

Wa

1+206
0.5
a5 = 1
+ +e(2rc_60)1Io
a6=

We

-

Wa

Parameters are described in Figures 3.12 and 3.13. Parameter e is the entry angle;
conflict angle between entering and circulating streams. Parameters w, Wa, Ii', r,i.e,
andre are in meters, is in degrees, and C,andq are in pc/h. Kimber (1980) has
presented more detailed descriptions of the parameters as well as their ranges in the
data base.
In Norway the potential capacity of a roundabout is estimated as (Statens Vegvesen
Aakre 1998)
1985,
C = 275a1 -O.282q(l+ 0.2o) pc/h.

(3.62)

The coefficient a 1 is defined as
We

ai=Wa+

a7=

-

Wa

l+2a,
1.6(w -Wa)
If

whereWeSthe entry width (Fig. 3.12) and I,-is the entry flare length (Fig. 3.13).
of linearcapacity models have been presented by Louah (1988), Simon
Otherxampls
(1991), and Hakkert et al. (1991). Regression models based on exponential capacity
equations (3.27) have been presented by Stuwe (1991), Brilon & Stuwe (1993), Guichet
Aagaard (1995), among others.
(197),and
A gap-acceptance model for roundabouts requires an appropriate headway distribution
for circulating streams and the estimation of critical gaps and follow-up times, adjusted
for the roadway (geometric) conditions of the roundabout. If a roundabout is analyzed
as a series of T-intersections, the equations for potential capacity in section 3.2 can be
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applied. HCM2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000, Troutbeck 1997b) suggests
the potential capacity model (3.12) based on exponential headways and a stepwise gapacceptance function. The same equation is used in DanKap (Vejdirektoratet 1999b).
German HBS 2001 applies the Siegloch model (3.27). AlI these manuals apply the same
model for roundabouts as for other unsignalized intersections. The Swedish Capcal 2
has a special headway distribution for circulating flow (SNRA 1995c). The method is
described in section 5.4.
The Australian method (Austroads 1993) applies the M3 model (3.19), which is also
used in the SIDRA software package (Akcelik 1998). The parameters y and are
estimated using equations (3.20) and (3.21). The intra -bunch headway t, is two
seconds for one-lane roundabouts and one second for multi-lane roundabouts (Akcelik
& Troutbeck 1991, Austroads 1993). Multi-lane traffic flows are reduced to one-lane
flows modified to have a shorter intra -bunch gap and flow rate equal to the total flow
rate on all circulatory lanes (Troutbeck 1991). In later SIDRA versions the intra -bunch
have been defined as follows (Akcelik 1998):
headwys

= 2.0 s for single-lane circulating flow
= 1.2 s for two-lane circulating flow
= 1.0 s for circulating flow with more than two lanes
If lane flows are not equal, the intra -bunch headway is calculated as a flow-weighted
average of intra -bunch headways of the streams contributing to the circulating flow.
The effect of vehicles exiting to the subject approach is ignored (Troutbeck 1991). The
effect of limited priority has also been evaluated (see page 60).

Hagring (I998b)has developed a new Swedish method to estimate roundabout capacity.
He uses the M3 model (3.19), which he has extended for multi-lane highways with lanedependent critical gaps and follow-up times. The capacity equation (3.58) and its derivation has been presented above. The intra -bunch headway is 1.8 seconds, which has
been used in the old Swedish capacity manual (Statens vägverk 1977, Anveden 1988)
and verified by Hagring (1996b). The proportion of free headways is obtained by a
relation = 0.910 - 1.545q/3600 (Hagring 1998b, Hagring 2000). The Tanner distribution (2.41) with = 1 - tq /3600 was also found to give good results in capacity
estimation. In a recent paper (Hagring et al. 2003) estimated the proportion of free
as 4, = 0.9 14 - l.549q/3600. This model indicated that the allocation ofheadwys
traffic on lanes and thus the origin-destination flows in a roundabout have a considerable
effect on capacity (Hagring 2000), as Akcelik (1997) had suggested earlier.

3.5 Movement capacity of Rank 3 streams
3.5.1 Description of the procedure
The estimation of Rank 3 stream kmovement capacity proceeds in four stages:
1. The potential capacity (C,)of a conflicting Rank 2 stream i is determined using
the procedures described above.
2. An adjustment factor (faj, fraction of time available for gap acceptance in stream
i) is evaluated usingC 1 as the average service time of stream i server. This
procedure is repeated for all conflicting Rank 2 streams.
3. The gap acceptance capacity Ca .k of stream kis estimated assuming that no stream
Ivehicles are waiting for entry and all major streams are independent.
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4. The movement capacity of streamkis the gap acceptance capacity multiplied by
the adjustment factor
Cm k = fa .iC a .k,

(3.63)

Cm k

(3.64)

or
11.1 Cpk,

where fr., is the impedance factor describing the fraction of potential capacity
available as movement capacity. In case of several conflicting Rank 2 streams
the adjustment or impedance factors are combined.
The estimation of factors fa.j and fi., and gap-acceptance capacity Ca .k is discussed
below, but first it is necessary to take a closer look at queue discharge processes.

3.5.2 Queuing model for Rank 3 stream capacity
Figure3.15displays a simplified presentation of traffic streams at a T-intersection.
The minor-road left-turn vehicles (stream 7, Rank 3)must give way to streams 2 and
4. Streams 2 and 4 are, however, not independent. The Rank 2 stream 4 must yield
to Rank I stream 2. Thus stream 7 vehicles can enter the intersection only if there
is a gap larger than the critical gap in the combined major stream (2 and 4) andno
stream 4 vehicles are waiting for entry. Potential capacity, which assumes independent
priority streams (Section3.3),would overestimate the capacity. A modified approach
is required.
4

2 (RI)

if

7 (R3)

Figure 3.15: Three ranks ofstreams at a T-intersection

The time available for Rank3vehicles consists of two types of periods: i) Rank 2 stream
queuing and queue discharge periods, and ii)gap acceptance periods. During gap
acceptance periods all major-stream (Rank 1 and Rank2) vehicles can proceed without
delay, and priority streams can be considered independent. When the proportion of time,
number of major-stream headways, and the headway distribution of the superimposed
process available for Rank 3gap acceptance are known, the capacity of a Rank 3stream
canbecalculated. In order to do this, the queuing model has to be described in detail.
Figure3.16displays a queuing model description of Rank 2 stream i vehicles blocking
the entry of Rank3streamkvehicles. As vehicle I enters the queue of stream i, Rank
I vehicles block the entry of both Rank 2 and Rank 3vehicles. When the antiblock
star,vehicl1n adthebusypriofvbegns.Durith
service time t , no other stream i vehicle can enter service. Vehicle 2 has to wait for
the service of vehicle 1 to complete. As vehicle 1 departs, vehicle 2 enters service.
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Busy period ends as vehicle 2departs service. The length of the busy period is 2tf•1
An isolated vehicle 3 arrives to an empty system. As it enters the queue, the service
starts immediately. It blocks stream kfor the time of the critical gap tc.k.

.

Time to
depart service k

-

______________________________
Minor streamkblocked
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I
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Block
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3 ________ Time to
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3

Figure 3.16: A queuing model having service times interrupted by blocks

The block of minor stream kterminates as the server of stream i becomes idle. After
that the server of stream kstarts service. The blocks and antiblocks in Figure 3.16 are
described in terms of priority stream service departure times. Accordingly, the major
stream arrival times in Figure 2.11 on page 43 should also be interpreted asservice
departure times. As Rank 1 flows decrease, the Rank 2 stream approaches an MID/i
queuing system, and the departure flow approaches the model ofTanner (see page 41).
Ift1. ,is interpreted as the travel time from the stop line to the conflict point, the service
starts when a vehicle crosses the stop line and ends when the vehicle has passed the
conflict point. In this case the utilization factor of the server is the sum of utilization
factors for all component streams (see section 3.10).
The queuing analogy should not be stretched too far. When an acceptable gap follows
a stream i vehicle, a streamkvehicle does not—safety permitting—have to wait for
tf before it can enter the intersection. The possibility ofoverlapping service times
between conflicting streams cannot be excluded.
ln the basic queuing model ofFigure 3.16 each stream has a separate server with service
time equal to the follow-up time. Service is interrupted by blocks created by higher
priority vehicles. Haight (1963) described this model by stating that in an unsignalized
intersection a vehicle arriving to an intersection with no queue does not necessarily
receive immediate service.
If interruptions in the operation of stream i server are included in the service time, the
average service time of queued vehicles is the inverse of capacity (Sq = CI').As
, j
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Figure 3.17 displays, in this model vehicle 1 enters service immediately, and service
time includes the time(W)spent waiting for the block termination. Service begins
when a vehicle enters the stop line and terminates t11after the vehicle has crossed the
stop line. Neither a Rank 2 nora Rank 3 vehicle can cross the stop line before the
follow-up time tfj has elapsed.
Vehicle I departs service tf after the termination of the block, and the next vehicle
enters service. Major stream arrivals frequently extend the service times of minor
stream vehicles beyond the follow-up time. The dashed arrow displays the virtual
departure time; i.e., the departure time assuming that vehicle 1 had arrived during an
antiblock.
Time to
depart service i
Time to
enter service i
Time to
enterqueue i

Figure 3.17: A queuing model having service times extended by blocks

ln both models the service departure times of stream i vehicles are equal. In both
models the busy period ends as server i becomes idle. During busy periods the entry
of stream i vehicles may be blocked by Rank 1 vehicles. The starting time of a busy
period is, however, different in the models. The model in Figure 3.17 includes in the
busy period the time that the fIrst vehicle is waiting for an antiblock, while this time is
excluded from the busy period in model 3.16. Because a Rank 2 vehicle waiting for
entry prevents the entry of aRank3 vehicle, this time period is not available for gap
acceptance. Accordingly, the capacity of a Rank 3 stream should be estimated using
the model in Figure 3.17. In this model service time is the sum of two components:
waiting time at yield/stop line andfollow-uptime (Yeo & Weesakul 1964). See Section
4.2 for more details.

According to Kimber, Summersgill & Burrow (1986) a queuing vehicle enters service
when the previous vehicle has crossed the yield/stop line. Follow-up time is at the
beginning of a service time, before a queuing vehicle reaches the yield/stop line. For
non-queuing vehicles service begins when they arrive to the yield/stop line, and service
time does not include the follow-up time. ln this model follow-up time is interpreted
as the time required for a queuing vehicle to move to the yield/stop line. The length of
the service time before a minor stream vehicle reaches the yield/stop line depends on
the departure time of the vehicle ahead. See also Kremser (1964).
In this report it is assumed that service of all vehicles begins when they reach the
line. After crossing the yield/stop line a vehicle is being served until the end yield/stop
of the follow -uptime, as displayed in Figure 3.17 (see Weiss & Maradudin 1962, Dunne
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& Buckley 1972, Daganzo 1977, Pöschl 1983). Follow-up time is interpreted as a safety
zone behind a vehicle crossing a yield/stop, which postpones the opportunity of the next
vehicle to enter the yield/stop line, and also the departure of a lower priority vehicle.
The definition of service time is the same for all vehicles, also for vehicles arriving
during the follow-up time of the previous vehicle. The measurement of a follow-up
time is initialized when a vehicle crosses the yield/stop line.

3.5.3 Rank 2 queue discharge
Let us assume that the arrival processes of all streams are Poisson (see Section 2.3.3).
Minor stream i vehicles accept lags and headways that are not shorter than the critical
gap The minimum interdeparture time of minor-stream vehicles is equal to the
follow-up time (tf).
The utilization factor of a server in a Rank 2 stream i is

qS1

qi

Piöö

(3.65)

Pi

where p,' is the D/C ratio, and the potential capacity Ci,., is calculated using the equation
(3.12) above. Utilization factor p, is the fraction of time that server i is busy. The
average service time S, is approximately equal to the inverse capacity. (See section 4.2
for details.) For the sake of simplicity, the utilization factor (p) and the D/C ratio (p')
are here assumed equal, unless otherwise stated.
The fraction of randomly arriving (Poisson) vehicles in stream i having to wait for
service is equal to the fraction of vehicles arriving when the server is busy, which is
equal to the utilization factor p (Khintchine 1960). These vehicles discharge from a
queue and their headways cannot be used by minor stream drivers. Other (1 - p,)
vehicles enter the intersection without queuing, although they may have had to wait for
an antiblock at the stop line.
The number of queue discharge headways per hour is p,q,. Because the average
queue discharge headway isC,the fraction of time required for queue discharge
is p1q1C
= p. During queue discharge the departure flow rate of stream i is
C,1 = q,p. The flow rate can be expressed as the sum of flows during the queue
discharge and free departure periods:
q,

=

Pi

+

( 1 -p;z)qj*,

(3.66)

whereq7is the average flow rate during the free departure periods. The vehicles
departing during the free departure periods do not have to wait for service, although
the service times may be extended by higher priority vehicles. The average flow rate
during the free departure periods can be solved from equation (3.66) as

qI=

qj

(3.67)

1+Pi.

The average free departure headway of stream i can now be expressed as
-

3600
q,

fl
\q,

1 \
C,j

(3.68)

It is the sum of average arrival headway and average service time. If Rank 1 flows
approach zero, C'approaches tfj and the average free departure headway in stream
i approaches A' +tf.i.
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Following Figure 3.18 an analysis period rof stream i can be divided into two distinct
time periods: queue discharge and free departures. During a queue-discharge period of
lengthprthe departure flow rate isC,,.The free departure period lasts for (1 -p)r,
and has flow rate q(1 + p,'.
Flow rate

cp. i

qi
+ Ip

PIt

TTime

Figure 3.18: Flow rates during queue-discharge and free-flow periods

As presented in equation (3.7), capacity is the product of expected departures during a
randomly selected headway multiplied by the expected number of headways per time
unit. The number ofqueue discharge headways in stream i is pqj. The number of
headways available for gap acceptance is (1 - p)q, (Gipps 1982). Because no headway
can be shorter than the follow-up time, the headway distribution should be modified as
(tT tf.i ) ( Dunne & Buckley 1972, Siegloch 1973).

3.5.4 Rank 3 capacity with no Rank 1 conflict
Dunne & Buckley (1972) have studied the capacity ofa Rank 3 stream with no Rank
1 conflict, but Rank 2 stream modified by filtering through a Rank 1 stream. A similar
model is discussed here, but in this model a Rank 3 vehicle cannot proceed, ifa Rank
2 vehicle is waiting for entry.
IfRank3 vehicles can ignore other priority streams besides stream i (as in Fig. 3.19),
the movement capacity of a Rank 3 streamkis:

J

-00

Cm .k = ( 1 -p)q

0

a(t)fj (t T tf ) dt

I

- (1 -pj)qj
a(t)fi (t) dt
-R,(tf.i) Jo
= (1
R (tfj)

(3.69)

where Cp.k is the potential capacity obtained by the methods above. The capacity is
adjusted forRank2 queues by (1 p1 )and for the modified headway distribution by
[R, (rf )]. For a stepwise gap acceptance function (3.9) the capacity is obtained as
-

Cm .k = ( 1 -p)q

R

(tc k +Jtf. k

T > tf )

J=o
=

(3.70)
R (tC . k + jtf.k).
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5 (RI)

I (R2)

7(R3)

Figure 3.19: Three ranks ofstreams with no conflict between ranks I and 3
For random (exponential) headways in stream i and no Rank 1 flow the movement capacity of
a Rank 3 streamkis
e_Aitc.k
(1 -p1)q,
X
Cm k
1 -e_.k
(3.71)
_X1
(1 - p, )q, e (c.k t1 • )
I - e?'1h1k
The equation has the same form as Tanner's capacity formula (3.24). This was to be expected,
because in the absence of Rank 1 flows p =X,t , and the Rank 2 flow iis a departure process
from an MID/I queuing system (see also Dunne & Buckley 1972). Constrained headways have
a fixed length, and unconstrained headways follow the shifted exponential distribution.

3.5.5 Time available for gap acceptance
Harders (1968) proposed that, when no Rank 2 vehicles are queuing, the movement
capacity of Rank 3 streams can be estimated assuming independent priority streams. 8
When there is a queue of Rank 2 stream i vehicles, no Rank 3 stream kvehicles can
enter the intersection. Thus the movement capacity of stream kcan be expressed as
(3.72)

Crn .k=Po.ICP .k,
where
is the probability of empty queue in stream i, and
capacity of stream kassuming independent priority streams.

C.k

is the potential

Harders (1968) observed that the flow rate in a Rank 2 stream i can be expressed as the
sum of delayed and undelayed vehicles. During a proportion of time I - po. vehicles
discharge from queue at flow rate Ci,,. When there is no queuing, a vehicle can enter
the intersection without delay, if there is an antiblock in the Rank 1 streamjand the
headway in the Rank 2 stream iis longer than the follow-up time t 1 . Assuming Poisson
arrivals Harders expressed flow rate q,as
qi = (1 - po)C + Po.ixqi,

(3.73)

wherexis the probability of an antiblock in the Rank 1 stream jand a headway larger
than the follow-up time in Rank 2 stream i:

x =1li>t1}1PfT,>tfj}
=e_tci/36me_h1j,I36OO
= (1c i(hi+t1j1

(3.74)

)/360O

8 This assumption is correct for Poisson arrivals only. As Rank 2 queue clears, the first vehicle in a
Rank 3 stream queue faces not a gap but a lag.
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The probability of empty queue in stream i was then obtained as
P0.1

=

C.1 - q1

(3.75)

cp.i-xq,

Harders called p, animpedance factor. Figure 10-5 in HCM 1985 (Transportation
Research Board 1985) is based on this equation (see Brilon l988a).
In HCM2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000) the impedance factor PO.i is the
probability that at a random time instant the system in stream i is empty; i.e.,
p,<l,

(3.76)

where the utilization factor (p,) of the queuing system in stream i is approximated as
the D/C ratio (p,'), q, is the arrival flow rate, and C1,,is the potential capacity of stream
i. Brilon (I 988a) and Grossmann (1991) have demonstrated that equation (3.76) gives
acceptable results. Equation (3.72) is used to calculate the movement capacity.
This method has three problems:
1. The impedance factor pis interpreted as the fraction of time available for gap
acceptance, whereas it should be interpreted as the fraction of headways available
for gap acceptance, as shown in Section 3.1.
2. The utilization factor p overestimates the impedance effect of a Rank 2 stream.
3. The distribution of Rank 2 stream headways during the gap acceptance periods
should be modified to exclude headways shorter than the follow-up time tand to
adjust the flow rate during free-departure conditions accordingly (Siegloch 1973).
These modifications are discussed below.
When a priority vehicle in queuing models of Figures 3.16 and 3.17 has departed service,
the next vehicle in the same stream or in a minor stream can enter service. The critical
gaps for Rank 3 vehicles are evaluated backward from these time instants.
The critical gap of a minor stream includes the follow-up times of priority stream
vehicles. Thus, the blocking effect of vehicle I in Figure 3.17 does not start as a
vehicle enters service, but from the "virtual departure time" (dashed arrow) that it
would have departed service if the entry was not blocked by Rank I vehicles. It is
also obvious, that the blocking effect of an isolated vehicle 3 is tc.k, not tck + tf,j. The
follow-up time of an isolated vehicle should be included as time available for Rank 3
gap acceptance. The time period blocked by a freely departing vehicle is equal to the
critical gap, and it is considered in the gap acceptance process. 9 This is evident, if we
consider a situation having no Rank 1 flow and no queuing in a Rank 2 stream. The
impedance factor should be equal to unity. Consequently, the time period blocked by
queuing Rank 2 vehicles is the busy period minus the follow-up time.
If a busy period in stream i ends at timet,the following idle time is the lag T•(r)
remaining at time r. For random (Poisson) arrivals the average idle period is equal to
the average lag, which is equal to the average headway X1I. If the average length of a
busy period is E[TbP.I ] and the average length of an idle period is E[T11,.,] = AT',then
9 Akcelik (I994a)includes the follow-up times of all major stream vehicles in antiblocks, but subtracts
follow-up time from critical gap.
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for a queuing process with Poisson arrivals holds (Gross & Harris 1974)
E[T, ']
p.
A E[TbP ].
1_' p = E[T1] =

(3.77)

The expected length of a busy period is now obtained as
( 3.78)

.
IE[Tb I]
• = A,(l p)

The average busy cycle is the expected sum of busy and idle periods:
E[TI]=E[TbpiJ+E[1p]=

I -

Pi

1

A•(1 —pi) +:;-- A,(I—p,Y

(3.79)

The proportion of randomly arriving (Poisson) vehicles having to wait for service is
the proportion of vehicles arriving during a busy period (see Khintchine 1960):
Pw.i =

Ai E[Tb iJ
= Pi
r
A, ELTbCjJ

(3.80)

This proportion does not include the vehicles, whose service initiated the busy periods.
The proportion of time available in a Rank I stream for gap acceptance is obtained as
fa.i = I

IE[Tbp,] - tf i
-

ii;'I
-r
IC1i

bc.i

= I - Pi +

tf

(3.81)

E[]

= (1 + Atfj)(l - Pi)
(

qitf.i\(1qi

- +3600)

C

This is the proportion of time during which queuing stream i vehicles do not block the
entry of Rank 3 vehicles; i.e., the proportion of time during which the Rank 2 departure
(real and virtual) follow the shifted exponential distribution. As capacity headwys
approaches t 1 , the impedance factor approaches the probability 1 - p, of no queue (at
most one customer in system) in an MJG/l queuing system) ° If stream i is congested
(Pi > 1), the server does not have idle periods and the adjustment factor is zero. In
order to avoid negative values of fa.i, the equation should be slightly modified:
fas = (1

qItf. \ /

qi\

I

(3.82)

As Figure 3.20 displays, the factor fa.i assigns a larger proportion of time to gap
acceptance than po.,= I - Pi.The difference between PO.i and fo.1 increases as
potential capacity C, 1 increases, because then busy cycles become shorter.
10 Kendall (195 I) has shown that for Poisson arrivals the probability of a queue length left behind by
a departing customer is geometric:p,, = (I - p)p". Thus the probability that a departing customer
leaves behind at most one customer is (1 - p) + (1 - p)p = I - p 2 . For Poisson arrivals this is also
the queue size distribution for a outside observer (see Cooper 1981); i.e.. the probability that at a random
time instant no vehicles are waiting for service. A process having Poisson arrivals also has the PASTA
(Poisson arrivals see time averages) property (Wolff 1989).
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Figure 3.20: Two impedance factors:p0 (dashed line) and Ja (solid curves)

In Figure 3.20 the follow-up time is tfj= 2 seconds. Capacity 1,800 veh/h is attained,
when there is no conflicting higher priority traffic. Even then the impedance factor
decreases to zero as the D/C ratio increases to unity. This indicates that the modet
acountsfrblekc.Bausthdirgewayofvhclsnterig
intersection cannot be shorter than tf , a turning movement may have queue formation
even though there is no conflicting higher priority traffic. Furthermore, at low degrees
of saturation the drop in the time available for gap acceptance is not as steep aspØ.
indicates.
Because fa.i is the time available for gap acceptance, the number of Rank 1 stream j
headways available for gap acceptance" is fa.iqj. As noted above, the number of Rank
2 stream i headways available is (1 -p,)q,. The adjustments are different, because
Rank 2 headways during a gap acceptance period are all larger than t11,including the
first one.

3.5.6 Gap availability for Rank 3 vehicles
The discussion above has demonstrated that the fraction of Rank 2 stream i headways
p.These may be headways of either real avilbeforRnk3gpacteisIor virtual stream i departures. The fraction of time fa.i available for gap acceptance is
given by equation (3.82), which also gives the fraction of Rank 1 stream j headways
available for gap acceptance. The total number of available headways per hour is

q=( 1—

pj)qj+fajqj=(l _Pi)[qi+(l+)qi].

3600

(3.83)

In capacity estimation the lags and headways available for gap acceptance can be assumed to form a
continuous time period during which the nonqueuing major-stream vehicles arrive. See Figure 3.18. The
resulting headways are available for gap acceptance.
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ln order to derive the equation for movement capacity, it is necessary to obtain the
distribution of headways during the gap acceptance periods. As indicated earlier these
are headways of either real of virtual priority stream departures.
Traffic flow is described as a point process, where the location of a point on a time
axis describes the departure time of a vehicle from a service process. A Rank 3 vehicle
observes two point processes: process '1' for Rank I departures and process 'fl' for
Rank 2 departures. Let us assume that all arrivals can be described as a Poisson process.
Process I is independent of other streams, so that its headways follow the negative
exponential distribution with location parameter A1. The headways available for gap
acceptance in process H follow shifted exponential distribution with scale parameter A11,
which is equal to the scale parameter of the exponential arrival headway distribution.
The location parameter (minimum headway) is equal to the follow-up headway t =
Because departure times of delayed vehicles have been replaced by virtual departure
times, the virtual flow rate of stream II during gap acceptance periods is

qat,= 3600Aa ii=

3600A11
I + A11t 2

(

3.84)

which is the flow rate of the shifted exponential headway process.
Because all service times in the Rank 2 stream exceeding tf.2 have been excluded, these
two processes can be considered independent. The process observed by the Rank 3
vehicles is the superposition of processes 1 arid 2. The survivor function of intervals
(headways) in a superimposed process of two component processes is
R(t)=piR,(t) RT.II(t) + pi,Rii(t) R -ç(t)

(3.85)

The proportions of points from both component processes are

PI =

A1

=

A1(1 + A,1t)

( 3.86)

A,(l + A,it) + A 1
A1 + Aa ii
A11
Aa ii
=
=
A1(l + A,1t) + A,1
A1 + Aaii
,

Pil

(3.87)

where A a ii = A,,(1 + A11t) 1 The same results are obtained, if PI and Pil are calculated
WjthA a.i=faii'i= ( I+Aiitp)(1—p,,)AiandA a .ii= l—pn)Aj,. Thesurvivorfunction
can now be expressed as
(

PI
Pil)
= I( + A11t +
A, + A1,e_
= A1(l +Ai1t)+A1i

)r+Xuji

(3.88)
t ?:tp .

If t = 0, we get the survivor function of negative exponential distribution with scale
parameter A = A, + A 1 1,as expected.
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3.5.7 Movement capacity under one Rank 2 stream
When minor stream gap acceptance follows the step function (3.9), the movement
capacity of a Rank 3 stream kcan be obtained as
Cm k=qM

R(t C

+itfk)
00

- 3600(1 -p11)(A1(l+A1it)+ A11)(A1 + A11)

eI1)kh1+Xhhtp

A1(1 +Aiit)+ A11

-

00

= 3600(1 -Pii)(Ai+A ii )e_1+

e_(A I+ A )i11.k
i=0

= 3600(1 -PIi)(Ai+ A11)

e ( + )tc.k+ tp
-

& _(q1+qIt)1 . k+qt1tp 1I3600

= (1

-i)(i+ q) 1 -—(qi+qu)IikI36OO

I

tp<tc.k

=fIlCp.k,

(3.89)
where
fii=

(i — Pit)I

( 3.90)

is the impedance factor due to Rank 2 stream H queuing, t =t1.1i is the follow-up
time of the Rank 2 stream, and Cr ,, is the potential capacity (3.12) assuming a Poisson
priority stream with flow rate qi+qii, critical gap tck, and follow-up time tf k• The Rank
1 priority streams used in the analysis of p may be different than the Rank 1 priority
streams of stream k.The denominator in the impedance factor is the probability of a
headway or lag larger than t,in the Poisson process of the Rank 2 stream. It adjusts
the capacity for the filtered headway distribution (and lower flow rate) of the Rank 2
stream during the periods available for Rank3 gap acceptance. The result is similar to
equation (3.70). The relation between Ju and the HCM2000 impedance factor P0.11 is
Ju =

P0.11

(3.91)

- q11h1.I1/36

If ui = 0, equation (3.89) is equal to the capacity equation (3.12) for Poisson priority
flow. If qj = 0, equation (3.89) is equal to Tanner's formula (3.24), as indicated in
example 3.1 on page 83.
Capacity equation (3.89) can be obtained directly from equation (3.46) by setting numberofheadwaysq = (l+Aijt)(l—pii)qi,q = (1 —pii )q 11 ,scaleparametersO1 = A 1 ,
= A1 , and minimum headwaystf.i= 0 andt111 = tp:
Cmk =

e_t.1+1P(q+qii)(1+A11t)(l

(I

-e_(A1tI)h1k)

&

- Pil)

(I +A11t)

(3.92)

qi+qtj)t+quu1ph/3600

= (I -Pll)(u + ii) I - _( qI+qtl)1l
k13600 '

tp <tc.k

Figure 3.21 displays the capacity of a Rank 3 stream with different Rank 2 and total
(Rank I + Rank 2) major-stream flow rates. The critical gap of both Rank 2 and Rank
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Total priority flow rate (pc/h)
Figure 3.21: Movement capacity ofa Rank 3 stream with dfJerent Rank 2 (iI) and total priority
flow rates. Critical gaps and follow-up timesofboth Rank 2 and Rank 3 streams are 5 s and
3 s, respectively. Capacities were calculated with equation (3.89) and Monte Carlo simulation
(markers). Dashed curve shows Tanner's capacity (3.24) with no Rank 1 flow and Rank 2
stream minimum headway equal to the follow-up time.

3 vehicles is five seconds and follow-up time three seconds. The capacities of equation
(3.89) are compared with results of Monte Carlo simulations.
1200 vehlh. For zero Rank
if there are no priority flows, the capacity is 3600/tf,k
2 flows Rank 3 capacity is obtained with the equation (3.12) for Poisson priority flow,
displayed as the upper curve in Figure 3.21. For zero Rank 1 flows the capacity is
obtained with Tanner's capacity formula (3.24), displayed as a dashed curve in Figure
3.21. When q = Oveh/h andq = 1200 veh/h, no headways are available for Rank 3
gap acceptance, and Rank 3 capacity is zero. The Rank 3 capacities for other proportions
of Rank I and Rank 2 flows are found approximately between the capacity formulas
(3.12) and (3.24).
Figure 3.22 displays a comparison of equation (3.89) with HCM2000 capacities. (The
adjustment factor 2 for left-turn flows has not been applied.) Dashed curves HCM
display the respective capacities with no Rank 1 flows. This is the major difference
between equation (3.89) and HCM2000. The latter excludes the follow-up times of
all Rank 2 vehicles from the time available for Rank 3 gap acceptance and assumes
exponential priority stream headways. Equation (3.89) includes the follow-up times
of non-queuing Rank 2 vehicles in the time available for Rank 3 gap acceptance and
assumes shifted exponential priority stream headways. It gives a lower Rank 2 flow
rate during the gap acceptance periods than the average arrival rate of the (exponential)
Rank 2 stream. Consequently, HCM2000 gives much lower capacities at low Rank 1
flows.
Stream 7 at a T-intersection (Fig. 2.3) must give way to Rank 1 streams 2 and 5, and
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Figure 3.22: Movement capacity ofa Rank 3 stream: Equation 3.89 (blue curves) compared
with HCM2000 capacities (magenta). Dashed curves display capacities with no Rank 1 flows.

Rank 2 stream 4. Movement capacity is calculated as
Cm7=

(3.93)

__________________

where

f

=

.

(

3.94)

The priority streams of stream 4 used in the calculation of C,4are14 = ( 2, 3}. Potential
capacityC,7is calculated assuming priority streams 17 = (2, 4,5}.Rank I priority
flow isq + q5plus the possible effect of the major road right-turn stream 3. Rank 2
stream isq4.
3.5.8 Movement capacity under two Rank 2 streams
In a four-leg intersection (Fig. 2.2, page 26) minor road through streams 8 and Il have
Rank 3. They must give way to Rank 2 streams I and 4 (major road left turns). Stream
I must give way to Rank 1 streams 5and 6, and stream 4 must give way to streams
5and 6. The priority streams of minor streams 8 and 11 are 18 = ( 1, 2, 4,5,6} and
Iii = (1,2, 3, 4,5}.
The impedance factor fof major-road left-turn stream 4 is given above. The impedance
factor of stream I is likewise
fi=

i — Pt

______
= _q1tf1/36OO

(3.95)

It is the proportion of capacity available due to major stream queuing. Because the
queuing processes of streams 1 and 4 are independent, it can be assumed that the
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combined impedance factor is the product
(3.96)

=fif.

This is indeed the case, as will be shown next.
If the other Rank 2 stream is ignored, the proportion of time available for gap acceptance
in streams I and 4 is
fa.i = (i +
fa.4=(1+

I
qltf.I)(

l)
- C

q4)

l—
q4zf.4 ) (

qi <C1

(3.97)
q4<C4.

These factors are probabilities that at a random time instant gap acceptance is not
restricted by queuing vehicles in the respective stream. Because the queuing processes
are independent, the probability that at a random time instant gap acceptance is not
restricted by queuing vehicles in either stream is the product
(3.98)

fa.lA4 = fa.Ifa.4.

Because this is also the proportion of vehicles in Rank 1 streams arriving during gap
acceptance periods, the number of vehicles observed in these streams during the gap
acceptance periods is
qa.2 = fa.iA4q2

q.3 = fa.iA4q3

(3.99)

q . 5 = fa.IA4qs
qa.6 = fa.IA4q6.

Of the "free headways" in stream 1 (4) only headways of vehicles arriving during the
non-queuing periods of stream 4 (1) can be considered for gap acceptance. Thus,
qa.i = fa.4(1 - pi)qi

(3.100)

q.4 = fa .i(1 - p4)q4.

Streams 2, 3, 5,and 6 are assumed to be Poisson processes with parametersA2 =
A3 = q3/3600,A 5 = q5/3600, and A6 = q6/3600. During the gap acceptance q2/360,
periods streams 1 and 4 are assumed to have shifted exponential headway distributions
with scale parameters A1 = qi/3600 and A4 = q4/3600 and location parameters equal
to the follow-up times tf and t1 . 4.
During the time periods available for gap acceptance Rank 2 streams are not blocked
by Rank 1 vehicles, so that all streams 1, 2, 4, and 5can be considered independent.
The capacity of streams 8 and 11 can be obtained using equation (3.46) as
+(J4lf.4 )/3600
Cm 8 = ( 1 - pj)(l - P4)
- (I - Pi)(l - P4)
x
-qt:t.I-q4:f.4

1 - qM:f.s/3 óOO
qeMtc8/36OO

I - qM'r.8/36OO

qeMt8/'36OO
fIA4

1 - qMtf.8/3f'

I

(3.101)
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where q = q + q + q4 + q5 + q.Likewise, the movement capacity of minor stream

__________________________
Cmii

qMe - qM'c.It/3600

=fIA41 _Mh1.1I/36OO'

II

is

(3.102)

1 or p4 1, Rank 3 capacities are zero.
where q = qi + q + q3 + q4 + q5. IfPi
In the calculation of q the major-road through flows are adjusted for the possible
effects of nonconilicting right-turn streams (stream 3 on stream 8 and stream 6 on
stream Il). However, in the estimation of Rank 2 capacities this adjustment is not
made, but the effect of major road right-turn streams is considered directly.
3.6 Movement capacity of Rank 4 streams
Rank 4 streams 7 and 10 (left turns from minor road) in four-legged intersections must
give way to streams of three higher ranks. A Rank 4 vehicle can enter the intersection
when there is an acceptable gap in the priority streams and no conflicting Rank 2 or
Rank 3 queues. These queues are, however, not independent. The queues of a Rank 3
stream can discharge when there is a gap larger than the critical gap in Rank 1 and Rank
2 priority streams, and conflicting Rank 2 queues are empty. No analytical equations
forRank4 stream capacity estimates have been presented (Troutbeck & Brilon 1997).
For Rank 4 stream 7 (10) the conflicting Rank 3 stream is the opposing through stream
11(8). Conflicting Rank 2 streams are the major-road left-turn streams 1, 4 and the
opposing minor road right turning stream 12 (9). The latter stream has no effect on
the Rank 3 queues in stream 11 (8). If the major road has separate lanes for entering
streams 7 (10) and 12 (9), the streams do not have a conflict.
Because of the mutual dependency of queues, conflicting Rank 2 and Rank 3 queues
occur more simultaneously than would be the case, if the queuing processes were
independent. Ignorance of this dependency would give too low capacity estimates.
(1991) have developed by simulation a corrected probability:
Brilon&Gma
Pz.i=O.6SPOIA4Aj -

P0.IA4Ai
PO.IA4Ai + 3

+ O.6./P0.1A4Ai,

(3.103)

wherep, is the probability of empty queues in major road left-turn streams 1, 4, and
minor road through stream i, andp0.1 A4AI = P0.1P0.4 P0.i (see Gross mann 1991, Kyte
HCM2000 (Transportation Research Board etal.196)Thisquonaled
2000). As Figure 3.23 displays, the corrected probability (thick curve) is larger than
the simple product P0.IA4Ai (diagonal line). The movement capacity of streams 7 and
10 is calculated as
Cm7 =Pz.IIPO.l2Cp.7

(3.104)

Cmio= Pz.8P0.9Cp.IO.

The German HBS2001 (FGSV 2001) uses a different approach:
Pz.i=

1+I

- P0.1P0.4
Po.IPo.4

+1

-P0.i

(3.105)

P0.i

The queues of all conflicting priority streams are considered as a single queue. MJM/l
(Brilon, Wu & Bondzio 1997).
queingsytmar ed
Equation (3.105) can also be expressed as
Pz.i=

P0.1 A4A1

P0.1A4 + Po. - P0.IA4Ai

(3.106)
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Figure 3.23: Corrected probability ofempty queues in streams 1, 4, and i (8 or 11) (Brilon &
GroJ3mann 1991)

which can be interpreted as the probability of an idle server in all streams 1, 4, and i
under the condition that a server is known to be idle either in both left-turn streams 1 and
4 or in stream i. All service processes are assumed to be independent. The HCM2000
equations(3.104)redtobainhmvetcpisofram7nd10.
Figure 3.24 displays the German impedance factor against different values of P0.1A4
and P0.i. When there is no traffic in major-road left-turn streams (P0.1A4 = 1),the
probability of a queue-free state in all priority streams is P0.i, as expected. As Figure
3.25 displays, the HCM2000 impedance factor is not consistent under these conditions.
The same observation can be made, when there is no traffic in stream i; i.e.,P0.i=
1. Consequently, equation (3.103) does not fulfill the necessary marginal conditions
Wu & Bondzio 1997).

(Brilon,

Brilon & Wu (2002) described these approaches as pragmatic simplifications, which are
only of an approximative nature. They chose to propose an even simpler approximation
(see section 3.10), which is easier to use in practical applications. However, below is
described a theoretically more solid approach.
The potential capacity Cp.k of a Rank 4 stream kis given by equation (3.12), where
the major flow rate q is the sum of conflicting higher priority streams. Following
equation (3.89) this capacity should be adjusted for the utilization ratio of the server
and the modified headway distributions of higher priority streams.
First it is necessary to define a utilization factor of a service system with two streams (i
and j)of units (vehicles). The average arrival rates are A, and A 3 , and average service
times S and S3 . The utilization factor is the product of average arrival rate and the
average service time. The average arrival rate of units is A 1 + A 3 and the average service
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time is the weighted average
= A1 +
A1 +Aj

(

3.107)

The utilization factorofthe service system is
Pi.j = (A1 +A)S = A1S + AS = Pi + Pj'

(3.108)

which is the sum of the utilization factors ofthe component streams.
The impedance factor Pz.i is now derived following the queuing model in Figure 3.16,
in which Rank 3 service is interrupted while a Rank 2 vehicle is being served. Because
only one server can be busy at one time, the utility factors are additive.
Let us now assume that stream i has Rank2and stream jhas Rank3.The arrival
rates areq, = 3600X1 andq = 3600A 1 . Rank2stream i has follow-up time tf . and
average service time S = 3600/ Cm.j. The utilization factor is pi = A S,.Rank3
streamjhas follow-up time tfJ and movement capacity Cm. j . The utilization factorP
is different from the demand-to-capacity (D/C) ratiop = qj/Cm .j. Because stream
jvehicles are served only during the fraction I - Piof time, the average service time
is = 3600(1 -pi)/Cm. j and the utilization factor Pj = = (1 - p1 )p. This
gives an interesting interpretation for the D/C ratio of a Rank 3stream:
= Pj

(3.109)

- p,

The D/C ratio of a Rank 3streamjgives the probability that at a random time instant
a stream jvehicle is being served (waiting for a gap or a follow-up time) under the
condition that there are no Rank 2vehicles in the service system.
The utilization factor of the total service system is
Pi.j = Pi

( 3.110)

+ P = Pi + (1 -p)p,= Pi + p -

which is the probability that there is a vehicle in the service system. The probability of
an empty system is now obtained directly as
1

—p,j=

1 —[pi+(1— Pi)p] =(1

p,)(l —

pi).

(3.111)

The queuing processes are not independent, but the effect of stream i on the queuing
process of stream jis carried in the DIC ratio p, as demonstrated above (3.109).For
a four-leg intersection this indicates that
Pz.i=PO.IA4PO.i =POl PO.4P0.i.

(3.112)

This is displayed in figure 3.26and as the diagonal line in figure 3.23.It should, however,
be observed that the model discussed here includes also a capacity adjustment for the
headway distribution of Rank2and Rank3streams, which adjustment is not included
in HCM2000. In addition, equation(3.69)gives higher capacities and lower utilization
factors than HCM2000 for Rank3streams, which increases the Rank 4 capacity.
The discussion above gives an important result: Capacities ofRank2, 3,and 4 streams
are calculated in a hierarchical order. The capacitiesofhigher priority streams are used
as input in the capacity estimation of lower priority flows. These capacity estimates
contain all the information necessary about the hierarchy of streams. When the capacities of major streams are known, their relative priorities can be ignored in the capacity
estimationofa minorflow. Ifqis the flow rateofa stream, which is in a set 'k of
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and P0.i (right)

priority streams (Ranks 2 and 3) of minor stream k,the movement capacity of stream
kcan be expressed as
Cmk=e_hj3600Ck

(3.113)

where Cp.k is the potential capacity of streamkassuming that all major streams are
independent, P0.1 = 1 - p,', and p is the D/C ratio of stream i. This equation can be
used to estimate the movement capacity of both Rank 3 and Rank 4 streams.
The set'k includes only priority streams of Rank 2 and Rank 3. If a Rank 1 stream j
with minimum headway t is included in 'k the headways in streamjare assumed
to follow Tanner's distribution. This is equivalent to assuming a conflicting "Rank 0"
stream with no traffic. Accordingly, Pj=qt/36OO.
Figures 3.27 and 3.28 display the movement capacities of equation (3.113) compared
with Monte Carlo simulations. Figures 3.29 and 3.30 show that equation (3.113) gives
higher capacities than HCM2000. No adjustments for conflicting flows, as in HCM2000
Exhibt17-4,avenmd.
The movement capacities of streams 7 and 10 are

cm.7-c m.10

-

-

I 1. +q4rf.4+ql Ir.i i +q12'r. 12)/3600

PO.lPO.4PO.8PO.9'p.lO
-_(qI1r.I+q4tr.4+qstr.s+q91I9)/36OO

3 114
3 115

where C.k is the potential capacity of stream k(7 or 10) assuming that all major
streams are independent and have negative exponential headway distributions with
scale parameter A = q, /3600. The possible effect of nonconflicting major-road rightturn streams (3 and 6) should be included in the major-road through-stream (2 and 5)
flow rates.
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Figure 3.27: Movement capacity (3.113) of a Rank 4 stream when Rank 3 flow rate is qiii =
300 veh/h compared with Monte Carlo simulations (markers)
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Figure 3.28: Movement capacity (3.113) of a Rank 4 stream when Rank 3 flow rate is qjjj =
vehlh compared with Monte Carlo simulations (markers)
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Figure 3.29: Movement capacity (3.113) of a Rank 4 stream when Rank 3 flow rate is
300 veWh (blue curves) compared with HCM2000 (magenta curves)
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Figure 3.30: Movement capacity (3.113) of a Rank 4 stream when Rank 3 flow rate is qj1 =
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3.7 Shared lanes
On shared lanes multiple streams are combined. If an approach in a four-leg intersection
has only one lane, all three streams (left, through, and right) share the same lane.
Hawkes (1966) described a minor-road lane shared by left-turn and right-turn vehicles
as an embedded Markov chain (see page 118 below). Fisk & Tan (1989) have modeled
a lane shared by two movements as an M/M/ I queuing system with two customer types.
The third approach, which is followed here, was presented by Harders (1968). Its is
simple and widely applied.

If the movement capacity of stream i isCm,,the average departure headway (service
time) from a continuous queue is
(3.116)

Sq.i

=

The average service time on a lane sharingnstreams is

=

(3.117)

PiSq.i =
1=1

m.s

i=I

where p is the proportion of stream i on the lane
Pi=

q1

qi

(3.118)

=-'
q

andqis the total flow rate on the shared lane. The shared lane capacity is (Harders
Catchpole & Plank 1986)
1968,
C=

=:'=

=

Ipi'

(3.119)

where p, = q/Crn . i . If a shared lane includes Rank 1 streams (major road through
and/or right movements) the movement capacity Cm .i of a Rank 1 stream i is equal to
the saturation flow rate 5,.
The discussion above considers the capacity of a lane shared by several movements.
Mathematically these movements are vehicles with different gap acceptance properties.
Accordingly, it is possible to extend equation (3.119) to estimate the capacity of lanes
shared by any types of heterogeneous vehicles (passenger cars, trucks, RV's) and drivers
(men, women, older drivers) (Troutbeck & Brilon 1997). The capacity of a stream
having a heterogeneous mixture of vehicle types is the harmonic mean of capacities for
each vehicle type, weighted by the frequency of the vehicle type in the subject stream
Plank 1986). That is, the capacity is the inverse of average service times. (Catchpole&
In fact, this approach is valid for all traffic systems where traffic flows of different
capacities are using the same service facility (Kyte et al. 1996).
If Rank 1 (major road through and right turn) vehicles share a lane with a left turn
movement, the Rank I vehicles may be delayed because of left turning vehicles waiting
for an acceptable gap. These delayed Rank I vehicles increase the time required for
queue discharge on the shared lane. The impedance effect of a shared lane can be
estimated following a method proposed by Harders (1968).
Let us assume that a lane is shared by left-turn and through movements. The DIC
ratio of the left-turn movement (PL) is obtained following equation (3.65). It is the
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fraction of time required for the queue discharge of left-turn vehicles. On a shared lane
this fraction of time is increased by the through vehicles joining the queue. Let (Pa)
designate the fraction of time required for the discharge of through vehicles. Undelayed
througveiclsdnfmaque.
The fraction of time required by queue discharge on a shared lane is
(3.120)

PSPL+Pa.

Because through vehicles are assumed to arrive following a Poisson process, the fraction
of delayed through vehicles is ps. The fraction of time required by the discharge of
delayed through vehicles is
Pa = Ps

(3.121)

= PsPT,

whereq - , ST,andPr are the arrival rate, saturation flow rate and D/C ratio of the
through stream, respectively. The factor Ps is now obtained as (Harders 1968)
PSPL+PSPT

PL

1 -

Pr

(3.122)

If a lane is shared also by a right turning stream having D/C ratioPR, the total utilization
factor of Rank 1 streams is the sum Pr + PRwhich gives
Ps=

PL
l —(pr+pR

I

(3.123)

Since the 1994 edition (Transportation Research Board 1994) HCM has suggested the
use ofPsin stead ofPL (L = 1. 4) to take into account the impedance effect of queue
formation on a shared lane.
It should be noted that the fraction of time Ps includes all headways less than the
follow-up time in the left-turn stream, but not in the through or right-turn streams.
Consequently, the headway distribution of the left-turn stream during the time intervals
available for Rank 3 and Rank 4 gap acceptance is shifted exponential. The headway
1 streamsare, however, unmodified(i.e., negativeexponential). distrbuonfheRak

3.8 Pedestrian effects
Pedestrians can cross a road in groups. A follow-up time needs to be considered only
at very high pedestrian volumes, when pedestrian enter the crosswalk in several rows.
The follow-up time is then applied to rows of pedestrians.
The problems regarding pedestrians in the hierarchy of traffic streams have been discussed above (page 28). No rank was assigned to pedestrian flows, because they break
the hierarchical structure of vehicular-stream priorities. Because pedestrians do not
haveanabsolute priority, but drivers and pedestrians "negotiate" the priority, the gap
acceptance theory is of a limited use.
Below a simple method is presented to estimate the impedance effects of pedestrian (and
cyclist) flows. The method is similar to the methods in the HCM2000 (Transportation
Research Board 2000) and in the Additive Conflict Flows methodology described in
section 3.10.
When a pedestrian or a group of pedestrians crosses a lane of width w1 meters at speed
v, mis, the lane is blocked for time interval
WI

tpb=-.

VP

( 3.124)
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Lane width can be adjusted for the length of pedestrian groups.
If pedestrians cross a road in groups of average size
groups per hour is
qg =

.

fl g

, the average numberof pedestrian

a,

(3.125)

fl g

where qp is the hourly flow rate of pedestrians. Furthermore, if vehicles in minor stream
kgive priority to a fractionPk.) of pedestrian groups in pedestrian stream j,the fraction
of time a lane is blocked by pedestrians can be obtained as
qg tpb
Pj=Pk.j•

(3.126)

It is assumed that pedestrians and vehicles "negotiate" the priority. If a group of
pedestrians is given priority, their crossing time is unavailable for gap acceptance. If a
group of pedestrians is not given priority, it is assumed that they walk across the road
together with the next group of pedestrians that has obtained priority.
At high pedestrian flow rates the pedestrian impedance factor PO.J= 1 -Pj should be
adjusted for follow-up times between rows of pedestrians crossing a road. Otherwise
the pedestrian impedance factor is applied in the same way as the impedance factors of
vehicular streams.
3.9 Passenger-car equivalencies
Equation (3.119) can be used to estimate the capacity of a stream consisting of different
classes of vehicles with different gap-acceptance properties. Each vehicle class is
considered as a separate stream. Brilon (1988b)used this approach to confirm the
German passenger-car equivalencies presented by Jessen (1968).
The effect of passenger-car equivalencies are not evaluated in this research. It is suggested that the same adjustment factors are used as for the signalized intersections
& Nevala 2002).
(Lutine
3.10 Excursion: Additive Conflict Flows methodology
Brilon & Wu (2001,2002) have suggested the Additive Conflict Flows (ACF) procedure
as a third capacity analysis method, besides the empirical regression technique and the
gap acceptance procedure. They proposed that the theoretical background of ACF is
easier to understand than the theory of gap acceptance. ACF can also better analyze
pedestrian and cyclist flows as well as the limited priority effects. The draft chapter for
unsignalized intersection capacity analysis is based on theACF (Brilon & Miltner 2002).
The estimation of ACF parameters has been considered easier than the estimation of
gap acceptance parameters. The major advantage is that the capacity of a stream can
be calculated as a function of traffic volumes of other streams in a single step. In gap
acceptance theory the capacities of higher priority flows are required as parameters for
Rank 3 and 4 stream capacity calculations.
The capacity of stream kis the maximum discharge flow rate (qm.k) multiplied by the
proportion(Po) of time available for queue discharge:
Ck = qm.kpo=

3600
tq • k

Po

(3.127)

where
is the length of time that the conflict area is occupied by a discharging stream
kvehicle. It is similar to the follow-up time tf.k in the gap acceptance models. The
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probabilityP0 that the conflict area is not occupied by another stream is the product
(3.128)

P0 = P0.qPO.a'

where P0.q is the probability of no queuing or discharging major stream vehicles and
P0.a is the probability of no approaching major stream vehicles.
The probability that a conflict area is not blocked by queuing or discharging stream i
vehicles is Po.q.i= I - p, = I -A i tq . i . As in signalized intersections, the D/C ratio
(PA)of major streams in a conflict area (A)is calculated as the sum of the degrees of
saturation of conflicting major streams, so that
P0.q.A

= 1 - PA = I -

=1-

p1
iEA

( 3.129)

Aitq. i =-

iEA

i€A

If a minor stream crosses several conflict areas, the probability that no area is blocked
by queuing or discharging vehicles is the product
P.q =

P0.q.j'

(3.130)

where the multiplication is over all conflict areas. Conflict areas are assumed to operate
independently, acknowledging that the assumption is not always realistic.
The probability P0.a.i that a conflict area is not blocked by an approaching stream i
vehicle is expressed as the probability that a gap is larger than a time period ta ,; i.e.,
P0.a.i =IP{Tj> tj)

=Rj (ta i),

(3.131)

where the time period ta.i is the time period that the conflict area is blocked by an
approaching vehicle in major movement i. It is comparable to the shortest acceptable
headwayt0. , = te ,, —t1/2, but contrary to the gap acceptance models, the time period ta,i
is related to major stream, not minor stream. For exponential headways the probability
is
1fl.ii/36OO
(3.132)
P0.a.i =
The probability that conflict area Ais not blocked by approaching vehicles is
P0.a.A =

fl

P0.a.i = _iEAta.iqi/36

(3.133)

iEA

Because all conflict periods have been excluded, the headways in all priority streams
can be assumed independent. If a minor stream crosses several conflict areas, the
probability that no area is blocked by approaching vehicles is the product
P.a =

P0.a.j =

i:a.iqi/36OO

(3.134)

wherejruns over all conflict groups and i runs over all major streams. None of the
major streams should be counted twice.
The capacity of a minor stream kinvolved in more than one conflict group is
Ck

=

3600
tq.k

3600
tq.k

P.q P.a
( - \_qit.i)_::i€!qi1a.i/3600
L_13600
iEj

(3.135)
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wherejruns over all conflict areas, and 'k is the set of all conflicting priority streams
of stream k.
Probabilities of priorities for pedestrians are used to adjust the capacity for pedestrian
movements. Probability of pedestrian priority gives the fraction of pedestrians considered occupying the conflict area in the capacity analysis. The same approach can be
used to adjust the capacity for limited priority.
In conclusion: The capacity of a minor stream kis the product of maximum flow rate
qm.k and the time available for queue discharge. This time is obtained in two steps.
First, busy periods are excluded. Secondly, during the remaining time the priority
stream is considered as a superposition (sum) of all conflict flows (hence the name
and the time periods having lags less than taiare excluded. The parameters "ACF),
are
related
to major streams, not minor streams. If a minor stream crosses several
tai
conflict areas, these are assumed independent, but each major stream is used only once
in the calculations.
The proportion of occupancy (PA) of queueing/discharging movements across a conflict
area(A)is based on discharge headways (t,», i EA),not on movement capacities as in
the gap acceptance theory. Consequently, the capacity of a minor flow can be calculated
in a single step. Rank 1 vehicles are also included in the queuing process of a service
area. This assumption reduces the capacity estimate. ln fact, if all major streams are
assumed to have Rank 2 and the minor stream is assumed to have Rank 3, ACF and
give very similar results, as a comparison of Figures 3.31 and 3.22 indicates. HCM20
(Parameters used in Figure 3.31 are described below.)
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Figure 3.31: Capacity of a Rank 3 stream, when Rank 2 flow rate is qii vehih, according to
HCM2000 (dashed curves) and ACF (solid curve)

Figure 3.32 displays a queuing model for the ACF procedure. The model is microscopic
for major streams and macroscopic for minor streams. The discussion above (Sections
3.5.3 and 3.5.5) about the time available for gap acceptance and the major stream
headway distributions during these time periods is relevant here also.
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Figure 3.32: ACF queuing model for major stream i and minor st ream k

Parameters ta.iaiid tq.i are estimated using statistical procedures based on goodness of fit
between observed and estimated capacities. Because the hierarchy of major streams is
ignored, the estimates of tq j may be sensitive to the distribution of the total priority flow
between different priority streams. The estimation procedure can adjust the estimates
oftaifor the fact that an isolated major stream vehicle blocks a minor stream for time
period ta.i+tq.i, not fortai.
Figures 3.31 and 3.33 display comparisons of HCM2000 and ACF capacities for Rank 3
and Rank 4 movements. The critical gap wast = 5 s and follow-up time t1 = 3 s in the
method for all movements. In the ACF method all movements had tq = tt' = 35HCM
and ta t - tf/2= 3.5s. Because the interactions between major streams are reduced
to a simple queuing process, the distribution of total priority flow among different
priority streams does not affect the ACF capacity estimate, when tq and ta are the
same for all movements. Consequently, the Rank 3 capacity according to ACF is
approximately equal to the HCM2000 capacity when all major flows are assigned to a
Rank 2 movement.
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Figure 3.33: Capacity ofa Rank 4 stream, when Rank 3 flow rate is q = 300 ye/i/h, according
to HCM2000 (dashed curves) and ACF (solid curve)
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4 DELAYS AT UNSIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS
4.1 Definitions of delay
Delay indicates an excess time consumed in a transportation facility in comparison
to a reference value, which Kimber et al. (1986) have called a comparator.It is a
performance measure experienced by road users. Although it has been shown that
the users' perception of quality of service may be difficult to measure (Pécheux,
Pietrucha & Jovanis 2000), delay is a widely used service measure for intersections
(see Transportation Research Board 2000, FGSV 2001). Delay is also a fundamental
parameter in the economic analysis of highway investments.
In capacity analysis a continuous queue at a subject lane was assumed. The details of
the queuing process were insignificant. Because delay is the time difference between
a realized and an ideal operation time, an analysis of the queuing process is necessary
in delay models.
Queuing processes at unsignalized intersections have been described above in sections
2.4 and 3.5.2. Definitions of delays experienced in these processes are described below.
For a more detailed analysis the reader is referred to Leutzbach & Köhler (1974),
McDonald, Hounsell & Kimber (1984), Kimber et al. (1986), Lapierre & Steierwald
Akçelik (1998).
(1987),and
In delay models driver behavior and gap-acceptance theory must be described in terms
of queuing theory. A vehicle at a stop or yield line is in service,vehicles waiting for
service behind the first vehicle are in queue,and vehicles approaching the intersection
upstream of the queue are arrivingvehicles (Fig. 4.1). Queuing vehicles and the
vehicle in service are in thesystem.In queuing theory a distinction is made between
the mean waiting time in queue and the mean waiting time in the system (Gross &
Haris198).Acelton,drai hepyscldmniofvehs
are ignored. In traffic flow theory the physical dimensions and other properties of
vehicles and transportation facilities must be considered. Consequently, delay is more
appropriate as a performance measure than waiting time.
In system

I'
An -lying

1iE1

In queue

[EI1

'1

In queue

Inservice

___

___

Figure 4.1: Vehicles at an intersection approach

According to HCM2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000) total delayis the sum
of all components of delay:

• Control delayis measured by comparison with the uncontrolled condition
• Traffic delayresults from vehicular interaction causing drivers to reduce their
speed below the free-flow speed

• Geometric delay is caused by geometric features requiring vehicles to reduce
their speed in negotiating a facility

• Incident delayis the time loss due to an incident, compared with the no-incident
condition.
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Total delay is the difference between the travel time actually experienced and the reference travel time (comparator) that would result during base conditions, in the absence
of control, traffic, geometric, or incident delay. In the analysis of unsignalized intersections delays caused by vehicular interaction (traffic delays) are included in control
delays. The effects of incidents, such as road maintenance, should be analyzed separately. Consequently, the most important delay components at unsignalized intersections
are control and geometric delays.
Figure 4.2 displays two space-time trajectories of an isolated vehicle at a yieldcontrolled intersection. The first trajectory describes a vehicle entering the intersection
without any vehicular interaction. The vehicle approaches the intersection at approach
cruise speed (va ), decelerates (A—C) until it reaches the negotiation speed (va ), proceeds
with that speed some distance (C—F1), and accelerates (F 1 —G 1 ) to exit cruise speed
(y e ).The details of the trajectory within the intersection are ignored (see McDonald
et al. 1984, Kimber et al. 1986, Akcelik 1998).
Distance
'G2

','Ive

B

F

D2H 1

F

E2

H2

A: Start of deceleration
B: Virtual am val time to yield line
C: Decision to stop or to proceed at negotiation speed
D: Stopping
E: Crossing yield line
F: Acceleration to exit cruise speed
G: Proceed at exit cruise speed
H: Virtual departure time

Figure 4.2: Trajectories ofan isolated vehicle at a yield-controlled intersection

In the comparator trajectory, vehicles enter the intersection at approach cruise speed
(V a ) and depart at exit cruise speed (y e ),with an instantaneous change of speed at yield
line. The time lost due to deceleration, negotiation speed, and acceleration is the time
interval between virtual arrival and departure times T(B, H1). Because this excess time
is based on the geometry of the intersection, not on any traffic interactions or traffic
control, the lost time is called geometric delay

= T(B,H1).

(4.1)

Itisthesumofdecelerationdelay W' = T(B, C), negotiationdelay W = T(C, F1),
and acceleration delayW =T(F1, H1). Accordingly, the geometric delay of vehicle
i is
(4.2)
=
+
+W
(Kyte et al. 1996). It includes the delay caused by speed reduction in order to check
for possible conflicts, even if there are none. In this discussion the time lost due to
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checking is included in the negotiation delay.

Kimber et al. (1986) call Wg the measurable geometric delay. Pure geometric delay is
the delay of an isolated vehicle knowing that it is safe to drive through an intersection
immediately on arrival. It is a theoretical, under normal operating conditions nonmeasurable delay.
If a vehicle has to stop, it decelerates and stops (A—D2), waits for the next antiblock
(D2—E),acelrtsongiped(E2—F),rocsandelthxi
cruise speed (F2—G2). At stop-controlled intersections minor road vehicles have to stop,
even if the major stream lag is safe for entry.
Total delay isthe difference between virtual arrival and departure times

=T(B, H2).

(4.3)

For a vehicle that waits at the yield line, but does not queue, the total delay is the sum
of deceleration delay, stop delay, negotiation delay, and acceleration delay:

=

+W1

+ W' +

(4.4)

Total delay can also be defined as the travel time between two points upstream and
downstream of the intersection, unaffected by it, subtracted by the travel time of the
comparator:
w 2 = T(A, G2) - [T(A, B) + T(H2, G2)].
(4.5)
For a vehicle coming to a complete stop deceleration and acceleration delays are larger
than these components in the geometric delay. If no negotiation delay is assumed for
a stopping vehicle (W = 0), all delays are caused by vehicular interactions, and
geometry does not cause any additional delay.
In Figure 4.2 it is assumed that geometry does not cause any extra delay to a stopping
vehicle. However, compared to a vehicle able to cross the intersection without any
vehicular interaction, the extra delay, "net control delay", is T(H1, H2). If a turning
vehicle first accelerates to an exit negotiation speed and it can accelerate to exit cruise
speed only after exiting the intersection, geometric delay cannot be ignored, but delay
due to geometry is much less than the geometric delay Wg (without control delay). This
indicates a dependency between control delay and geometric delay, and suggests two
alternative definitions:
1. Acontrol-oriented definition of control delay measures all delays T(B, H2) due
to traffic signs and vehicular interactions. As total delays increase, the impact
of geometric conditions decreases. Geometric delay is the extra delay due to
geometry. It is the difference between total delay and control delay:
W=W1 —W,

(4.6)

According to this definition, geometric delay is a function of control delay. In
Figure 4.2 a stopped vehicle (2) can accelerate from stop to exit cruise speed
without any additional delay due to geometry (negotiation speed). The controloriented model assigns no geometric delay to this vehicle.
2. Acomparator-oriented definition uses geometric delay as a comparator, so that
control delay is the difference between total delay and geometric delay
W = W -Wg .

(4.7)

This is the actual excess delay T(H1, H2) caused by traffic signs and vehicular
interactions.
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The definition of control delay in HCM2000, as presented above, suggests a comparatororiented definition. It is also compatible with the general definition of delay given in the
beginning of this section. According to Troutbeck (2000) the control delay comprises
the time spent queuing, the service time, and deceleration and acceleration delays
at speeds below negotiation speed. In the discussion below the comparator-oriented
definition of control delay is assumed.
ln queuing models vehicles are assumed to arrive with instantaneous deceleration, and
all stopping vehicles are assumed to stop at the stop/yield line and stack vertically. The
arrival time to the system is the earliest time instant (Ei in Figure 4.2) that the vehicle
wouldbeable to cross the stop/yield line in case of no vehicular interaction. The queue
discipline is first-in-first-out (FIFO); i.e., vehicles depart in the same order as they have
arrived.
Figure 4.3 displays vehicle trajectories assuming no geometric delay, so that control
delay is equivalent to total delay. Deceleration and acceleration rates are finite and
queues have a physical length.
Distance
Control delayW'

w l)
Block

Waiting Lime in queueW»

/Service time

Figure 4.3: Vehicle trajectories for a through movement at a yield-controlled intersection with
no geometric delay

Vehicular delays atan unsignalized intersection can bedescribed in terms of waiting
times in queuing systems asfollows: A vehicle enters the system (queue or service)
at its virtual arrival time. This is the virtual arrival time under prevailing geometric
conditions (E1 in Figure 4.2). It is the first time instant that the vehicle can cross the
yield line in case of an antiblock. Waiting time in queue (WQ) begins when a vehicle
enters a queue and ends when the vehicle enters the yield line. The virtual arrival time
from the queue to yield line is assumed, because it is the time instant that a vehicle
would cross the yield line in case of an antiblock. When a vehicle enters the yield line,
itsservice time(S) begins (see section 3.5.2). The waiting time in system is the sum
of waiting time in queue and service time: W = WQ + S. Average control delay can
now be expressed as

w= WQ+S—tf+W
HWS t+ wH

(4.8)

If a vehicle can cross the yield line without stopping (vehicles 2 and 4), its acceleration delay is smaller than the acceleration delay of a stopped vehicle.' When W
'Greenshields. Shapiro & Ericksen (1947) made a distinction between functional and chronotropic
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is defined as the average acceleration delay in excess of negotiation and acceleration
delays, T(E1, H1),due to geometric conditions, equation (4.8) is compatible with the
comparator-oriented definition of control delay.
The follow-up times in Figure 4.3 have different lengths. This is caused by the early
acceleration of vehicles accepting a lag. At signalized intersections the longer discharge
headways for the first few discharging vehicles are a well know phenomenon (see King
& Wilkinson 1976, Briggs 1977, Teply & Jones 1991, Niittymäki & Pursula 1997). If
a stream has to observe a stop sign, the vehicles cannot benefit from early acceleration.
In mathematical models all follow-up times of a stream under given traffic conditions
are usually assumed to be constant. This approach has some empirical support from
the measurements by Koivisto (1999).
The discussion here applies to delays of minor stream vehicles. Concerning disturbances in a Rank 1 stream the reader is referred to section 3.7 (see also Bonneson &
Fitts 1999).
Figure 4.4 displays aninput-output diagram of a minor stream (see also Daganzo 1997).
The vertical distance between the curves indicates the number of vehicles in the system
at a given time, assuming that vehicles form a vertical stack at the stop line (see Fig.
2.13). The horizontal distance between the curves gives the waiting time in system of
a given vehicle. The area between the curves is equal to the cumulative delay during
the observation period.

4.2 Service times
4.2.1 Definition of service time
In queuing systems service time is the time that a customer spends at a counter. At
unsignalized intersections the service time of a vehicle begins when it reaches the
yield/stop line. The entry time is the virtual entry time; i.e., the first time instant that
the vehicle could cross the stop line in case on an antiblock (see Figure 4.3). Service
time ends when the follow-up time has passed since the vehicle has crossed the stop
line. Accordingly, service time is the sum of a waiting time at the yield/stop line during
a block and the follow-up time, as described in Section 3.5.2.
Vehicles can enter service either from a queue or without queuing. Queuing vehicles
enter service immediately when the service of the vehicle ahead has been completed.
It is evident that the remaining lag is not shorter than t
tf. Isolated (non-queuing)
vehicles arrive toanempty system at a random time instant, but after the follow-up time
has passed since the previous vehicle had crossed the stop line. The arrival process of
vehicles that find an empty system is not independent of the arrival process of vehicles
in the major stream (Daganzo 1977). Because the expected state of the major stream at
the beginning of the service time is different forqueuing and isolated vehicles, they have
different service time distributions. The service time distribution of all minor stream
vehicles is a mixture of service time distributions for queuing and isolated vehicles.
-

The basic properties of service times for both arrival types is discussed next. In order to
describe the dynamics behind the service processes, the equations for average service
decelerations. Functional deceleration is necessary to adjust speed for intersection geometry or to obey
a stop sign. A vehicle may accelerate as soon as the specific deceleration or stopping function has been
fulfilled. Chronotropic deceleration ("chronoceleration") occurs when motion beyond a specific point
cannot be continued until after a specific time instant, such as the beginning of an antiblock or end of the
follow-uptime. A driver may save time by an early deceleration so that the vehicle can enter an intersection
at the beginning of an antiblock or at the end of a follow-up time at a higher speed than possible with a
later deceleration. See the trajectory of vehicle 4 in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.4: Cumulative arrivals (thick curve) and departures (thin curve) ofa minor stream
(major flow 800 veh/h, minor flow 400 vehlh, t = 5 s, t = 3s, exponential headway distributions)

times are derived. In order to keep the mathematics simple, the second moments of the
service time distributions are presented with bibliographic references only.

4.2.2 Average service time of queuing vehicles
Under saturated conditions a minor stream vehicle enters service immediately after the
service of the previous vehicle has ended. This is demonstrated by vehicle 2 in Figure
3.17. The vehicle enters a yield/stop line (service) exactly t after the previous vehicle
has crossed the stop line. The remaining lag is not shorter than t - tf. If the lag is
greater than or equal to t, the vehicle can cross the yield/stop line immediately. The
probability of no waiting at a yield/stop line is
Pq.0 = IP{ T ?tc IT 2:t - tf

RT(tc )
=R(tc - tf)

(4.9)

When the major stream headways are exponentially distributed the probability is
R(tc)

Pq.0 = _________
-e
tf) Ry(t -

h1.

(4.10)

For vehicles discharging from the yield/stop line immediately upon entry the service
time is equal to the follow-up time tf.
The time interval from the beginning of an antiblock to the beginning of the next
can be called acycle (c).The average service time of vehicles discharging antiblock
from a queue is the average cycle length divided by the average number of discharging
vehicles(De in a cycle:
= E[c]
(4.11)
IE[D]
)
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The average cycle length is the sum of a headway Tt and the sum of consecutive
shorter than the critical gap. If major stream headways are exponentially headwys
distributed, a headway Tt follows shifted exponential distribution with mean
(4.12)

E[TITt]=+t.

In order to estimate the expected sum of gaps in a block, we need to derive the expectation of a sum of a random number of i.i.d. random variables. Let X { TIT < T } be
a headway shorter than the critical gap. The sum Y,v = X i + . . + X,v ofNconsecutive
shorter than the critical gap has expectation
headwys

E[YN]= 1E[X]=E[E[XI IN=n]]

(4.13)

where X 1 , ..., X,, is a random sample of variate X, and the inner expectation has been
2 on the eventN = n.Because X andNare independent, the conditional condite
expectation is

E[Éx1 IN=fl] =E[x] =nE[X1 ] = nE[X].

(4.14)

This is the expected value of the sum assuming that the number(n)of consecutive
shorter than the critical gap is known. However, as the number (N)ofheadwys
is a random variable, the expectation of YN is (Goodman 1988)
headwys
(4.15)

E[YN] = E[NE[X]] = IE[N]E[X].

Thus, the expected value of the sum is the expected number of headways shorter than
the critical gap multiplied by their expected length. Ross (1996) has given the result
(4.15) using moment generating functions.
A headway is shorter than the critical gap with probability
IP{T<tc } =F(t),

Pg

(4.16)

and the probability of nconsecutive headways shorter than the critical gaps follows the
geometric distribution
(4.17)
p, = Pg(l-Pg ).
The expected number of consecutive headways T, < t is obtained from equation (2.11)
as
=
= e - 1.
(4.18)
E[N] =
I -P
R(tc)
The expected length of a headway shorter than the critical gap is
=E[T IT<g]

E[X]

plc

= / tf(rlt <t)dt
Jo
'c
I
tf(t)dr
=F (te jo
)

'

H' (_ -

- I -ec

- A - eAtc 2 For

conditional expectations see e.g. Grimmett & Welsh (1986).

(4.19)
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The expected cycle length can now be expressed as
E[c]=E[T IT >t]+E[NJE[TIT <te]
(4.20)
Aec
The number of departures during a headway T ? t follows the geometric distribution
D = dIT

tc

I =Pq.0 (1 -pq.o).

(4.21)IP(

The expectation is obtained following equation (2.9) as
1E[D]

I

-

Pq.O

.

(4.22)

and E[D] = (1 - eh1YI.

For exponential headways Pq.o= e

The average service time of vehicles discharging from a queue (arriving while server
was busy) is now obtained as
I - eu1
EEc]
Sq = E[D] =Ae'c

(4.23)

This is the inverse of capacity equation (3.12), as expected. Consequently, this approach
can be used as an alternative derivation of the capacity equation. For a more rigorous
derivation of q see Kremser (1962), who also derived the second moment of the service
time as
2e
4.24)
E[s]=
[(eu' - Ate ( 1 - e1) - Atfe Àt]
.

)

(

The average waiting time at yield/stop line for vehicles discharging from a queue is
Wq Sq

-

tf

1 —e
= Ax: - If.

(4.25)

After each vehicle there is a time period tf during which the next vehicle is moving to
the yield/stop line and no vehicles are waiting at the stop line. This time interval is part
of the service time of the first vehicle and the queuing time of the second vehicle.

4.2.3 Average service time of isolated vehicles
An isolated (non-queuing) minor stream vehicle (vehicles 1 and 3 in Figure 3.17) arrives,
when the server is idle, and enters service (yield/stop line) immediately. The vehicle
can arrive after tf has passed since the last vehicle in the preceding queue has crossed
the yield/stop line. No major stream vehicle can arrive until t
Ihas passed since the
server became idle. However, it is possible that a major stream vehicle arrives before
the isolated minor stream vehicle reaches the stop line.
-

If a subject vehicle is blocked by higher priority vehicles, as vehicle 1 in Figure 3.17,
it must wait for the next antiblock. Once the antiblock starts, the vehicle crosses the
yield/stop line immediately. However, the server is busy until the follow-up time has
passed. Thus, the service time, 5e' of a vehicle arriving to an empty system is the sum of
average waiting time at stop line We and the follow-up time tf (Yeo & Weesakul 1964).
An isolated vehicle enters an intersection at a random time and can enter the yield/stop
line without queuing. If the vehicle enters during an antiblock, it can depart immediately. Let us assume that, when a non-queuing minor stream vehicle arrives, the major
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stream is in steady state (see, however, Daganzo 1977). The probability of no wait is
equal to the probability of a lag greater than or equal to the critical gap:
(4.26)

Pe.O= IP(T ? t) = RT(t).

This is equal to the "transparency"; i.e., the percentage of time a driver would consider
it safe to merge or cross the major stream (Herman & Weiss 1961, Weiss 1963, Allan
1968).
The vehicle has to stop and wait if the lag available is shorter that the critical gap. The
probability of wait is
(4.27)
J3e.I= IP{T <t} = Fy(t).
If headways are independent and identically distributed, the probability that the next
headway (gap) cannot be accepted is
(4.28)

Pg =IP{T <(cl = F(t),

and the probability that a driver has to wait for one lag and n - I gaps(nvehicles) is
Pn = Pe.iP(1-Pg).

(4.29)

If major stream headways follow the negative exponential distribution, lag and gap
distributions are equal:
(4.30)
Fy(t) = F(r) = 1 - ec,
and p =Pe.I =Pg' so that p, = p(1 - p). This is a geometric distribution with
expectation obtained from equation (2.11) as follows:
E[N] =

P
= e' —1.
i — p

(4.31)

The expected length of a headway shorter than the critical gap is given in equation
(4.19) as
E[TIT<t]=!_

A

tc

(4.32)

e.kc_l

Following equation 4.15 the average waiting time during a block for a vehicle arriving
to an empty system can be expressed as the product of the expectations (Greenshields
Weida 1952):
&

I e Atc_1

= E[N]lEE TIT < t] = I

IA

- t.

(4.33)

The first term in the equation is the average service time of vehicles departing from
a queue with follow-up time equal to critical gap.3 We is the lower limit for minor
stream average delay (Transportation Research Board 1997). As the major flow (A)
approaches zero, the first part in the equation approaches t,andWapproaches zero.
Because Adams (1936) was the first to present the result, it is also called the Adams'
delay.He solved the problem in terms of the average waiting time of pedestrians
3 When follow-up time (te) is equal to critical gap (Ic) the potential capacity under exponential major
stream arrivals is obtained from equation (3. 12) as follows:

l_e'c
See Grabe (1954).

A
e"c_l
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attempting to cross a traffic stream. Because follow-up times are ignored, average
service time approaches zero and capacity tends to infinity at very low major flow rates.
The distribution of this waiting time has been studied by Garwood (1940), Tanner
(1951), and Mayne (1954). Tanner (1951) and McNeil & Weiss (1974) have derived
the variance of this waiting time
e2Atc -2AtceXtc- 1
(4.34)
A2
as well as the mean and variance of the waiting time for isolated minor stream vehicles
at a yield controlled intersection, when the critical lag is shorter than the critical gap.
Figure 4.5 demonstrates that standard deviation ae is slightly higher than the Adams'
delay, which indicates a larger variation than exponentially distributed waiting times
would have. Cowan (1984) has generalized the Adams' formula for M3 distributed
major stream headways.
2

ae =

E
bo

=

C,

Major flow rate

(veh/h)

Figure 4.5: Mean (l'e, solid line) and standard deviation (o dashed line) ofwaiting time for
isolated vehicles, when major stream headway distribution is exponential. t = 5s, and tf = 3s

When a vehicle has found an acceptable lag or gap, it enters the intersection. If there is
another vehicle behind the subject vehicle, it can enter the intersection after the followup time has passed. Until that time, the server is busy (Fig. 3.17). Accordingly, the
average service time of isolated vehicles is (Kremser 1962)
Se=We+tf=

e-1
A

(tc

tf).

(4.35)

At very low major flow rates the average service time of an isolated vehicle (ge) approaches the follow-up time(t1),as Figure 4.6 demonstrates. As major flow rate
increases, the average service time for isolated vehicles increases slightly more steeply
than the average service time of queuing vehicles. (In some papers We has been used
in stead of , which explains differences in the results.)
The second moment of the service time has been derived by Kremser (1962) as

I

E[S] 2
-

—1
A

) -_

+ tf

-

+t

(4.36)
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Figure 4.6: Average service time of isolated vehicles(.e. solid line) compared with the average
service time of queuing vehicles (Sq, dashed line) when major stream headway distribution is
exponential, t = 5s, and tf = 3s

As stated above, this discussion was based on the assumption that, when an isolated
(non-queuing) minor stream vehicle arrives, the major stream is in steady state. Kremser
Daganzo (1977) have demonstrated that this assumption is not correct. An (1964)and
isolated minor stream vehicle can arrive only when the server is idle. When the server
becomes idle, there must be a lag Tt - tf. Consequently, the arrival process
of isolated minor stream vehicles and the arrival process in the major stream are not
independent.
Let us assume that the last vehicle in a minor-stream (i) queue departed at time Oso that
the busy period ended at time tf. Thus, the arrival time (r) of anisolated minor stream
vehicle can not be earlier than tf, and the arrival time (Vk) of the next major stream (k)
vehicle can not be earlier thant.The lag found by the isolated minor stream vehicle
is (Daganzo 1977)

Y(r) =

- r + X, if tf <
X,
Ift <

t < tc

(4.37)

where X follows the negative exponential distribution with scale parameter Xk (see
Figure 4.7). If tf = t,a non-queuing vehicle cannot enter before the critical gap has
passed since the previous departure, and the lag is exponentially distributed.
If the arrival time of the minor stream vehicle is r > t,the lag is exponentially
distributed:
fi(v) = Ake

'.

(4.38)

If the minor stream vehicle arrives before the critical gap of the previous vehicle has
passed, the lag follows the shifted exponential distribution with location parameter
r; i.e.,
=
Ake_T_.
(4.39)
f20-) . r)
A given lag v can realize with different arrival times. If the lag is u ? t - tf, the minor
stream vehicle can have arrived at any time in the interval tf t < t.However, a lag
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Figure 4.7: Lag for an isolated minor stream vehicle arriving before the critical gap has passed
since the departureofthe preceding vehicle

v<t - tf is only possible, if r > t - v. The density function of the lag distribution
is obtained as
fy(v)=

I

IP(r >tj f (u)

+ f7 f(r) f2(v. t) dr,

P(r > t} f1 (u)+ f f(r) f2 (v, t) dr,

ifv <tcifV >tc- tf,

(4.40)

where f(r) is the density function of the minor stream arrival times.
When the minor stream arrival process is Poisson with flow rate A1 ,the probability
density function of minor stream arrival time (given that it is larger than the follow-up
time) is
(4.41)
f(r)= Aje_Aj(T_h1).
The probability that a non-queuing vehicle arrives after the critical gap has passed since
the last departure is
> t} = /f(r) dr = e

icQ

(4.42)

J 1c

The density function of the lag distribution can now be expressed as (Daganzo 1977)

fT(t') =

I

e_A1(1c_ 1 Ak e_A?+:c_ U Aie_ (T_t Ake

+r:)

dr, ifV < t - tf

e_A1(h1Ake_7 + f,Aje_ (T_n1) Ake_A0+T_1 dr,

ifu > t - tf,
(4.43)

which gives (Daganzo 1977)

fT(v)=

I

AkeA(1dh1)

A + Ak
Ak et
A, +Ak

(Ake

-' + A je XL),

(Ake_)i(1c_ht) +Aj eh1 )),

ifv < t - tf
(4.44)
ifv

t - t1.

Whent = tf, equation (4.44) reduces to the negative exponential lag density (2.15).
This indicates that the assumption of steady state at time r is correct only when the
critical gap is equal to the follow-up time (Daganzo 1977, Kremser 1964).
The probability of no wait is
Pe.O = ll»{T > t}

=ffT(v)dv
e
(Ake_)(tc_u1) +
- A + Ak

(4.45)
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Daganzo (1977) has pointed out that this probability is always larger than the probability
(4.26) based on exponential lags. Models based on equation 4.26 tend to predict longer
delays.

The probability of not accepting a lag is
Pe.! = I -Pe.O

=I

(4.46)

e
(A _A(_ht) + Aje1h1)).
- ,+ Åk

The average service time for an isolated vehicle was derived by Daganzo (1977) as
Se =Pe.I [_4(0) - (e" + l)L.(0)] +

t1,(4.47)

where £ and£Tare the Laplace transforms of rejected lags and gaps, respectively.
The first derivatives of these transforms at parameter value zero are (Daganzo 1977)
C'T(0)=

1/

1 \

Il i - t +- I eA(

PeI(Ai+Ak) L\
A .ej+)(c_h1)

+'

2

Ak

1
1
) - 1-+ ek (1t - -'\I - Xi
AJ
Ak
\

(e_tc(Aktc + I) -e _(t')[A,(t - tf) + 1])

1
te A
= I - e&'c -

(4.48a)
(4.48b)

Pöschl (1983) has presented the second moment E[S] of the service time. The equation
is, however, not reproduced here, because it is even more complicated than the equation
for average service time. According to Daganzo (1977) the magnitude of error when
assuming an exponentially distributed lag density (2.15) instead of the correct density
function (4.44) is not likely to be large for most reasonable values of parameters.

4.3 Delays under steady-state conditions
4.3.1 Queuing as a stochastic process
Let us assume that the average arrival rate of a minor stream is A. Vehicles cross the
stop line following the gap acceptance procedure. Vehicles waiting for entry form
a vertical stack at the stop line and are served following the first-come-first-served
principle. Under steady state conditions the arrival process and the service process stay
unchanged, the average arrival rate does not exceed capacity, and queues have reached
an equilibrium state.
The state of the process at time r is described by the number N(r) of vehicles in the
system. When a minor stream vehicle arrives, the state of the process increases by one
unit. When a minor stream vehicle departs the intersection (tf after crossing the stop
line), the state of the process decreases by one unit. It is assumed that only one vehicle
can arrive or depart simultaneously.
Cooper (1981) has presented an important theorem, which can be applied in the queuing
process under discussion:
In any queuing system for which the realizations of the state process are step
functions with only unit jumps (positive or negative), the equilibrium state
distribution just prior to arrival epochs is the same as that just following
departure epochs. In addition, when the input is Poisson this distribution
is the same as the outside observers distribution.
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Consequently, if minor stream arrivals are assumed to be Poisson, it is only necessary to
describe the queuing process at times of departure from service (see also Tanner 1962).
This approach will be followed here.
Let8,,be the service departure time of vehicle n.The time interval between two
consecutive service departure times is T,, = 8,, 6,,_ i. If the number of vehicles in the
system after departurenisN,,,the number of vehicles in the system immediately after
the next departure is (Neuts 1989)
-

N,,1 =(N,,

-

1)+A(8,,,8,, ^ i)=(N,,

-

l) + +A,, + 1,

forn> 1,

(4.49)

where A,,+i is the number of arrivals between departures nandn + 1. The number of
vehicles in the system after the next departure depends only on the number of vehicles
in the system after current departure and the number of arrivals between the current
and the next departures. This type of process is called an embedded Markov chain
(see Kendall 1951, Kendall 1953, Ross 1996). At transition points (times of departure
from service) the process behaves like a discrete-time Markov chain having a one-step
transition probability matrix
P00

Pol

P02

Pio Pil PI2

p= 0
0

(4.50)

P2I P22

0P32

where Pif is the probability that between two consecutive departures the number of
vehicles in the system changes from i toj.Because P is a stochastic matrix, its rows
sum to one:
Pij=

(4.51)

I.

The transition probabilities can be derived from equation (4.49). If i E(1, 2, 3,
a vehicle(n)arrives to stop line (service) immediately when the previous vehicle
(n 1) has departed service. The transition interval between departures n 1 and
nis the service time of vehicle n.The probability Pij of transition from state i to
i + 1 arrivals during the
jE {i 1, i, i + 1,... is the probability a1_1 off
service time. Because the arrival process is Poisson, it is not necessary to know the
backward waiting time (see Figure 2.6 on page 32) at the time of service completion.
. . .

-

-

-

-

}

IfI = 0 a vehicle (n)arrives to stop line (service) some time after the previous vehicle
1) has departed service. The transition interval between departures n 1 and
(fl
is
the
idle time of the server plus the service time of vehicle n.However, vehicle
n
+ 1 cannot arrive before vehicle n.The probabilityP0 of transition from state 0 to
is the probability j3, off arrivals during the service time of vehiclen
j € {0, 1, 2,
that has arrived during an idle period. The transition probability matrix can be expressed
as
-

-

...}

0

I

2

a0 ala2
p= 0 a0 a1
0 a

(4.52)
:«
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The transition probabilities are independent on nand depend on i andjonly through
their difference. The rows sum to one:
ak=l

k=0

(4.53)
= 1.

Let fq (u) and fe(U) be the probability density functions of service time distributions
for vehicles arriving to a queue and to an empty system, respectively. Because minor
stream arrivals are Poisson, the transition probabilities are

J (Au)k

ak=

k!

= Jo

e"fq (u) du
(4.54)

k! e'fe(u) du.

These are probabilities ofkarrivals during a service period. The process is equivalent
toan MJG2/1 queuing system. If fq (u)=fe(U), the transition probability matrix
describesan M/G/l queuing system (see Neuts 1989).

4.3.2 MIGI1 model
If the arrival pattern of vehicles approachinganintersection in one lane is assumed
to follow the Poisson process, and vehicles are served by a single server having some
general i.i.d. service pattern, the system can be described as an M/G/l queuing process.4
Because all service times are assumed to be independent and identically distributed,
a = ,. The transition probabilities are
ak=

J (Au)k
k!

e"fs(u) du

(4.55)

where fs (u) is the probability density function of service times. The one-step transition
probability matrix is
a0 a 1 a2
a0 a 1 a2
p= 0 a 0 a
(4.56)
0 0 a0

Let us define
= lim I1»(Nk =j},
(4.57)
jE (0.1,2,...)
k -oo
as the stationary (equilibrium) probability that in the long run the system is found in
statej.These probabilities can be expressed as

=7ToPoj+

1+'

7tiPij

i=1

(4.58)

j+l
=Jroaj+>Jrjaj_j+I,

jE(0,l.2....}.

4 1n Kendall's (1953) notation M/G/1 stands for Markovian (Poisson) arrival process/ General service
Lime distribution Il server.
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The process can reach state j,if it first reaches some other state i from which it moves
to statej.The probabilities sum to unity

= 1.

(4.59)

This can be used as a normalization equation in further analysis.
The average waiting times can be derived either from the stationary probabilities (4.58)
which have probability-generating function
00

G,(z)=

7rJz =

(

j=O

z

l)L5(A—Xz)
- p),
z -/2s(A- Az) (1
-

(4.60)

where £(.) is the Laplace transform of the service-time distribution function, or directly from equation (4.49) using mean values (Cooper 1981). The average waiting time
in queue is given by the Pollaczek-Khintchine formula (Pollaczek 1930, Khintchine
1960,Kendal5):

-

WGQ

=
p'
2(1 - p) \

52j - 2(1 - p)

(4.61)

where is the mean and al is the variance of service times, p = A is the server utilization factor, A is the arrival rate, and C5 =as/S is the coefficient of variation of service
times. If . is assumed to be equal to inverse capacity, the utilization factor is equal
to the D/C ratio. Because under low D/C conditions this assumption underestimates
p, it underestimates delay also. The average waiting time in the system, including the
service time, is (Gross & Harris 1998)
WGS =WGQ + .

=

=

+ p(1)'
2(1 - p) )

k(l+

(4.62)

l—p)'

whereK = 1 + C)/2is therandomness constant(Transportation Research Board
1997). It indicates how rapidly the average delay increases with the D/C ratio (Troutbeck
=E[s2 ]- S2 . the randomness constant is
1986).Becausl
(

K

=

E[S2

]

-.

2S2

(

4.63)

Observing that p/S = A, the waiting times can be expressed as
A E[S2]
= 2(1 - p)
AE[S2]
WGS= 5+2(1
-

-

WGQ

(4.64a)
(4.64b)

5 Khintchine presented the result in 1932 in a paper in Russian. independently of Pollaczek (Cooper

1981).
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Little's (1961) formula

(4.65)
gives the average number of vehicles in system or in queue, depending on the type of
average waiting time (W)used in the equation. Queue length distributions have been
studied by Heidemann (1991) and Wu (1994). Little's formula (4.65) can also be used
to estimate average delay, when the average queue length is known. Daganzo (1977),
however, warns about some pitfalls in this technique, especially in connection with the
embedding technique.
In order to apply equation 4.62, the mean (S) and variance (ai) of service times must
be estimated. It is usually suggested that the average service time of queuing vehicles
q = C - ')is used (Transportation Research Board 1997), although it may slightly (S
underestimate service times and delays (see Fig. 4.6).
The variance a depends on the service time distribution. If all service times are
assumed constant, a = 0,K = 0.5, and the average waiting time in queue is
WDQ=

=
2(l—p)

p
2A(i—p)

(4.66)

This queuing process is called M/D/I, where D stands for deterministic service times.
The assumption that all vehicles wait an equal time at yield/stop line is, of course,
unrealistic. The MID/I model has found better applications in the delay estimation of
signalized intersections (Webster 1958).
If both interarrival time (headway) and service time distributions are assumed to be
negative exponential, the queuing process is called MIM/1. In the negative exponential
distribution the standard deviation is equal to the mean (as = S), so thatC5 = 1 and
ic= 1. The waiting times are obtained from the Pollaczek-Khintchine formula (4.61)
as
WMQ =
WMS =

(4.67a)

i —p

S
i —p

.

(4.67b)

According to Kimber & Hollis (1979) and Fisk & Tan (1989) the M/MI! model will
produce a good approximation to a M/G/1 model having similar average service times.
The variation in service times_doubles the waiting time in a queue over that in an M/D/l
(WM . Q =2WD.Q).IfS is the inverse of capacity (C),the waiting time in systemsytem
can be expressed as the inverse of reserve capacity
WMS =

3600
.
C—q

(4.68)

The relationship between delay and reserve capacity has been discussed e.g. by Brilon
Tracz, Chodur & Gondek (1990). This relationship demonstrates the (198b)and
central role of a good capacity estimate in delay estimation. At high degrees of saturation
small errors in capacity estimates will result in significant errors in delay estimates
Dixon & Basavaraju 2003).
(Kyte,
Because service times cannot be shorter than the follow-up time, a possible model
for service time distribution is the shifted exponential distribution, which has mean
S = tf -l-O and standarddeviationa5 = 0' = S —t1(Luttinen 1996). Thecoefficient
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of variation is C = 1 -tf/S. This indicates that the shifted exponential service time
model gives smaller delays than the MIM/l model. Shifted exponential service time
distribution with location parameter equal to the follow-up time is equivalent to the
assumption of negative exponential waiting time distribution at yield/stop line.
The randomness constant is obtained as
S\2S
I
The average waiting time in the system can now be calculated as
S+ptf

(tf

l

WM'S=
= WMS +

1

(4.69)

(4.70)

ptf (tf
1 -p

Because tf/(2S) < I, the waiting time 'M'.S is less than WM.S.
The MJG/1 models discussed so far have ignored that vehicles arriving to an empty
system have different average service times (S e ) than queuing vehicles (Sq ). In addition,
the variance of service times is based on arbitrary assumptions, not on solid theory.
In an MIG/l queuing process the proportion of time the server is busy is equal to
the utilization factor p = AS. The distribution of service times is a mixtureof two
distributions. The proportion p of service times are from the distribution fq for queuing
vehicles (see Section 3.5.3), and the proportion I - p are from the distribution fe for
isolated vehicles:
(4.71)
fs (s)= pfq (S)+ ( 1 -P)fe(S).
The average service time can be estimated as (SNRA 1995b, Pöschl 1983)
'=p q +(1P)e

(4.72)

The service quotients for queuing (Pq) and non-queuing vehicles (Pe) are
Pq= ASq

(4.73a)

Pe = ASe .

(4.73b)

The D/C ratio and the average service time are now obtained in terms of component
flows as (Pöschl 1983)
p=AS=
=

Pe

I + Pc -Pq
Se

(4.74)
(4.75)

I + Pc - Pq

The probability that a randomly arriving vehicle finds the system empty is (Yeo 1962)
- Pq
POl_PI+pepq

(4.76)

The second moment of the mixed service time distribution is
E[S2 ] = P1E[Sc

]+

(

I - p)E[5e21

= Pe 1E[S]+(1 _pq)E[S]
l+PePq

(4.77)
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The average waiting time in queue is obtained from equation (4.64a) as
AE[S2]

WGQ
2(l—p)

A
pq)E [Se2]) .
e E[Sq ] + (I - 2(1 -Pq) (p

(4.78)

The average waiting time in system is obtained by adding the average service time to
WG. q :
WGS = + W .q

=

Se

A

+

I +PPq 2(1 Pq)

(PeE[S]+u_Pq)E[SI).

(4.79)

4.3.3. M/G211 model
It is possible to apply the M/G/I model with a service time distribution that takes into
account the dependency between the major stream arrivals and the arrivals of nonqueuing minor stream arrivals. However, the MIG/l model assumes that consecutive
service times are independent (Gross & Harris 1998); i.e., a sequence of service times
for queuing and non-queuing vehicles follows geometric distribution (cf. Cooper 1981).
The service times distributions behind transition probabilities a and (4.55) are equal.
In assigning service times to customers theM/G/l model does not make any distinction
between vehicles actually queuing or not queuing.
Yeo (1962) has presented a modified model, M/G2/l, which assigns service time S q
toqueingcsmradvetiSocusmravngtepysm.
The one-step transition probability matrix is given as in equation 4.52, and transition
probabilities follow equation 4.54 (see Neuts 1989). The average waiting time in queue
is (Yeo 1962)
A(Pc E[S]+ (I -Pq)IE[5e2
G2.Q
.
(. )
2(1 Pq)(l+PePq)

1)

This differs from equation (4.78) by factor (1 + Pc - PqY'. When average service
times for queuing and non-queuing customers are equal, the service quotients are also
equal (Pc = Pq), and M/G2/l model reduces to an MJG/1 model.
The average waiting time in system can be expressed as (Pöschl 1983)
WG2S = + 'G2.Q
=

Se +

A

2(1 -Pq) (p

e 1E[Sq ] + (1— pq)E[5e2])

(4.81)

[+PePq
Yeo & Weesakul (1964) have used the MJG2/1 model for the analysis of delays at
unsignalized intersections.
In an MIG/1 queuing system the distribution of queue lengths at service completion
times is equivalent to the queue size distribution at random times (see footnote 10 on
page 85.) Heidemann (1991) has shown that the MJG2/1 system also has this property. 6
He also demonstrated that Little's formula(4.65)can be applied in MJG2/1 systems.
6 Daganzo (1977) warns against assuming the equivalency between queue length distributions at a
random time and at the arrival time of a major stream vehicle (see Evans. Herman & Weiss 1964).
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Lertworawanich & Elefteriadou (2003) have estimated storage (queue) lengths of leftturn lanes. They found that, compared to the MJG2/1 model, the M/M/1 model provided
good estimates, except at near-capacity conditions.

4.3.4 Tanner's delay model
Tanner (1962) described major stream as departures from an M/D/i queuing system
with minimum headway t,(see page 41) and average arrival rate A1,and assumed a
Poisson process with average arrival rate A2for minor stream arrivals. Minor stream
vehicles cannot enter the intersection at shorter intervals than the follow-up time (tf)
and not within the critical gap (te ) after the previous major-stream vehicle.
A block starts with a major-stream vehicle more than tbehind the previous majorstream vehicle, and ends a time talter a vehicle being separated from the next majorstream vehicle by more than t.The model is similar to the extension principle in
traffic signals (Fig. 2.12). Because t > r,the lag following a block is exponentially
distributed. The lag distribution is the same for both queuing and isolated vehicles.
Tanner modeled the queuing process at an unsignalized intersection as an embedded
chain (see page 118) with two types of regeneration points:
Markov
1. The instants at which minor-stream vehicles cross the stop line
2. The ends of blocks in the major stream, if not included in the first type
These definitions are based on the description of gap acceptance, which is slightly
different from the description used in this report. See footnote 6 on page 44.
The state of the system at a regeneration point of type 1 is the number of minor
stream vehicles waiting after one has crossed the stop line. The state of the system at regeneration point of type 2 is x. The transition probability from state i toj
=x,0, 1,2,...;j =x,O,1.2....)isp,. Thesystemcannowbedescribedbya(i
transiomx
Pxx

Pox
0
0
0

PxOPxlPx2
P00 Pol P02
Pio Pit Pi2
0 P2i P22
0
0P32

(4.82)

The results of the study, however, indicated that the average queue length just after
service was the same as at random instant. Consequently, type 2 regeneration points
can be considered redundant, and matrix 4.82 can be reduced to matrix 4.50 with
appropriate adjustments to the transition probabilities. The passing of a major stream
vehicle has no effect on minor stream queues, when no minor stream vehicles are
waiting at stop line or arrive during the block.
The probability Pu of transition from i (1.2,3....) toj E {i 1 i, I + 1....) is
the probability of j - i + Iarrivals during a service time, which is either the follow-up
time tf or a lagT1shorter than tf plus a block (Tb):
-

Puf = P{t <T i , A(tf) = j - I +1}+IP{Ti

<tf,

A(T +Tb)= j - I + 1).(4.83)
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The probability of karrivals during a transition interval is
akIP(tf

TI, A(tf)= k} +P(T1 <tf, A(T1 + Tb)= k)
(2tf)ke_A2lf

=

k!

(00

[A2(u+_y)]ke_A2v+y)fb(y)

+

k!

fx'e'u

dydv

kE{O,l,2,...J, (4.84)
where fb(Y) is the probability density function of block lengths (Tb). Tanner (1953)
has given its moment generating function, from which the expected block length can
be obtained as
e(1_tp)
1
(4.85)
E[Tb]=__________
X1(1
A 1 t)
Xi
-

-.

-

If a departing vehicle leaves the system empty (i = 0), Tanner's (1962) model (4.82)
considers the possibility of transition to state x as:
POx=IP{T1 <T2, A(Tb)= 0}
A1
dy.
A1+A2 o
J00e-2yfb(y)

(4.86)

-

The transition takes place, if a major-stream vehicle arrives before a minor-stream
vehicle and no minor-stream vehicles arrive during the ensuing block y(Fig. 4.8).
Departure
tf
I

i Block

I

Time

/

Transition points

Arrival:
Figure 4.8: Transition0

-^

xin Tanner's (1962) model

The state 0 stays unchanged (Fig. 4.9), if one minor-stream vehicle arrives a) during the
follow-up time in antiblock, b)after follow-up time but before the next major-stream
vehicle,c)during a lag T1 <tf or adjacent block, or d)during a block that has started
after the follow-up time:
p =lP{t

T i ,A(tf)=1}+ll{tf< T <T1}

+ll{T 1

<tf,

A(T1 + Tb) = 1) +P(tf <T I < T, A(Tb)= 1}. (4.87)

This becomes (Tanner 1962)
P00

= e'

A2tfe2h1

+

______ ________ (A +A2)ff

A 1 +A2

+ J Ae' j
Ptf

0

e

A2(u +y)e_X2f(y) dy du

0

+

Al

P00

e_2)h1

jAy

0

e

2 'fb(y)

dy. (4.88)
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By collecting terms we obtain
P00

e -(Xi+12)11
(A2(1 + Xitf + A2tf) + A1 X2ye_X2 Yfb(y) dy)
= Xi + A2
f0
+

a)

J A1e J X 2 (v +y)e2(0')fb(y) dydv. (4.89)
0

0

:

Ib)

I
I
I

I

Id)
________________

________________________________

_______________
_________________
I
I
I
I
I
I

au re

Block

j

I

III

I
I

I

I
I
I

f

_________________

II

.

Time

Arrival

Figure 4.9: Possible ways for transition 0 -+ 0in Tanner's (1962) model

The state of the system shifts from state 0 to state j € (1, 2, 3, . . .}, if I + 1 vehicles
arrive a) during a follow-up time in antiblock, orb)during a lag T1 < tf or adjacent
block, orc)during a block initiated by a major-stream vehicle arriving later than tf after
the previous transition point but before the next minor-stream vehicle:
P0j= IP{tf T. A(tf)= j + 1} +IP>{T1 <tf, A(T, + Tb)= j + 1)
fE (l,2.3....}. (4.90)
+IP(tf T 1 <T2,A(Tb)=j + 1),

This can be expressed as (Tanner 1962)
P0j

+

(°°[A 2(v + y)]J+i
_______
(A2tf)J+ie_(XI+A2):I
e A2+) fb (y)dydv
+
(j+1)!
(j+1)!
J'e'u
o
J00A 2y i+ 1
A1
e_+12»1
2 Yfb(y) dy,
jE(1,2,3,... }. (4.91)
,+ 2
0U + 1)! e

Transition probabilities Poj are analogous with the probability P00 in cases a, c,andd.
Casebdoes, however, not have an analogy, because service time is zero and it does not
allow any queue accumulation.
If the system is empty when a block ends, the system remains in state x, if a majorstream vehicle arrives before a minor-stream vehicle and no minor-stream vehicles
arrive during the ensuing block; i.e., Pxx= Pox. Astate x is followed by state 0 if the
next vehicle is from the minor stream or if the next vehicle is from the major stream
and exactly one minor-stream vehicle arrives during the block (Tanner 1962):
P{T2 <Ti}+IP(T1 <T2, A(Tb)= 11
j00
—
A2
A1
A2ye_A2Yfb(y) dy.
+
X1+X2
X1+A2

PxO=

J

(4.92)

Similarly (Tanner 1962)
p=lP{TI<T7,A(Tb)=j+l}
t°°(A2y)
A1
—
— A1 +A2J0 (j+ l)!e

fb(Y) dy,

fE {l,2,...}.

(4.93)
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Now all elements in the transition probability matrix P (4.82) have been defined.
The regeneration point of type 1 in this model is the time instant that a minor stream
vehicle crosses the stop line. The follow-up time is not included in waiting time. The
average waiting time in system is obtained by adding tf to the Tanner's delay(W2),as
suggested by Heidemann (1991). The equation is
E[T]
= 2

+ tf

2a

A
A1

(e' - A J tf - 1)

+ —a1e

1 - Aai(l -

=

where
a1 =E[Tb]

+A =

e (t-t)
A1(l —A1tY

(4.95)

If the major flow is Poisson (t = 0), the waiting time becomes
= 2 + tf
=

Aie(e1c - A1r - 1) + A2eAIIC(eAIu1 - A1tf - I)
+tf. (4.96)
Ai[AieAth1 -A 2 etc(eA!tf - 1)]

Dunne & Buckley (1972) observed that foranisolated vehicle the average waiting time
during a block (Adams' delay) according to equation 4.94 is
We

-

E[T 2 ]

b
2a 1

= lim W, =
-

(4.97)

Capacity (3.24) can be expressed as
r

A 1 (i

-

A1t) e(tcp)

1 -e1h1

-

(4.98)

=[a i (l - e')]'
so that the demand-to-capacity ratio of the minor stream is
A2
p = - = A2a1(l - e").

(4.99)

Delay equation (4.94) can now be rewritten as (Dunne & Buckley 1972)
-

V.'2 =

We+a2p
l — p

(4.100)

,

where
a2 =

eAI - A1t1 - 1
Ai(eAthi - 1)

1

tf

- - eA -

The waiting time in system can be expressed as
4'S =W2+tf
e[1+(1+2_t

'e

1.
I'Pi

(4.101)
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This has the structure of the Pollaczek-Khintchine formula (4.61), assuming that the
randomness constant is given as
K1+

a2 - tf

-

Se

I fl

=i+-=-(-andSe

tf

\

(4.102)

l —e1tf)

We + ( is the average service time of isolated vehicles (see Section 4.2.3).

Thus, the average delay equation (4.94) of Tanner (1962) can be expressed in terms of
an MIG/l queuing system. Pöschl (1983) has demonstrated numerically that Tanner's
model is compatible with the MJG/l model. See also Heidemann (1991). Also when
major-stream headways follow Cowan's (1975, 1984, 1987) M3 model (see Section
2.3.6), the delay equation can be expressed in the form of the Pollaczek-Khintchine
(Troutbeck 1990, Troutbeck & Walsh 1994).
formula
The discussion above has demonstrated that the theoretical queuing models have a close
connection with gap acceptance theory. Troutbeck & Walsh (1994) have remarked that
with proper service-time distributions queuing theory gives exactly the same estimates
as gap acceptance theory. They preferred gap acceptance theory, because it is based
on documented driver behavior. However, in this report queuing theory is preferred
mainly for three reasons: i) Queuing theory allows the application of sophisticated
capacity models without leading to very complex delay models. ii)Queuing models use
capacity as a parameter, so that delay estimates are compatible with capacity estimates.
iii)Queuing models are easier to analyze under transient (time-dependent) conditions
than gap acceptance models. This is the theme of the next section.

4.4 Delays under transient conditions
4.4.1 Definition of a transient state
The models discussed above assume steady-state conditions (see section 3.1). It is
assumed that all conditions remain similar, with only random variation, during the
analysis period, and that earlier conditions (such asa peak period) do not have any
significant effect on the analysis period. However, the conditions during ananalysis
period are often transient, because
• flow rates, or other conditions, are changing,
• the system cannot reach equilibrium because flow rates exceed capacity, and/or

preceding conditions still have an effect on the performance of the system.

•

During a transient period the performance measures of the system are time dependent.
The parameters, such as flow rates, of the models are usually givenasaverages over the
analysis period. Because delay is not a linear function of flow rates, but increases more
steeply at high flow rates, the use of average parameter values under transient conditions
make the results biased. The analysis should be performed for several shorter analysis
periods, describing flow rates as a step function, and with a proper consideration of
initial queues (Kimber & Hollis 1978, Fisk & Tan 1989).
When conditions are stable, but have changed recently, it takes some time before the
effect of earlier conditions becomes negligible. Steady state conditions are obtained
only alter a transient phase. For example, after a peak period, when flow rates have
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decreased, it takes some time before the queues have reached equilibrium. Also during
a peak period it takes some time before the queues reach an equilibrium state. The
problem of an initial transient period is well known in simulation theory (e.g., Bratley,
Fox & Schrage 1987, Kleijnen 1987).
Morse(1958)has estimated that the "relaxation time" of a queuing system with one
exponential channel and finite storage capacity is approximately(.J -/)- (see
also Kleinrock 1976). As flow rates approach capacity, relaxation time increases to
infinity. If flow rates exceed capacity, queues increase constantly, and no equilibrium
is reached.
It is apparent that oversaturated systems are in a transient state. For degrees of saturation
below but near unity the relaxation times are likely to span over observation periods.
Consequently, transient analysis is called for, if conditions change during the analysis
period and/or if the D/C ratio is near or above unity.
4.4.2 Oversaturated conditions
Overflow delay
If the average arrival rate exceeds capacity, the intersection is oversaturated. The
expected number of arrivals during a time period risA (r) = qr.The average departure
rate is equal to the capacity C,so that D(r)=C(r)= C r,assuming aconstant capacity
during the observation period.
If the queue length in the beginning of the observation period is L(0),the queue at
the end of the observation period is L(r)= L(0) + A(r)-D(r).7 Because under
oversaturated conditions A(t)>D(v), the system is in a nonequilibrium state, and
the queue length increases constantly.
A fluid analogy model for unsignalized intersections was described in section 2.5.
Figure 4.10 displays a fluid-analogy model for a case where demand flow rate instantaneously increases above the capacity at the beginning of the observation period. The
area between A(v) and C(r) curves is the overflow delay (Gazis & Potts 1965); i.e., the
excess waiting time due to oversaturation. The fluid analogy model ignores the service
times and the stochastic component of delay (Fig. 4.11). When queues are long, the
magnitude of of discontinuities is small relative to the average values (Kleinrock 1976).
To estimate the overflow delay it is only necessary to know the initial queue L(0),arrival
flow rate q(t), capacity C,and the length of the observation period t.A special strength
of the fluid analogy overflow model is that a similar approach can be applied to estimate
overflow delay for different kinds of facilities, such as freeways (May & Keller 1967)
and signalized intersections (Gazis & Potts 1965, Luttinen & Nevala 2002).
The overflow queue is
L0 (r) = L(0) + A(r) -C(r),

(4.103)

assuming that the overflow condition continues over the whole time interval (cf. Catling
1977):
VuE(0,r]: L(0)+A(u)—C(u) >0.
(4.104)
If the overflow period starts in the beginning of the analysis period and there is no initial
queue, then L 0 (r)= A (r) -C(t). For a constant arrival rate and capacity the overflow
at oversaturated conditions server is always busy. the departure rate from the system is equal
to the rate of customers moving from the queue to the service. The number of customers in the system is

N(r) = L(r) + I.
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Figure 4.10: Fluid analogy model for overflow delay
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Figure 4.1I. Cumulative arrivals (thick curve) and departures (thin curve) at an oversaturated
minor approach (major flow 800 vehlh, minor flow 700 vehfh, t = 5s, ' = 3s, exponential
headway distributions)
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queue is L0 (r) = r(q - C) = Cr(p - I).If the overflow queue at time instant r1 is
0 (r1), the overflow queue atr2 > nis
L
L0 (r2) = L 0 (ri) + A(r2) - A(rj) - C(r2) + C(r1) = L 0 (ri) + C(p - l)(r2 - r1 ).
(4.105)
Under condition (4.104) the equation holds also for p < 1.
The cumulative overflow delay (Figure 4.12) during interval (0, r] isthe area between
the cumulative arrival curve and the capacity curve (Gazis & Potts 1965, May & Keller
1967):
Cr 2
W0(r)
0 (u)du= —( q - C) = —(p - 1).
(4.106)
2
2
=J L
This delay includes the overflow delay accumulated until r,that is the overflow delay
OPQ of vehiclesC(r)and the overflow delay PQR of vehicles A (r) - C(r) accumulated
up to timer.If there is an initial overflow queue L(0) > 0, the cumulative delay is
ft

W0(r)=

kT...L_...

Cr2
L0 (u)du=L(0)r + —(p—1).
2
Jo

(4.107)

C _.t:.,

A(t)
CO')

Time

t

0
Figure 4.12: Overflow delay based on queue sampling

The delay includes delays suffered by vehicles in the initial overflow queue, and excludes all delays suffered alter timer (Kimber & Hollis 1979). The initial queue
captures all relevant information about the history of the system (Heidemann 2002).
Consequently, the cumulative delays based on queue sampling are additive: t1 <
r, < r3: W0 (r1 , r3) = W0 (r 1 , r2) + W0 (r,, r3).Because the delay is based on the
measurement of queue lengths, this approach is called the queue-sampling method.
Delay estimation based on the measurement of individual vehicle delays is called the
path-trace method (Rouphail & Akcelik 1992).
The average queue-sampling overflow delay per vehicle (Fig. 4.13) is obtained by
dividing the cumulative overflow delay by the number of departures Cr(Neuburger
1971, Hurdle 1984):
W0 (r)
Cr

=

L(0) r

+

.(p

1).

(4.108)

The method overestimates the average overflow delay, because it includes also the delay
PQR. The average deterministic waiting time in system under oversaturated conditions
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is obtained as the sumofaverage service time and the average overflow delay (T'routbeck
2000)
(4.109)
As the length ofthe oversaturation period increases, the curve becomes steeper, and in
the limit becomes vertical, as analysis period approaches infinity.
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Figure 4.13: Average overflow delay for oversaturation periodsoflength 15 and 60 minutes

Peak period delay

At oversaturated conditions the queues increase constantly, and the system does not
reach equilibrium. In the extreme, after infinite time, there will be an infinite queue.
The analysisofequilibrium conditions is apparently implausible, when the system is
oversaturated. There will be available neither infinite time for queue accumulation nor
infinite space for the queues. Severe oversaturation has also an impact on traffic demand,
as some traffic redistributes into the surrounding network an avoids the oversaturated
intersection (Kimber, Marlow & Hollis 1977). Consequently, oversaturation is always
a peaked phenomenon lasting only for a limited length oftime (Neuburger 1971, Yagar
1977).
The discussion above provides some tools for the analysis of oversaturation during a
peak period. In order to estimate the delay during a peak period we need to know
the maximum flow rate and the shape of the demand pattern. May & Keller (1967)
suggested triangular or trapezoid shaped demand patterns (Fig. 4.14). Kimber & Hollis
(1978) defined a low-definition (rectangular) and a high-definition (piecewise constant)
pattern.
Let us assume a rectangular demand pattern with peak flow qp > Clasting for time Tp,
after which the flow rate decreases to q < C.The time (0, rp] is the peak period.There
is no initial queue, L(0) = 0, in the system. During the time interval (0, tp) the overflow
queue increases at rate C(pp- I) and reaches its maximum L 0 (rp)=Crp(pp- 1),
wherepp =qp/C> 1 is the D/C ratio during the peak period (Fig. 4.15).After Tp
the queue length decays at rate C(p- 1), where p < I is the D/C ratio after the peak
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Flow rate

Time

Figure 4.14: Triangular(a), trapezoidal (b), rectangular (c), and piecewise constant (d) demand
patterns

period (Kimber & Hollis 1978). The overflow queue is
L0(t)

fCr(pp —l),

if0<tt

= jL o (tp) -C(t- tp)(l- p), if tp <r

Theoverflow period ends.at
L(t0

)

to ,

r

(4.110)

when the overflow queue vanishes:

=L 0 (tp)-C(t0

-

tp)(l - p) = 0.

(4.111)

The length of the overflow period is determined by the length of the peak period and
the D/C ratio during and after the peak period (see Kimber & Hollis 1978):
t0

=tp+

L 0 (rp)
C(l —p)

=

(pp -p)tp

I —p

.

(4.112)

This result can also be obtained more directly by equating the number of overflow
vehicles to the capacity during time interval (0. t 0 Rouphail & Akçelik 1992):
] (

qprp + q(t0

-

tp) =Ct0

.

(

4.113)

Number of vehicles

tp

To

Time

Figure 4.15: Overflow delay due to a rectangular peak flow pattern

The cumulative overflow delay is the area of the triangle in Figure 4.15 (cf. Kimber &
Hollis 1978):
W0(r0)=

rr)

I
Jo

L0(u)du

= tpPP
C2

-

pi -

2 (l — p)

PI.

(4.114)

Since the queue increases and decreases in a linear fashion the average queue length
during time interval (0, t0 is half the maximum queue length of L o (tp) (Neuburger
1971), and the delay is
]

W0 (r0

)

=

L0 (tp).

(4.115)
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Because the delay includes the area of the total triangle, the results for both queuesampling and path-trace methods agree, and the bias in the average overflow delay
disappears.
The average overflow delay per vehicle is obtained by dividing the cumulative overflow
delay with the number Cr0 of vehicles experiencing overflow delay:
-

W0 (r0 )
L0 (rp)
tp
= (pp—I)
Cr0 = 2C

(4.116)

The same result can also be derived using the Little's formula (4.65), which states
that the average queue length is equal to the product of average waiting time and the
arrival rate (Little 1961). Because during the interval (0, r0]the average queue length
is L0 (r)/2, and the average arrival rate to the overflow queue is equal to the departure
rate (capacity), we obtain

w0=

Lo (Tp)
2C

=

p —i).
2 s
(

(4.117)

As equation (4.108) shows, this delay is equal to the average queue-sampling delay
during time interval (0, Vp].
The average overflow delay does not depend on the D/C ratio after the peak. Because
the average overflow queue length L 0 (rp)/2 does not change with p, the delay per
vehicle does not increase, although p increases. The time period of high average
delays, however, becomes longer.
Equation (4.116) gives the average overflow delay per vehicle during the overflow
period (0, r0 ]. Kimber & Hollis (1978) have attributed the excess delay to the vehicles
A(rp)=Cpprp of the peak itself:
-

W0

tp(pp -l)(pp- p)
= Cpptp =
2pp(l - p)
W0 (r0

)

(4.118)

One should be careful, if this average delay is used to estimate the cumulative overflow
delay.
Using the queue-sampling method the cumulative delays over consecutive time periods
can be summed. The calculations should consider the initial queue at the start of the
analysis period. Rouphail & Akçelik (1992) have discussed the delay estimates based
on the path-trace method.

4.4.3 Coordinate-transformation method
Oversaturation is usually a peaked phenomenon lasting only for a limited length of
time. For a peak period of limited length the average delay can not increase to infinity.
Consequently, the steady-state approach breaks down at high degrees of saturation
(Rouphail, Tarko & Li 1997).
At D/C ratios considerably above unity the queues are very large and the effects of
random variation can be ignored (Yagar 1977). The average overflow delay approaches
the deterministic overflow delayW0 presented above. On the other hand, for D/C ratios
considerably below unity the probability of overflow due to random fluctuations is very
low, and the steady-state results appear to be plausible. When the D/C ratio is near
unity the average delay is above the fluid analogy model but below the steady-state
model (see Hurdle 1984).
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The stochastic nature of a peak period has been studied analytically by de Smit(1971),
Newl(197)andothrs.Tefluipxmatonsge lywithfoding theory (see Prabhu 1965, Gani 1969). Haight (1963) used a transition matrix
chain) for queue length probabilities. The most commonly used approach is, (Markov
however, based on a combination of a steady-state model and a deterministic oversaturation model.
The average delay curve of the steady-state model approaches asymptotically the vertical line p = 1. If it is assumed that the average time-dependent delay curve should
approach the deterministic overflow curve, the new delay curve can be obtained by
a coordinate transformation suggested by Kimber et al. (1977) and Catling (1977).
Originally the method was applied in the Transyt program (Robertson 1969) by P. D.
Whiting.
The horizontal difference between the time-dependent waiting-time curve and the deterministic waiting-time curve is PD - p (Fig. 4.16). If the time-dependent curve
approaches asymptotically the deterministic curve in the same way as the steady-state
curve approaches asymptotically the vertical line p = 1, then the following relation
holds (Kimber & 1-lollis 1979):
(4.119)

l —p=p0 —p,

wherepandPD are the degrees of saturation giving the same steady-state and deterministic average waiting times, respectively, as the transformed average waiting time WT
for D/C ratiop.
Average waiting time

C

00

I

p

p13

v/cratio

Figure 4.16: Coordinate transformation for waiting times in the system

The average deterministic waiting time in system is (Kimber & Hollis 1979)
-

1

L(0)

t

WDs=+ --- +(pD —l).

(4.120)

Because this is equal to the transformed waiting time WT.S for D/C ratiop,we obtain
2/-

PD(WT.S

l+L(0)\
C

)+l.

(4.121)

Equation (4.119) can now be expressed as
2/—

IWTS —

l+L(0))
+PnPO
C

(4.122)
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The equivalent D/C ratio (pa ) for the steady-state model can be obtained from a steadystate waiting-time equation. This equation should describe the waiting time in system,
including the service time.
If the steady-state waiting time is estimated using the MIG/1 model (4.62), p can be
expressed as
CWTS- I
.
(4.123)
CW1s — I+'c
The time dependent average waiting time in the system can be solved from the quadratic
equation
2C-,

W5p

(

i + 2[L(0) + 2 _ K I ')cwT.s+(l_K)(p+2[L(0)+F
)_1=o
Cr

Cr

(4.124)

as (Catling 1977, Kimber & HoIlis 1979)
WTS= a1

+

(4.125)

+a2,

where
L(0)+2—K
r
a1=(p —l)+
2C
/
TI
2[L(0)+1])]
1 (1 K)(p+
Cr
The negative branch of the solution has no physical significance (Kimber & Hollis
1979).
In an MIMII system with no initial queue K = 1,L(0) = 0, and
pn=

I -

1
-

CW1s

.

(4.126)

The time-dependent average waiting time in the system is (see also Kimberet al. 1977,
2000)
Troutbeck
1
r
WTS= —(p - l)+ - +
2C
4

+
- +

.

(4.127)

It can also be obtained directly from equation (4.125)as

= a1 +

Ja? - a2,

(4.128)

where

Because p - 1 =C(q- C),the average waiting time can be expressed also in terms
of capacity and reserve capacity (see Brilon 1991, FGSV 2001).
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If the assumption (4.119) of equivalent differences between D/C ratios is replaced by
an assumption of equivalent proportions (Heidemann 2002)
P

(4.129)

_=Pn,
PD
the equation for an MJMII system with no initial queue is
1 2/.

I[

ILt—(wTS--C1)+1 I—
\

11
I—p=0.

C%'TSj

(4.130)

The time-dependent average waiting time in the system is obtained as the larger root
of the equation above, which gives
I
t /
WTS = +

1 +(p— 1)2+

Cr
!&)H

(4.131)

This formula was suggested by Akçelik & Troutbeck (1991), and it has been adopted
in the HCM2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000) with a slight modification.
The German method (FGSV 2001) uses a coordinate-transformation approach with
parameters based on simulation and field measurements (Brilon et al. 1994). Instead
of D/C ratio the reserve capacity is used as a parameter in the model.
As Hurdle (1984) remarks, the coordinate-transformation method is not a result of any
detailed analysis of queue behavior. The only justifications for the method is that it
provides a smooth transition from steady-state analysis to time-dependent analysis in a
way that satisfies the intuitive ideas of what ought to happen. Also, the method does not
consider the length of the overflow-queue discharge process following the peak period.
(2002) has derived exact formulas for means and variances of queue lengths Heidman
and waiting times in MIG/l systems under transient conditions. The means and variances were obtained by numerical methods. They were shown to depend on the shape
of the service time distribution, not only on its first and second moments. However,
the coordinate-transformation approximations presented by Kimber & Hollis (1979)
and Akçelik & Troutbeck (1991) were found to agree fairly well with the exact results.
The method of Kimber & Hollis (1979) performed slightly better than the method of
(1991).
Akceli&Troutb
Equation (4.131) gives the time-dependent average waiting time in the system. Following equation 4.8 the average time-dependent control delay can be expressed as

- tf + 1' 1
where%1 is the average acceleration delay.

,

( 4.132)
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5 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS METHODOLOGIES
5.1 Performance measures
Capacity describes the maximum performance of a traffic facility. Capacity is, however,
not a sufficient measure for the analysis of an intersection, because operating conditions
may be unreasonably low for traffic demand below, but near capacity. The first edition
of Highway Capacity Manual (Bureau of Public Roads 1950) addressed this issue by
defining apractical capacity.'It is "the maximum number of vehicles that can pass
a given point on a roadway or in a designated lane during one hour without the traffic
density being so great as to cause unreasonable delay, hazard, or restriction to the
drivers' freedom to maneuver under the prevailing roadway and traffic conditions."
The second edition (Highway Research Board 1965) developed this idea further by
introducinglevelsofservice.Practical capacity was replaced by service volumesrepresenting specific volumes related to operating conditions collectively termed 'level of
service' (LOS). A service volume was "the maximum number of vehicles that can pass
over a given section of a lane or roadway in one direction on multilane highways (or in
both directions on a two- or three-lane highway) during a specified time period while
operating conditions are maintained corresponding to the selected or specified level of
service." No specific analysis procedure was presented for unsignalized intersections.
The manual suggested that capacities and service volumes were estimated by the signalized intersection criteria; i.e., load factor. Signal split was to be calculated on the
basis of the relative volumes on intersecting roads and inversely on the basis of their
relative widths.
The third edition of HCM (Transportation Research Board 1985) presented ananalysis
procedure based on the German methodology. Reserve capacity was used as a levelof-service criterion. This approach is still used in Finland. In later updates of HCM
the "average total delay" was adopted as a service measure (Transportation Research
Board 1994). Total delay was defined as "the total elapsed time from when a vehicle
stops at the end of the queue until the vehicle departs from the stop line."
The fourth edition of HCM (Transportation Research Board 2000) uses control delay as
a service measure for both signalized and unsignalized intersections (Table 5.1).While
reserve capacity is a practical engineering measure, delay is a measure experienced
directly by road users. Control delay includes initial deceleration delay, queue moveup time, stopped delay, and final acceleration delay. The same service measure is also
used in the German manual HBS 20001 (FGSV 2001), as displayed in Table 5.1.
Table S.).' Average control delay as a LOS crite, ion in t-ICM2000 (Transportation Research
Board 2000) and HBS 2001 (FGSV 2001)
LOS HCM 2000 HBS 2001
A
B
C
D
E

$10
$15
<25
$35
$50

<lO
<20

F

>50

v/c > I

<30
<45
> 45

t This concept is still in use. In the Australian guidelines (Austroads 1988) "practical absorption
capacity" is defined as 80% of the theoretical "absorption capacity". The Australian Sidra model (Akcelik
1998). however, applies the HCM level-of-service criteria.
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Kyte et al. (1996) suggested both delay and queue length as LOS criteria. However,
according to the German manual (FGSV 2001) queue length cannot be considered as
a level-of-service criterion but a factor in intersection design.
The discussion below describes the analysis methodologies used in the United States
Denmark (DanKap), Sweden (Capcal 2), and Finland (Capcal) to estimate the(HCM),
capacity and average delay at unsignalized intersections and roundabouts. The German
Additive Conflict Flows methodology has been described in Section 3.10. For further
information about current German capacity analysis procedures the reader is referred
to 1-lBS 2001 (FGSV 2001). It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the theory
presented above.

5.2 U.S. methodology
HCM2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000) Chapter 17 describes analysis
methods for two-way stop-controlled (TWSC) intersections, all-way stop-controlled
intersections and roundabouts. The manual suggests that with appropriate (AWSC)
changes in key parameters an analyst can apply the TWSC method to yield-controlled
intersections.
The analysis procedures are extensively described in the manual. Background information is presented in Contractor's Final Report (Kyte et al. 1996). The roundabout methodology follows the suggestions of Troutbeck (I997b).The outline of the HCM2000
5.1.
methodisplaynFgure
Collect input

Identify streams

Estimate

and

Compute potential capacity

Compute movement capacity

Compute queue lengths

Compute control delays

Determine levels of service

Figure 5.1: HCM2000 analysis methodology for unsignalized intersections (Transportation
Research Board 2000)

HCM2000 assumes Poisson arrivals and constant critical gaps and follow-up times. It
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allows an analysis of short peak periods. Because the theoretical basis of HCM2000
has been extensively discussed above, only a short overview will be given here.
Traffic streams at an unsignalized intersection are classified following Figures 2.2 and
2.3. Pedestrian flows along the major road have Rank I and those across the major
road have Rank 2. Conflicting flow rates are the flow rates of conflicting streams, with
a some exceptions:
• If a minor stream merging to an N-lane road and is in conflict with a major stream
i in one lane only, the conflicting flow rate is q•/N.
• One half of the right-turn movement exiting before conflict area is included in
major stream
• The effect of left-turn major-stream flows is twice their number
• Fora minor-road left-turn movement only half of the opposing through and rightturn flow rates are included as conflicting flow rate.
At roundabouts the vehicles passing in front of the entering vehicle are counted as the
major flow. At most well-designed roundabouts the exiting traffic can be ignored.
Base values for critical gapsandfollow-uptimesare displayed in Table 5.2. Adjustments for critical gap are made to account for the presence of heavy vehicles, approach
grade, T-intersections, and two-stage gap acceptance. The follow-up time is adjusted
for the presence of heavy vehicles.
Table 5.2: Base values for critical gaps and follow-up times for an unsignalized intersection
with a two or four-lane major road in HCM2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000)
Movement
Major left
Minor right
Minor through
Minor left

Critical gap (s)
2-lane 4-lane
4.1
4.1
6.2
6.9
6.5
6.5
7.1
7.5

Follow-up
time (s)
2.2
3.3
4.0
3.5

For one-lane roundabouts HCM2000 uses the critical gaps and follow-up times suggested by Troutbeck (1997b),asdisplayed in Table 5.3. An upper bound and a lower bound
for the capacity is estimated. The analysis procedure can be applied if the circulating
flow does not exceed 1,200 veh/h. No analysis procedure is presented for multi-lane
roundabouts.
Table 5.3: Critical gaps and follow-up times for roundabouts in HCM2000 (Transportation
Research Board 2000)
Upper bound
Lower bound

Critical gap (s)
4.1
4.6

Follow-up time (s)
2.6
3.1

Thepotential capacity (3.12) is calculated assuming a Poisson arrival process on major
streams. Theimpedancefactor of a Rank 2 stream i is the probability P0.1 = I - p,
that the system is empty. See discussion in Section 3.5.5. The impedance factor for
multiple conflicting Rank 2 streams is obtained by multiplication. For Rank 4 streams
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the impedance factor to account for conflicting Rank 2 and Rank 3 queues is obtained
using the adjustment (3.103) of Bnlon & GroBmann (1991).
The effect of a pedestrianstreamj isestimated by a pedestrian blockage factor
- qg tpb
Pj -

(5.1)

where qg is the number of pedestrian groups per hour, and tpb is the average duration
of time the lane is blocked by a pedestrian group (see Section 3.8). The pedestrian
impedance factor is obtained as PO.j = I -Pj. This factor is combined with other
impedance factors (p.)by multiplication.
The estimation of shared lane capacity in HCM2000 is described in Section 3.7. The
capacity estimation of a flared approach is described at the end of this section.
Although HCM2000 suggests the use of simulation models and field data to assess the
effects of upstream signals,the manual presents a rather detailed procedure for the task.
As platoons from a signalized intersections arrive at an unsignalized intersection, four
flow regimes result:
1. No platoons
2. Platoon from the left only
3. Platoon from the right only
4. Platoons from both directions.
A minor stream is considered to be blocked if a platoon is traveling in a conflicting
stream. During the unblocked period the major stream is assumed to be random with
flow rate
qM—sM(l—pM .u
if JM >SM(l - PM.u)
(5.2)
PM.0
qM.0 =
otherwise.
0,
)

whereqis the total flow rate of the major stream, 5M is the saturation flow rate of the
major stream, and is the proportion of time that the minor stream is unblocked by
major stream platoons. The capacity of the minor stream j is
(5.3)

C =

whereC,. 3 is the capacity assuming a continuous random flow rate qM.0 in the major
stream.
If a wide median allows minor stream vehicles to cross the major road in two phases, the
capacity is analyzed in two stages. The two-stage gap acceptance analysis procedure
in HCM2000 follows the method developed by Brilon et al. (1996) and Briton & Wu
(1999). See also Luttinen (1998).
The95th-percentile queue lengthof a minor stream jis estimated as
3600 qj

X.j1

L9sJ= 900r

1 + ( - l) +

( =

(Pi—!

c

50r

) °°
1)2+

+I(PJ -

(5.4)
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wheretis the length of the analysis period. The queue length can also be expressed in
terms of reserve capacity (K = C - qj) as
(55)

The service measure of unsignalized intersections in HCM2000 is theaverage control
delay.The definition of control delay in HCM2000 has been discussed in section 4.1.
The formula (4.131) suggested by Akçelik & Troutbeck (1991) is used, but with an
additional value of five seconds to "account for the deceleration of vehicles from freeflow speed to the speed of vehicles in queue and the acceleration of vehicles from the
stop line to free-flow speed."2 The delay equation is
IW• =

3600

+ 900r (Pi + 1PJ

l 2 +)+5.

-

rC1

(5.6)

The level-of-service criteria are presented in Table 5.1.
HCM2000 considers aflared minor-road approach as an approach with an additional
short lane. The traffic in the flared lane consists of a right turn movement having flow
rateq and a left+through movement having flow rate qLT. The capacity of a flared
lane is estimated by interpolation between the capacity of two separate lanes and the
capacity CSH of a shared lane.

The capacity of a shared lane is calculated as described above. The capacity of a
separate-lane condition is calculated using equation3

qR

I

LT7]

(5.7)

where LJ is the floor function (Spanier & Oldham 1987). For a movement kE{R, LT}
considered to operate in a separate lane the average queue length is estimated using the
formula (4.65) as
Litle's
Wk q
(5.8)
Lk
= 3600'
whereW1,is the average control delay of movement kassuming a separate lane. The
required storage space (vehicles) for the approach to operate effectively as separate
lanes is estimated as
(5.9)
L = max(Lk + 1),
kE(R.LT)

where (.) is the nearest integer (rounding) function (Spanier & Oldham 1987). The
capacity of a flared lane is obtained by interpolation between the shared lane capacity
and the capacity (Cs)assuming two separate lanes:
(CSH)
ifLs<Lr

C= I Cs,
CSCSHCSH'ifL s >L r

(5.10)
.

2 This description indicates a possible overlap in control delay and geometric delay. See discussion in
Section 4.1. HCM2000 does not subtract the follow-up time (see equation (4.132).
3 This equation and some otherdetails of the method are described in a correction sheet (TRB Committee
A3AIO. Highway Capacity and Quality of Service 2003). It contains also some corrections for the

upstream-signal effects procedure.
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whereLis the actual storage capacity of the flare.
If the required storage does not exceed the actual storage, capacity (5.10) and delay are
calculated assuming separate lanes. The average control delay is calculated as

w=

qLTWLT + qR1'R
+ R

(5.11)

(L > L r )

LT

where WLT and1'Rare the average control delays of left+through and right-turn movements, respectively, assuming separate lanes. The probability or frequency of storage
overflow are not considered. If the storage is less than required, the average control
delay is calculated using the capacity estimate in Equation 5.10 for L < Lr.

5.3 Danish methodology
DanKap (Vejdirektoratet 1999b, Vejdirektoratet 1999a) estimates potential capacity using the gap acceptance model (3.12) which assumes Poisson arrivals, as does HCM2000

(TranspotiRechBard20).Timpencfatorsdhea
lanes are calculated using the same methods as in HCM2000. Traffic volume and
capacity are given in terms of passenger cars per analysis period, notas pc/h.
Separate critical gaps (see Tables 5.4and5.5)are defined for bicycles and other unregistered vehicles. The critical gap used in the calculations is the weighted average of
critical gaps for bicycles and motorized vehicles. The follow-up time is 3.0 s for all
movements. No distinction is made even between yield and stop controlled approaches.
Table 5.4: Base values for critical gaps and follow-up times for an unsignalized intersection
with a two or four-lane major road in DanKap (Vejdirektoratet 1999b)

Movement
Major right
Major left
Minor right
Minor through
Minor left

Critical gap (s)
Passenger cars
Yield control
Stop control
2-lane 4-lane 2-lane 4-lane
-

-

-

5.5
5.5
6.0
7.0

6.0
5.5
7.0
8.0

-

-

6.5
7.0
8.0

6.5
8.0
9.0

-

Bicycles
and other
unregistered
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

Follow-up
time
(s)
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

Table 5.5: Base values for critical gaps and follow-up times for a roundabout in DanKap

(Vejdirektoratet 1999a)

Critical gap (5)
Entry lanes PCs Bicycles
4.5
2.5
2
4.0
-

Follow-up
time (s)
2.8
2.6

Traffic streams are classified following Figures 2.2 and 2.3. Conflicting flow rates are the
flow rates of conflicting streams. Major stream right-turn movements exiting before the
conflict area can be multiplied with a factor between zero and one. It is recommended
that these right-turn movements are ignored (Aagaard 1998). Conflicting bicycle flows
along the major road (movements 2 and 5)are included in the analysis. Pedestrian
flows are ignored. The passenger-car equivalents used to express vehicle counts as
equivalent number of passenger cars are displayed in Table 5.6.
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Table 5.6: Passenger-car equivalents in DanKap (Vejdirektorater 1999a)
Gradient
(%)
+4
+2
0
-2
-4

Motorcycles etc.
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3

Vehicle category
PCs and vans Trucks and buses
1.4
3.0
1.2
2.0
1.5
1.0
1.2
0.9
1.0
0.8

Semi-trailers etc.
6.0
3.0
2.0
1.5
1.2

The capacity of a roundabout entry is adjusted for pedestrians (fr ) and exiting traffic
(fe) effects as
(5.12)

C = fpfeCp.

If the traffic flow exiting before the conflict area is less than 400 pc/r the adjustment
factor isf = I. Otherwise it is fe = 0.9. These values are based on measurements at
only one roundabout, and therefore are very uncertain (Aagaard 1998).
In a one-lane entry of a roundabout the adjustment f,for pedestrians depends both
on the crossing pedestrian volume (ped/r) and the circulating volume (pcult) of both
motorized vehicles and bicycles (Table 5.7). If no pedestrians cross the entry, f1, = I.
These adjustments follow the results of German empirical research (Brilon, Wu &
Bondzio 1997). For a two-lane entry the adjustment is f, = 1.0.
Table 5.7: Adjustmentfactor fp for crossing pedestrian flows at a one-lane entry to a roundabout
according to DanKap (Vejdirektoratet 1999b)
Motorized veh +
bicycle flow (pcu/r)
0
lOO
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000

Pedestrians (ped/r)
100
200
300
400
0.99 0.93 0.87 0.81
0.99 0.93 0.87 0.82
0.99 0.94 0.88 0.83
0.99 0.94 0.89 0.84
0.99 0.95 0.90 0.86
0.88
0.99 0.95 0.91
0.99 0.96 0.93 0.90
0.99 0.97 0.95 0.93
0.99 0.98 0.97 0.96
1.00
1.00 1.00
0.99
1.00 1.00 1.00
1.00

The time-dependent delay formula (4.131) suggested by Akçelik & Troutbeck (1991)
is used in DanKap. But unlike in HCM2000, no additional component for deceleration
and acceleration delay is used. DanKap does not present any level-of-service criteria.
The 95 and 99-percentile queue lengths for lane jare evaluated recursively from equation (Aagaard 1998)
-

2L a

I/(L,+i)

p100 - a
100 )

(5.13)

whereL (1 is the queue length exceeded a percent of time in the analysis period (t), ö,is
the average D/C ratio during the analysis period, and C1 is the capacity. This equation
stems from the research of Wu (1994).
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5.4 Swedish methodology
5.4.1 Analysis procedure
The Swedish capacity analysis software Capcal implements the procedures of the capacity manual (Statens vägverk 1977). Capcal 2 procedures for unsignalized intersections
1995b) and roundabouts (SNRA 1995c)have been slightly modified from the (SNRA
previous version. Capcal 3 is a MS-Windows version of the software with some enhancements. The software version referred to in this report is Capcal 2.10.
Figure 5.2 displays the main steps in Capcal 2 methodology. Mean service times are
used to estimate degrees of saturation, which are the major parameters in the estimation
of MOEs, such as capacity, delay and queue lengths. Roundabouts are treated as a series
of T-intersections. In 1'V 131 roundabouts were analyzed as short merge areas.

Determine major flow

Estimate critical gap

Calculate mean service time

Adjust mean service time

Adjust for short lanes

Calculate MOEs

Figure 5.2: Capcal 2 analysis methodology for unsignalized intersections (SNRA 1995b)

The performance measures provided by the method are: capacity, delay, queue length,
and the proportion of stopping vehicles. The Swedish method does not present any
level-of-service criteria.
Although Capcal 2 is used in Finland, the Finnish guidelines (Tiensuunnittelutoimisto
(Tiensuunnittelutoimisto 1987, Kehittämiskeskus 199 l)still follow 1978)andsoftwre
the Swedish capacity manual TV 131 (Statens vägverk 1977). Consequently, the differences between Capcal 2 and the old method will be described. The new roundabout
capacity analysis methodology developed by Hagring (1998b) has been described in
section 3.4.
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5.4.2 Major flows
For each minor stream the conflicting higher priority flows a determined. Major flow is
the sum of these higher priority flows. In crossing conflicts the whole crossing flow is
added to the major flow. In a merging conflict the flow rate of the merging major flow
rate is divided by the number of lanes in the exit, where the merging occurs. Majorroad right-turn vehicles are ignored if they do not have conflict with the minor stream.
Bicycles and pedestrians having a crossing conflict with the subject movement have an
equivalency value of 0.5.Bicycles having a merging conflict are ignored.
The major flow is adjusted for the possible effect of a wide median by an additive
adjustment
(5.14)
fM = —0.4min(qR,cqL),
where q is the major-road through flow rate from the right and q is the major-road
through flow rate from the left. For a left-turn minor movement onto a two-lane exit
c = 0.5, otherwise c = 1. The effect of major-road left-turn movements is ignored.
This is a simplification of the method proposed by Tanner (1951).
Capcal 2 has a unique way of defining major flows at a roundabout. The vehicular
interactions can be described as three different cases (Hagring 1996b, Hagring 1998b):
1. Weaving occurs when the circulating flow leaves the roundabout at an exit upstream to the exit of the minor flow. The entire circulating flow is included in the
major flow.
2. Merging occurs when the circulating flow and the minor flow leave the roundabout
at the same exit. Only part of the circulating flow is included in the major flow,
based on the roundabout geometry.
3. No interaction occurs when the circulating flow leaves the roundabout downstream to the exit of the minor flow. The circulating flow is not included in the
major flow. It is possible that a minor flow has no major flow at all, despite there
being circulating vehicles.
These interactions are summarized in table 5.8. These principles have been derived
from literature and traffic engineering judgement (Bergh 1991).
Table 5. 8. Interactions between major and minor stream at a roundabout according to Capcal 2
(Hagring 1996b)
Minor
stream
Right turn
Through
Left turn

Major stream
Opposite approach
Left side approach
Through
Left turn
Left turn
Merging
Merging
No interaction
Weaving
Weaving
Merging
Weaving
Weaving
Weaving

The new Swedish roundabout capacity analysis procedure developed by Hagring
(1998b)uses the conventional way of defining major flow: it includes the circulating
vehicles up to the entry point considered. At a two-lane roundabout also the vehicles
circulating in the inner lane are included in the major flow of the minor stream vehicles
in the curb lane. Different kinds of interactions are, however, described by different
(lane-specific) critical gaps.
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5.4.3 Critical gaps
The base values for critical gaps (te in Capcal 2are displayed Table 5.9. Table 5.10
is from the old manual. Critical gaps increase with the level of maneuvering difficulty
and higher major road speed limits. Stop controlled approaches have larger critical
gaps than yield controlled. Follow-up times tf are 0.6tt (Nordqvist et al. 1973).
)

Table 5.9. Base values for critical gaps in Capcal 2 (SNRA 1995b)

Movement
Major left
Minor right
Minor through
Minor left

Major road speed limit
50 km/h
70 km/h
90 km/h
Yield
Stop
Yield
Yield
Stop
Stop
4.8
4.8
5.7
5.7
6.7
6.7
5.7
5.0
5.9
6.6
6.9
7.5
5.1
6.7
7.0
5.8
6.0
7.6
5.3
6.2
7.2
7.8
6.0
6.9

Table 5.10: Base values for critical gaps in 111131 (Statens väg verk 1977)
Major road speed limit
50 km/h
70 km/h
90 km/h
Yield
Stop
Yield
Stop
Stop

Movement
Major left
Minor right
Minor through
Minor left

5.0
4.8
5.2
5.3

-

5.5
5.8
6.0

5.8
6.0
6.0
6.2

-

6.5
6.5
6.8

6.5
7.2
7.0
7.5

The critical gaps in Table 5.9assume 10% of heavy vehicles in the subject movement.
For other percentages the additive adjustment is fHv = PHV- 0.1, where PHv is the
proportion of heavy vehicles. That is, heavy vehicles are assigned one second longer
critical gaps than passenger cars (Hagring 1997). In the old manual the adjustment was
fHv = 2(pHv- 0.1); i.e., heavy vehicles were assigned two seconds larger critical
gaps.
If the major road has more than two lanes, critical gaps are increased, but if the intersection allows two-stage gap acceptance, critical gaps are reduced (Table 5.11). For
right-turn movements critical gaps are adjusted for curb radius r(meters) and angle a
(degrees):
fr = l_(l+

0 ).

812 )(1

(5.15)

If the major road is one way, the critical gaps of minor road through and left-turn
movements are reduced by 0.5s.
Table 5.11: Critical gap adjustment for wide median and number of major-road lanes (SNRA
1995b)
Two-stage
gap acceptance
No
Yes

2
0
-0.5

Lanes
3-4 > 4
0.3
0

0.6
0.3

TVI3I had alsoanadjustment for the size of urban area or rural conditions (lower
critical gap in densely populated areas), but this correction has been omitted in Capcal 2.
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The critical gaps for 90 km/h roads was altered as a correction for rural conditions
1995b). The old version of Capcal adjusted the critical gap for gradients, but(SNRA
in Capcal 2 the adjustment is made to lane capacity.
For roundabouts specific critical gaps are defined for right-turn movements tc.r and for
based on the width/length ratio of the weaving section:
crossing movements
2
cr

= 3.06+ 1.1

+2.375

= 3.06 + 2.6.? 2.75,
+

(5.16)
(5.17)

wherewis the width and 1is the length of the weaving section (SNRA 1995c).
Additive adjustments are applied to the base values.

Hagring (1996b)has found this method to give too short critical gaps. His equation for
critical gaps at a roundabout is
= 3.91 - 0.0278l +0.l2lw + 0.592(i - 1),

(5.18)

where i is the entry lane (1 for right lane, 2 for left lane). The values are about 0.5
seconds greater than the critical gaps estimated by Capcal. Later Hagnng (1998b)
estimated critical gaps for two-lane roundabouts by making distinction between both
entry lanes and circulating lanes (Table 5.12). The follow-up time is t = 2.4s on both
entry lanes. See also Hagring (2000).
Table 5.12: Average critical gaps in two-lane roundabouts according to Hagring (1998b)
Entry Circulating lane
Outer
Inner
lane
3.998
Right 4.273
4.615
4.403
Left

5.4.4 Average service times
The most important measure in the Swedish methodology is the average service time
(x). Underqueuing conditions the average service time is the reciprocal of capacity; i.e.,
Sq = C'.Service times Sq can be measured under moderate queuing conditions, while
the measurement of capacity requires long periods of continuous queues (Nordqvist
Akçelik (1998).
etal.1973)Thisponbelatrmhsizdy
The Swedish capacity manual (Statens vägverk 1977) recognizes three major stream
headway distributions (Bergh 1991):
Tanner's M/D/l headway model (2.44) is used when the major flow occupies
one lane only. This model is used as a major-stream headway model for major
road left-turn and minor road right-turn movements. The minimum headway is
= 1.8s.
2. Exponential major-stream headway model is used for minor streams having conflicts with major streams on two lanes; i.e., minor-road through and left-turn
movements on a two-lane major road, and major-road left-turn movements on a
multi-lane road. In addition, the exponential headway model is used for minor
road right-turn movements to a multi-lane road.
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3. Pearson type III (gamma) distribution (see Luttinen 1991, Luttinen 1996) is used
when traffic signals are within 300 m on the major road. It is also used for minorroad through and left-turn movements, when the major road has four or more
lanes. The application of this model was influenced by a paper by Voigt (1973).
Since, eventually, no empirical data was found to support the Pearson Il distribution,
2 has replaced it with the exponential distribution (Anveden 1988, Bergh 1991). Capcl
Accordingly, Tanner's distribution is used for major-road left turns and minor road right
turns on two-lane major roads. In all other cases the exponential headway distribution is
assumed. At roundabouts the headway distribution is a mixture of random (exponential)
and a platoon model leading to the following expression of average service headwys
time for queuing vehicles (SNRA I995c):
q

=(lP q ).l+P q

(5.19)

2

where
-

S1 =

-

I -e h1
Ae

( 5.20)

1c

(e 1_1)

-

52 =

eO6M1c_h1)) (i - e
0.146A

Pq= 0.29AeO 251c.

2 Xt)

( 5.21)

(5.22)

For vehicles departing from a queue the average service time is the reciprocal of the
capacity. When major-stream headways follow the Tanner's M/D/l model, the average
service time under queuing conditions is (SNRA l995b)
1 - e h1
A(1 - Atp) e(lc_fp)

(5.23)

which is the inverse of the corresponding capacity equation (3.24). For exponential
major-stream headways the average service time under queuing conditions is (SNRA
195b)

1 Sq =
Ae'c
which is the inverse of capacity equation (3.12).
-

(5.24)

For an isolated vehicle, arriving to stop line after the follow-up time has passed since
the last departure, the average service time Seis assumed to be either the follow-up
time (tf) or the average waiting time (We )of an isolated vehicle (4.33), whichever is
larger (SNRA 1995b):
= max {tf. We }.
(5.25)
Because waiting time (4.33) is used in stead of service time (4.35), it is necessary to
set follow-up time as a lower limit for service time in order to avoid capacity estimates
larger than t.
The average service time is defined as

P. q +(l

P)e.

(5.26)

Because the D/C ratio (p) is a function of the average service time, an iterative procedure
is required. The following estimate is used as an initial value
P_ASe

_.

(5.27)
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The variance ratio of service times is estimated as
Sq±Se

(5.28)

2Sq

If the major road has wide shoulders, the interaction with minor-road right-turn vehicles
can be viewed as a merging procedure. The maximum merging rate of minor stream
vehicles is (1500 q) ^ , where q is the conflicting major flow rate. If Sq or5e are
larger than the average service time of the merge, they are replaced with the latter.
-

The impedance effect of higher priority queues is estimated by multiplying the service
time with an adjustment factor (Hagring 1997)
fq

1
=flj=1(1

-

(5.29)

Pj)'

where Pj is the DIC ratio for secondary major stream j,andmis the number of
secondary higher priority movements, which have to yield to streams of higher rank.

5.4.5 Capacity
Capacity is defined as the stationary outflow from a lane having a continuous queue,
assuming that the flow rates of all other traffic streams are given (Nordqvist et al. 1973,
1988). The capacity of a lane ksharing movements i E Iis calculated as Anved

fc

Ck =

(5.30)

Sq .i
iE!

where fc is the correction factor for lane capacity, q.i is the service time under queuing
conditions of movement i, q is the flow rate per movement i in lanek,and q =iE/ q1
is the total flow rate in lanek.The correction factor fc includes corrections for bicycles,
lane widths, and gradients.

5.4.6 Delay
The components of delay in the Swedish methods are defined as (Nordqvistet al. 1973,
1988)
Anved

• Total delay (Wi ) is the additional time consumption per vehicle above the time
consumption of traffic entering the intersection at the same speed as upstream of
the intersection and exiting at the same speed as traffic flows downstream of the
intersection.
• Geometric delay (Wg ) is the hypothetical total delay if there were no interactions
between different vehicle movements and no control devices (stop signs) causing
delay.
Interaction delay (W) is the delay caused by control devices and interactions
Wg .
between different vehicle movements; i.e., W = W
-

Total delay has a physical interpretation. Geometric and interaction delays do, however,
not correspond to any two different parts in a time-space trajectory of a vehicle (Anveden
198).
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Geometric delay has a deceleration and an acceleration component
= Wgd + Wga =

(V a

- v) 2

21 dVa

+

(v - v) 2
2Il a Ve

(

5.31)

where Va is approach speed, v is exit speed, v is the negotiation speed, and adand
are deceleration and acceleration constants, respectively. Total delay is the sum of
interaction delay and geometric delay. However, it is assumed that at least some part of
the deceleration component in the geometric delay should be ignored, because deceleration to some extent takes place when a vehicle catches up a queue. For simplicity,
total delay is calculated as (SNRA 1995b)
aa

= max {%', Wgd} + Wga.

(5.32)

This indicates a control-oriented definition of the interaction delay. In the old manual
all acceleration delays were included in the geometric delay (Anveden 1988).
Total interaction delay is calculated as the sum ofthe average waiting time in queue
and the average service time
W = 1'q + ..
(5.33)
The follow-up time is not subtracted, because it may not be included in the service time
e(5.25) of isolated vehicles. Acceleration delay due to control is not included.
Under degrees of saturation less than 0.8 the waiting time in queue is calculated using
the Pollaczek-Khintchine formula (4.61) with variance ratio given by equation 5.28.
For a major-stream through+left lane p in the numerator is replaced by the D/C ratio
of the left-turn movement only, while no change is done in the denominator. When
1.4 the average
p > 1.4, the fluid-analogy model (4.116) is applied. For 0.8
p
waiting time in queue is interpolated between the two cases.
In TV131 the P-K formula (4.61) was used for p < 0.9. The method could not be
applied when the D/C ratio wasp > 0.9. The variance ratio was estimated as a
function of p and calibrated by simulation and field measurements. As a result, the
estimate for the average waiting time was a function of p only (Hanson 1978).

5.4.7 Short lanes
A short lane can be blocked by a queue on the adjacent lane (a) extending beyond the
short lane. A long lane can be blocked by a queue extending beyond the storage space
Lof an adjacent short lane. If a lane is blocked a new lane allocation is done by an
iterative procedure.
In an analysis procedure for short lanes Capcal 2 calculates the queue length for the
lane(m)having the higher D/C ratio(p = max(Pa, Ps))of the two lanes. The
Polaczek-Khint
formula for average queue length in an M/G/l system
Lm

(1+C)pm
- 2(1 - pm)

(5.34)

is used for degrees of saturation p
0.8. At higher degrees of saturation the queue
length is estimated by an application of the Little's formula (4.65)
Lm

Am 1'm .

( 5.35)

In the old Swedish manual (Statens vägverk 1977) the probability of storage overflow
was calculated as
Ls
I Lm
(5.36)
P{L <Lm)
= Lm + )
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L.The probability
In Capcal 2 the short lane is treated as an ordinary lane, if Lm
or frequency of blocking are not considered. If a lane is blocked, the average waiting
time in queue is taken to be the same as for the adjacent lane, which is considered to
be a slight overestimation. The utilization factor of the short lane is calculated as
Ps = 1

L,
/ As\L
/ Aa
+ A5) - Aa+ A5) .

(5.37)

5.5 Finnish methodology
The Finnish guidelines (Tiensuunnittelutoimisto 1978) and the Finnish Capcal software
1987, Kehittämiskeskus 1991) follow the Swedish capacity (Tiensutlom
manual TVI3 I (Statens vägverk 1977), which was described above. The differences
between the Finnish method and the TV 131 method are described below.
The Swedish policy favors speed limits 50,70, 90, and 110 km/h, while in Finland 50,
60, 80, 100, and 120 km/h are most commonly used. The highest speed limit (120 km/h)
is posted on freeways only. To reflect this difference in speed limits the critical gap table
(5.13) has been adjusted for Finnish conditions. The adjustment factors for critical gap
and the follow-up time tf = 0.6t follow the Swedish method.
Table 5.13: Base values for critical gaps in the Finnish guidelines (Tiensuunnittelutoimisto
1978)
Major road speed limit (km/h)
50km/h

Movement
Major left
Minor right
Minor through
Minor left

Yield
5.0
4.8
5.6
5.9

Stop
-

5.5
6.4
6.7

60km/h

Yield
5.8
5.4
6.0
6.4

Stop
-

6.0
6.8
7.2

80km/h

Yield
6.2
6.4
6.7
7.3

Stop
-

6.9
7.4
8.1

100km/b

Yield
6.8
7.0
7.2
8.0

Stop
-

7.5
7.8
8.8

The estimation of capacity, delay and other performance measures follows the Swedish
(Statens vägverk 1977) methodology. The level-of-service criteria (Table 5.14) TV13L
follow the criteria in HCM 1985 (Transportation Research Board 1985). The service
measure is "reserve capacity", which is the inverse of average waiting time in system
in a MIMI! queuing model. See section 4.3.2 for details.
Level of service can also be determined from Figure 5.3, which is based on Table 5.14
slightly modified. The D/C ratio (Table 5.15) is used as an alternative service measure.
Table 5.14: Level-of-service criteria in Finland (Pursula & Ristikarrano 1988, lie- ja
2001)

likent a
Level of service Reserve capacity (veh/h)
400A
300-399
B
200-299
C
100-199
D
0-99
E
(/>C
F

Based on field measurements Uusiheimala (1995) suggested new ranges for critical
gaps (Table5.16).See also Niittymäki & Uusiheimala (1996). In particular, the
critical gaps for major road left turns and minor road right turns appeared to need some
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Minor stream capacity (pc/h)
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Figure 5.3: Level ofservice according to the Finnish guidelines (lie -ja liikennetekniikka 2001)

Table 5.15: Alternative quality-of-service criteria in Finland (Tie- ja liikennetekniikka 2001)
Quality of service

D/C ratio

Good
Fair

0.00-050
0.50-0.70
0.70-0.85
0.85-1.00
1.00—

Tolerable
Bad
Very bad

adjustment (Pursula & Peltola 1998). The results were used to recommend new critical
gaps to be implemented in the HUTSIM simulation software (Table 5.17). Some of these
adjustments were very significant, as a comparison of Tables 5.13 and 5.17 reveals.
Table 5.16: New ranges for critical gaps suggested by Uusiheimala (1995)
Major road speed limit (km/h)
50
60
80
100
Crirical gap (s) 3-5.5 4-6 6-8

7-8

Figure5.4displays a chart for a rough assessment of a roundabout according to the
old Finnish guidelines (Tiehallitus 1992). The upper edge of the gray area can be
interpreted as the practical capacity of a one-lane roundabout. Pedestrian and bicycle
flows crossing an entry are added to the circulating flow. If the distance between an
exit and an entry is less than 15 meters, 30% of exiting flow is added to the circulating
flow. The pce factor for trucks and vans is 1.5 and for semi-trailers 2.0.
These capacity estimates were found to be too small at low circulating flow rates
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Table 5.17: Recommended critical gaps for simulationof unsignalized intersections (Pursula
et al. 1997)
Major road speed limit (km/h)
50km/h

Movement
Major left
Minor right
Minor through
Minor left

Yield
4.0
4.0
5.0
5.5

Stop
-

5.0
6.0
6.3

60km/h

Yield
4.5
4.5
5.5
6.0

80km/h

Stop
-

5.5
6.5
6.8

Yield
5.5
6.5
7.0
7.0

Stop
-

7.0
7.0
8.0

100km/h

Yield
6.0
7.0
7.0
8.0

Stop
-

7.5
7.5
8.8

1000

o'OV

'%

0.

0

500
Good operation
with one lane

I

I

I

I

500

I

I

____________________

I

1000

1500

Circulating traffic, Qk (pc/h)

Figure 5.4: Operation ofa roundabout according to the old Finnish guidelines (liehallitus 1992)

(Liimatainen 1997). The new guidelines (Tie -ja liikennetekniikka 2001) have a slightly
corrected chart (Figure 5.5).For a more detailed capacity estimation it is suggested
that a roundabout is analyzed as a series of T-intersections with critical gap t = 4.8 s
1997). The value is slightly higher that the lower bound in HCM2000 (Limatne
(Table 5.3). Hagring & Niittymäki (1997) have demonstrated that in Denmark, Finland, and Sweden there is a general trend of diminishing critical gaps with increasing
roundabout size.
The guidelines do not give specific capacity estimates. The empirical studies
(Jormalainen 1991, Kehittämiskeskus 1996) were not able to find congested conditions at roundabouts under study. The results, however, suggested that the Finnish
version of Capcal (TV 131 method) overestimated the capacity of roundabouts. The
reason for this was probably in the estimation of critical gaps (Kehittämiskeskus 1996).
This was also suggested by the Swedish studies of Hagring (I 996b), as discussed in section 5.4.3. The new Swedish capacity model developed by Hagring has given capacity
estimates very close to Finnish simulation results (Hagring & Niittymäki 1997, Pursula
et al. 1997).
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Figure 5.5: Operation of a roundabout according to the current Finnish guidelines (fle- ja
liikennetekniikka 2001)
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6 SIMULATION STUDIES
6.1 Hutsim as a simulation tool
A Finnish object-oriented simulation software, HUTSIM, was used in simulation experiments. It has three components: HUTEDI, HUTSIM, and HUTsIM -analyzer. HUTEDI is a
simulation model editor. HUTSIM is a microscopic traffic simulator. HuTsIM -Analyzer
is a postprocessor.
has been under development at the Helsinki University of Technology (HUT)
since 1989. The stochastic properties of traffic flow and the conflicts with other traffic
flows can be described and analyzed with sufficient accuracy. HUTSIM was originally
developed for the analysis of signalized intersections, but it has been extended for the
analysis of unsignalized intersections, roundabouts (Fig. 6.1), small networks, and
highway sections as well. The version of HUTSIM used in this research was 4.21.
HUTSIM

Figure 6.1: HUTSIM roundabout model

The building blocks of HUTSIM are object-oriented programming and rule-based interaction dynamics. The most important models to control the movement of vehicles
are:
1. Vehicle acceleration and deceleration models
2. Car-following model
3. Lane-changing model.
Kosonen (1999) has described each model in detail.
Lane segments are modeled as links or "pipes", in which vehicles move. The main properties of "vehicle objects", initialized at generation are identification number, vehicle
type, length, desired speed and destination. Traffic signals as well as stop and yield
signs are "obstacle signals" connected to pipes (Kosonen 1996).
For unsignalized intersections HUTSIM applies a traffic-signal analogy approach: "red
signal" (stop) during blocks and "green signal" (go) during antiblocks. Stop sign gives
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a red (stop) signal until a minor stream vehicle approaching the stop line has come to
a stop. "Stop" signal activates the deceleration model. "Go" signal has no effect on
vehicle movements. Yield and stop signs are both obstacles in vehicles' path and "sight
objects". They open the drivers' sight to vehicles outside of their own driving path.
In HUTSIM the vehicular interactions at an unsignalized intersection are slightly different
from the gap acceptance models. Safety lag vin HUTSIM is the minimum acceptable
lag (from the rear of a minor-stream vehicle to the front of a major-stream vehicle)
at conflict point, whereas critical gap is the minimum acceptable headway or lag that
a driver at a stop/yield line observes. A safety lag is used in HUTsIM, because it is
possible to use the same parameter value for all vehicle types (Koivisto 1999). Safety
lags may follow a statistical distribution (Kosonen 1996). However, in this study, they
were constant.

_i

The lanes and driving paths atanintersection are modeled as pipes. Stop/yield line is
typically at the end of a yielding pipe. Conflict point is usually at the end of a major
stream pipe, which may be connected to the same pipe as the yielding pipe. Figure 6.2)
presents a simple illustration of a yield-sign object, which controls two conflict points.
A more realistic simulation arrangement requires separate sign objects for all conflict
points.

!I1
-il

IIII1

eIdSnObjc
••

!Ø

Figure 6.2: The yield-sign object in HUTSIM (Kosonen 1996). The "Critical lime Gap" in the
figure refers to "safety lag

When the distance(di )of a yielding vehicle to a conflict point is shorter than the
maximum sight distanced5 ,the yield sign indicates whether it is safe to proceed ("go")
or not ("stop"). When a minor-stream vehicle approaches the intersection at speed v,,
and the next major-stream vehicle is approaching with speed VM at distance dM from
the conflict point, the yield sign gives a stop signal if
dMd+l

>, +V

s AND<a max ) ORd>d,

(6.1)

(

where!,, is the length of the yielding vehicle.' The conflict point is the collision point of
the rear bumper of a yielding vehicle and the front bumper of the major stream vehicle.
The yield sign will give a stop signal, if the time distance at conflict point, when a minor
1

Equation 6.1 is a slightly modified version of the equation of Kosonen (1996).
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stream vehicle has passed it, to the next approaching major stream vehicle is shorter
than the safety lag v and the minor stream vehicle is able to stop without exceeding
the maximum deceleration rate. If multiple major-stream lanes (pipes) are connected
to one yield or stop sign, the status of the sign is determined by the first vehicle in all
pipes to enter the conflict point. As long as the distance dto the yield sign is longer
than the maximum sight distance d,the driver observes it as a stop signal. A short
sight distance forces the vehicle to slow down and prepare to stop. (Kosonen 1996)
Major-stream vehicles are assumed to drive at their current speed, possible future accelerations or decelerations are not predicted. Acceleration is accounted for a stopped
or nearly stopped minor-stream vehicle, but its driving time to conflict point may be
overestimated for some slowly moving vehicles. Accordingly, the safety-lag estimate
used in the decision making may be inaccurate. In order to minimize the number of
inconsistent operations the conflict points were set to the stop lines.
Rule 6.1 considers driving times to a conflict point. In general, the operations of
simulated vehicles are based on the properties of the vehicle, environment, control,
and other vehicles stored in a data base, not on driver's observations. Thus, HUTSIM
cannot be used to analyze the gap acceptance process, when observation of major road
vehicles exiting before the conflict point is unclear. However, HUTSIM can model the
modification of the headway distribution of through vehicles due to the deceleration of
right turning vehicles in a shared lane.
Critical gapin HUTSIM is the sum three components:
I. Occupancy time (tM) of a major stream vehicle at a conflict point
2. Occupancy (tm of a minor stream vehicle at the conflict point
)

3. Safety lag(vs to the arrival of the next priority vehicle to the conflict point
)
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The minor stream vehicle can enter the conflict point immediately after the major stream
vehicle has passed it, no safety interval is defined, neither has the conflict point any
physical dimensions. A critical lag is the sum of components 2 and 3 above. For a given
safety lag the critical gap is larger than the critical lag. Although all vehicles obey the
same safety lag, the minimum acceptable gaps and lags may be different for different
vehicles, depending on vehicle dynamics and the initial speed of a minor-stream vehicle.
For a major-stream vehicle having lengthIand driving at speedv,the occupancy time
at a conflict point is tM = l / v.The stop or yield line is assumed to locate at the conflict
point. For a stopped minor-stream vehicle having the same length Iand acceleration
rate a, the occupancy time at a conflict point is tm = / 21/a.The critical gap is
obtained as
tc = t + tm + V

(6.2)
In HUTSIM passenger cars have length I = 4m and acceleration rate a = 1.6 The
difference between a critical gap and a safety lag is about 2.5 s, when v = 50 km/h and
about 2.4 whenv = 100 km/h. If a minor-stream vehicle passes a conflict point at a
negotiation speed of 30 km/h, the difference r - v is approximately 0.8-0.6 seconds.
The vehicle-dynamics parameters are independent of traffic conditions. Accordingly,
follow-up times in HUTSIM are not related to major stream flow rates or waiting times.
HUTSIM has a more realistic model for vehicle dynamics than gap acceptance and
queuing models. Compared to signalized intersections, where the status of signals
follows explicitly defined rules, the modeling of unsignalized intersections is much
more complicated. In HUTSIM the decision making processes of drivers at unsignalized
intersections are not more sophisticated than the mathematical gap acceptance models.
HUTSIM has not been calibrated to model the variation in the behavior of a driver or
between drivers. Although safety lags between drivers may follow a statistical distribution, HUT5IM assumes consistent drivers. The criticism directed at gap acceptance
models is in many respects also valid for HUTSIM, as well as for many other simulation
models (see Hagring 1996a).

6.2 Calibration of Hutsim for unsignalized intersections
6.2.1 Vehicle-dynamics parameters
HUTSIM has been extensively calibrated and validated for Finnish signalized intersections (Niittymäki 1993, Niittymäki & Pursula 1994, Niittymäki 1998). The microscopic and macroscopic properties of the system were measured, the HUTSIM parameters were calibrated, and the macro-level results were compared with field measurements. The results of HUTSIM were considered very reliable. It can be assumed
that the vehicle-dynamics parameters are similar in both signalized and unsignalized
intersections. The calibration and application of HUTSIM for roundabouts has been
reported by (Hagring 1997, Pursula et al. 1997).

During this study field data were collected to further calibrate HUTSIM for the analysis of
unsignalized intersections, including roundabouts. The results of these measurements
have been reported by Koivisto (1999). Only a short overview will be given here.
In HUTSIM the departure processes at unsignalized intersections are simulated using
the rules and parameters of vehicle dynamics (Table 6.1). Critical gaps and followup times are not used as parameters. Because changing the safety lag has no effect
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on vehicle dynamics parameters, HUTSIM cannot be used to study, for example, the
possible correlation between critical gaps and follow-up times.
Table 6.1: Vehicle dynamics parameters for unsignalized intersections in HUTSIM (Pursula
et al. 1997, Koivisto 1999)
Vehicle class
City bus Tram
Passenger car
Normal Maximum

Unit

Parameter
Acceleration

rn/s 2

1.6

Deceleration

-rn/s 2

1.9

Follower gap
Starting response time

s
s

1.2
3.2
1.3
All vehicle classes
1.2
0.9

Truck

1.3

1.0-1.2

1.3

1.2

The arrivals were generated following a shifted exponential headway distribution with a
minimum arrival-time headwayt, = 0.5seconds. The cumulative distribution function
of the headway distribution was
F(t)=

0,

ift<0.5s
- e_O(1_O5), ift > 0.5s.

(6.3)

The random number seed in a HUTSIM run was the same in all simulation runs. Thus,
it was possible to replicate the same traffic input with different control parameters.
However, it was not possible to analyze the variance of results with given control
parameters.

6.2.2 Follower gaps
Follower gap is the desired time interval (from back bumper to front bumper) between
two consecutive vehicles. When major-stream flow rate is low, follow-up time is the
the most important parameter to describe minor-stream capacity, and follower gap is
the most important parameter to describe the follow-up time. The follower gap in
was calibrated both by direct follower-gap measurements and by verifying that HUTSIM
the resulting follow-up times are realistic.
Follow-up times were measured at eight roundabouts. The diameter (d)of the central
island ranged from 8 to55meters. The measured follow-up times decreased slightly
with increasing diameter (Koivisto 1999):
t = 2.2506 - 0.0043d,

R2 = 0.31.

(6.4)

When the follower gap in HUTSIM was set to I .2s, the resulting follow-up times were
slightly higher than obtained in the field measurements. With follower gap 1.1 s HUTSIM
slightyundermafolw-upties.—Cmardontilguesh
measured follow-up times were very short.
Follow-up times were also measured at three T-intersections. The results were evaluated by movement and by queue position. For major-road left turns and minor-road
right turns the follow-up times were about 2.0-2.1 seconds. For minor-road left-turn
movements the follow-up time was about 2.25 seconds. These data were, however,
from one intersection only.
With follower gap set to 1.2 seconds HUTSIM overestimated the follow-up times, except
for minor-road left turns, for which HUTSIM produced good estimates. When the follower gap was set to 1.1 seconds, the follow-up times produced by HUTSIM were close
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to field measurements. The follow-up times at a minor-road left-turn were, however,
underestimated.
The follower gaps were also measured directly. The follower gap of 1.2 seconds was
found to betterdescribe the field measurements, and it was used in the simulation runs. It
may underestimate capacities in some cases, but it is not likely to produce unrealistically
high capacities. Follower gap 1.2 seconds is the default value in HUTSIM.

6.2.3 Driving speeds
Acceleration ceases when a vehicle has attained its target speed or the maximum speed
at current location, such as a roundabout. Target speeds have a discrete distribution.
(1999) used the speed distributions in Table 6.2. In this study the average Koivst
target speed was 80 km/h with 20 % of drivers having target speed 70 km/h and another
20% having target speed 90 km/h. At the intersection the speed limit was, however,
60 km/h. This arrangement allowed the possibility of an arrival rate higher than the
queue-discharge rate. For the major-road through stream this arrangement was not
necessary. The average target speed was 60 km/h with 20 % of drivers having target
speed 50 km/h and another 20 % having target speed 70 km/h. Figure 6.4 displays speed
asa function of distance when a stopped vehicle accelerates at rate 1.6 m/s2
.

Table 6.2: Speed distributions used by (Koivisto 1999)

Target
speed (km/h)
50
60
70
80
90
100
IlO

50km/h
60%
40%

Speed limit
80km/h
100km/h

10%
40%
50%

60%
30%
10%

Maximum speeds of turning and circulating vehicles were calibrated with field measurements (Koivisto 1999). At roundabouts the driving speed vof passenger cars increases
with the diameter rof the central island:

v = 26.676 + 0.0862r.

(6.5)

The speedsofvehicles turning right or left at a conventional unsignalized intersection
are similar to the speeds at small roundabouts. The negotiation speed ofleft turning
vehicles was set to 30 km/h and ofminor-road through vehicles to 40 km/h.

6.2.4 Limited priority merge
Although not a calibration issue, a short discussion is presented here about the conditions under which HUTSIM simulation describes a limited priority merge (see page
60). Priority becomes limited ifa merging vehicle cannot reach its target speed before
a major stream vehicle driving with its target speed has reached the follower gap tmjfl
behind the merged vehicle. When a merging vehicle passes the conflict point with
speedv0and accelerates at constant acceleration rate a, the vehicle reaches its target
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Figure 6.4: Speed as a function ofdistance with the default acceleration rate 1.6 rn/s2 of
passenger cars in HUTSIM

speedvafter time ta and distance da :
ta

d

=

V

-VO

( 6.6)

a

=

( 6.7)

Limited priority merge takes place when the major stream vehicle drives the distance
da in a time shorter than la - Vs + tmin, where v is the safety lag, and the speed of the
major-stream vehicle is equal to the target speed (v)of the merging vehicle. In order
to avoid limited priority, the safety lag should be
V

>

da
v

t( - - + tmin=

VV0
a

V 2 —V

-

2av

(6.8)

+ tmin

Limited priority modifies the major stream headway distribution, which decreases capacity below the value expected under an unmodified headway distribution. This effect
is largest under reasonably high major-stream flow rates, when gap forcing may produce shock waves in the major stream. Figure 6.5 displays an estimate of minimum
safety lags required for absolute priority merge.

6.2.5 The effect of right-turn vehicles
If a turning vehicle decelerates from v1tov2at ratea,the deceleration takes time
td

=Vj

V2

(6.9)

and distance
dd =

( 6.10)
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Figure 6.5: Minimum safety lag values in HUTSIM ro avoid gap forcing, when major and minor
stream vehicles are all passenger cars with equal target speeds, and speeds ofmerging vehicles
at conflict point range from 10(0 25 km/h

The delay due to deceleration for a right turning vehicle is
dd
Wd=td--.
V1

(6.11)

If a turning vehicle decelerates from 100 km/h to 30 km/h with rate 1.9 mIs 2 , the delay
of a right turning vehicle is 6.7 seconds. Because gap and lag estimation in HUTSIM is
based on the assumption of constant speed, the delay in arrival time due to deceleration
is not correctly estimated and the lag extension cannot be utilized by minor-stream
vehicles. This decreases the simulated capacity. This is most likely the explanation for
the low simulated capacities obtained by Koivisto (1999).
Imperfect estimation of priority-vehicle deceleration may happen in the real world also,
but the effect is included in the critical gaps, if measured on field. If necessary, a specific
adjustment should be defined. However, the performance of basic models should be
evaluated without this effect.
It was considered necessary to perform the simulation studies with a limited number
of movements. Because of the problems described above more reliable results could
be obtained without any right-turn movements.

6.3 Simulated capacity of unsignalized intersections
6.3.1 Rank 2 capacity
For Rank 2 capacity analysis the stream arrangements displayed in Figure 6.6 were
analyzed. The minor-stream left-turn movement (7) was the most important movement
in the analysis. Because it has Rank 4, it can be analyzed with one, two, or three higher
rank conflicting movements. The arrangements included all two-stream combinations
used in the capacity analysis of Rank 3 and Rank 4 streams. The first three arrangements
were used in Rank 3 and Rank 4 analysis. The last three arrangements were used in
Rank 4 analysis only.
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Figure 6.6. Simulated streams for Rank 2 capacity analysis

The safety lags in the HUTSEM runs were 2, 3, and 4 seconds. The minor roads and
major-road left-turn streams had a yield-sign object with sight distance 200 meters.
A stop sign was simulated by setting a yield-sign with a sight distance of 1.5 meters.
In HUTSIM a yield-sign object gives a stop signal to an approaching vehicle until it is
closer than the sight distance.
Capacity models were estimated using the least squares procedure. For the exponential
capacity model (3.12) the estimated parameters were the critical gap (re)and the followup time (tf). For the shifted exponential model (3.17) the minimum time headway (rn)
was also estimated. Critical gaps were estimated as initial critical gap (for a two-second
safety lag) and an increment corresponding to one-second increment in a safety lag.
Figure 6.7 displays capacity estimates for a stop-controlled minor-road left-turn stream
(7) crossing a major-road through stream (2). The capacity curves are approximately
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linear, which suggests a shifted exponential capacity model. Shifted exponential distribution was the headway distribution used in the vehicle generation. Apparently,
vehicular interactions before the intersection did not change the headway distribution
significantly enough to be observed in the capacity models.

E

I
j
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1000 1200 1400 1600 1800
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800
Major stream flow rate (pc/h)

Figure 6.7: Capacityofa stop-controlled minor-road left-turn stream crossing a major-road
through stream. Simulated (red triangles), exponential (solid blue) and shfted exponential
(dashed black) capacity curves with safety lags 2 (upper), 3 (middle), and 4 (lower) seconds.

The shifted exponential model fits well the simulated capacities. The follow-up time
3.7 s (Table 6.3) indicates a capacity of 980 pc/h, when the major stream is negligible.
Because the vehicle-dynamics parameters do not change with the safety lag, neither
changes the follow-up time. The critical gap is approximately two seconds larger than
the safety lag. The minimum major-stream headway (1.1 s) is approximately the same
as the minimum headway parameter (1.2 s) in the simulation model.
Table 6.3: Gap-acceptance parameters for a minor-road left-turn stream crossing a major- road
through stream
Parameter
Critical gap (te)

Follow-up time (tf)
Min, headway (tn)

Stop sign
Negative
Shifted
exponential exponential
4.2
5.4
5.0
6.5
5.9
7.5
3.7
3.4

1.1

0.0

Yield sign
Shifted
Negative
exponential exponential
4.7
5.8
5.6
6.9
6.5
7.9
2.1
2.1
0.9
0.0

Safety
lag (s)
2
3
4

The critical gaps and follow-up times obtained by fitting the shifted exponential model
describe driver behavior in the simulations better than the parameters for the negative
exponential model. However, the application of the parameters of the shifted exponential capacity model in a negative exponential capacity model (Figure 6.8) overestimates
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the simulated capacity.
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Figure 6.8: Capacity of a stop-controlled minor-road left-turn stream crossing a major-road
through stream. Simulated (red triangles), exponential (solid blue) and shifted exponential
(dashed black) capacity curves with safety lags 2 (upper), 3 (middle), and 4 (lower) seconds.
Parameters obtained by fitting the shifted exponential model to the simulation results.

At a yield-controlled intersection the follow-up time is lower and critical gaps are higher.
At low major-stream flow rates the capacity is higher, but approaches the capacity of a
stop-controlled stream at high major-stream flow rates (Figure 6.9). One explanation
for larger critical gaps at yield-controlled approaches may be that in HUTSIM a slow
moving vehicle cannot always anticipate its acceleration while it estimates its arrival
time to the conflict point. Accordingly, Table 6.3 describes the relationships between
safety lags and critical gaps at stop and yield controlled approaches in HUTSIM. It
should not be used to compare the effects of stop and yield signs at any intersection.
The critical-gap estimates for the exponential model are more than a second larger than
the critical gaps for the shifted exponential model. The follow-up time is slightly lower
(3.4 s). Because the exponential model has a stronger curvature than the simulated
curves, the model overestimates the simulated capacity at low and high major-stream
flow rates. At moderate conditions the model underestimates the simulated capacity.
Major-road left-turn vehicles (4) have to decelerate to the negotiation speed (30 km/h)
before entering the intersection. Because in HUTSIM a minor-road left-turn vehicle
(7) cannot anticipate this deceleration, minor-stream vehicles cannot use all acceptable
lags. Accordingly, the critical gaps in the theoretical models must be increased (Table
6.4).
The shifted exponential capacity model gives again a better fit than the negative exponential model (Fig. 6.10). The capacity under negligible major-flow is, of course, the
same as in the major-road through case (Fig. 6.7). The follow-up time estimates in both
models are similar as in the major-road through case (Table 6.3). The critical gaps are,
however, larger, especially for large safety-lag values.
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Figure 6.9: Capacity of a yield-contmlled minor-road left-turn stream crossing a major-road
through stream. Simulated (red triangles), exponential (solid blue) and shifted exponential
(dashed black) capacity curves with safety lags 2 (upper), 3 (middle), and 4 (lower) seconds.

Table 6.4: Gap-acceptance parameters for a minor-road left-turn stream crossing a major- road
left-turn stream
Parameter
Critical gap (te)
Follow-up time (tf)
Min, headway (rn)

Stop sign
Negative
Shifted
exponential exponential
7.4
5.6
6.9
8.9
10.4
8.3
3.7
3.5
1.3
0.0

Yield sign
Shifted
Negative
exponential exponential
8.1
6.6
8.0
9.6
9.3
11.0
2.2
2.1
1.0
0.0

Safety
lag (s)
2
3
4

At a yield-controlled intersection follow-up times are smaller and stream capacity is
higher, but it approaches the capacity of a stop-controlled stream at high major-stream
flow rates (Fig. 6.11).
A major-road left-turn vehicle (4) does not have to stop, if it finds an acceptable lag in
the major-road through stream (2). Consequently, the follow-up time and critical gaps
are short (Table 6.5), and the capacity under low major-stream flow rates is high (Fig.
6.12). The critical gaps in the shifted exponential capacity model are approximately
1.6 seconds larger than the safety lag. In the negative exponential model the critical
gaps are more than a second larger. The shifted exponential model has again a better
fit, but the negative exponential model fits the simulated capacities better than in the
case of a stop-controlled minor stream. The parameters are practically the same as for
a yield-controlled minor-road left-turn stream (Table 6.3). In essence, the simulation
models are the same.
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Figure 6.10. Capacity of a stop-controlled minor-road left-turn stream crossing a major-road
left-turn stream. Simulated (triangles), exponential (solid blue) and shifted exponential (dashed
black) capacity curves with safety lags 2 (upper), 3, and 4 (lower) seconds.
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Figure 6.11: Capacity of a yield-controlled minor-road left-turn stream crossing a major-road
left-turn stream. Simulated (triangles), exponential (solid blue) and shifted exponential (dashed
black) capacity curves with safety lags 2 (upper), 3, and 4 (lower) seconds.
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Table 6.5.' Gap-acceptance parameters for a major-road left-turn stream crossing a major-road
through stream
Parameter
Critical gap (te)
Follow-uptime (te)
Min, headway (ta)

Shifted
exponential

Negative
exponential

Safety
lag (s)

4.7
5.6

5.8
6.9

2
3

6.6

7.9

4

2.2

2.1

0.8
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Figure 6.12: Capacity of a major-road left-turn stream crossing a major-road through stream.
Simulated (triangles), exponential (solid blue) and shfted exponential (dashed black) capacity
curves with safety lags 2 (upper), 3, and 4 (lower) seconds.

6.3.2 Rank 3 capacity
The capacity of a Rank 3 stream 7 was analyzed with the stream arrangement of Figure
6.13. The safety lag of stream 4 was two seconds. Stream 7 had a (simulated) stop sign
and a three-second safety lag. A stop sign was simulated by setting a yield-sign with a
sight distance of 1.5 meters.
The simulated capacity of a minor-road left-turn stream (7) is displayed in Figure 6.14.
Simulated major-stream flow rates did not reach 1,800 pc/h, because at highRankI
flow rates the number ofRank2 vehicles passing the intersection was restricted by
Rank 2 capacity.
The critical gaps and follow-up times used in the estimation of the theoretical (3.89) and
conventional (3.72) capacity models were obtained from the Rank 2 capacity analyses
based on the shifted exponential model presented above (Tables 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5).
Because the critical gaps of stream 7 were different for major streams 2 and 4, the
critical gap used in the analysis was the weighted average of these two critical gaps.
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Figure 6.13: Simulated streams for Rank 3 capacity analysis
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Figure 6.14: Rank 3 capacity of a stop-controlled minor-road left-turn stream (7) crossing
major-road through (2) and left-turn (4) streams with left-turn flow rates 300 (upper curves)
and 600 pc/h (lower curves). Simulated capacity (triangles), conventional capacity estimate
(solid magenta) and theoretical capacity estimates(solid blue). Dashed blue curve displays the
theoretical capacity estimate assuming a 1.8 second discharge headway for the Rank 1 stream.

The flow rates of the major movements were used as weighting factors.
The conventional capacity estimator is based on random arrivals and impedance factor
P0 = 1 - p. as used in both HCM2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000) and
2 (SNRA 1995b). As figure 6.8 demonstrates, the negative exponential ca- Capcl
pacity model (3.12) overestimates potential capacity at high major-stream flow rates.
However, the impedance factor (3.76) in the conventional model gives too low capacity
estimates. As a result, the conventional model gives too low capacity estimates at low
major-stream flow rates, but at high flow rates the errors begin to cancel each other, and
the capacity estimates are acceptable.
The theoretical model gives higher capacity estimates than the simulation model. Better
estimates are obtained assuming a 1.8 s discharge headway for the Rank 1 stream.
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Consequently, Rank I headways follow the Tanner model.
When a Rank 2 queue discharges, stopped vehicles accelerate to the negotiation speed.
Because yielding vehicles in HUTS1M cannot anticipate the acceleration of higherpriority vehicles, a Rank 3 vehicle may enter the intersection when the Rank 2 queue
starts to discharge. This causes a small positive bias in simulated capacities. This bias
is largest (about 20 pc/h) at saturated conditions.

6.3.3 Rank 4 capacity
The capacity analysis of a Rank 4stream (7) was based on the stream arrangement in
Figure 6.15. Because a Rank 4vehicle in HUTSIM could not anticipate the deceleration
of a stopping Rank 3 vehicle, the resulting critical gaps were very high and capacities were very low. Better results were obtained in the analysis of a yield-controlled
intersection.
il (R3)

4 (R2)

2 (Ri)

7 (R4)

Figure 6.15: Simulated streams for Rank 4 capacity analysis

The capacity of a minor-road left-turn stream (7) crossing a minor-road through stream
(11) is similar to the capacity of crossing the major-road left-turn stream (4). The only
difference in the simulation model is a higher negotiation speed (40 km/h) for stream 11
than for stream 4(30 km/h). Consequently, HuTsIM gives lower critical gaps (Table 6.6)
and higher capacities for crossing the through stream (11). Again, this is not necessarily
a reflection of reality, but a property of the simulation model. When negotiation speed
is higher, the deceleration time is shorter, and the error in the estimated arrival time to
the conflict point is smaller.
Table 6.6: Gap-acceptance parameters for a yield-controlled minor-road left-turn stream crossing a minor-road through stream
Parameter
Critical gap (te )

Follow-uptime (tf)
Min, headway(t0
)

Shifted
Negative
Safety
exponential exponential lag (s)
5.7
7.0
2
7.1
8.5
3
8.4
9.9
4
2.2
2.1
0.9
0.0

The minor-road through stream (11) must yield to streams 2 and 4. Because the negotiation speed of stream 11 in the HUTSIM model is higher (40 km/h) than of stream
7 (30 km/h), the follow-up time is shorter (see Table 6.7). This gives a higher capacity at low major-stream flow rates (Figure 6.16). The critical gaps are larger when
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merging with the major-road left-turn stream, because the left-turn stream has a lower
negotiation speed (30 km/h) than the major-road through stream (60 km/h), and in HUTSIM the minor-road vehicles cannot anticipate the extension of a gap or a lag due to a
deceleration.
Table 6.7: Gap-acceptance parameters for a yield-controlled minor-road through stream crossing a major-road through and left-turn streams
Parameter
Critical gap (te )
Follow-up time (tf)
Min, headway (tn
)

Major through
Negative
Shifted
exponential exponential
4.9
6.0
5.8
7.0
6.8
8.1
2.0
1.9
0.8
0.0

Major left
Shifted
Negative
exponential exponential
6.9
8.3
8.1
9.6
9.3
10.9
2.0
1.9
0.9
0.0

Safety
lag (s)
2
3
4
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Figure 6. 16. Capacity of a yield-controlled minor-road through stream crossing a major-road
through stream. Simulated (triangles), exponential (solid blue) and sh4fted exponential (dashed
black) capacity curves with safety lags 2 (upper), 3, and 4 (lower) seconds.

Simulated Rank 4 capacities and capacity estimates based on the conventional (3.104)
and theoretical (3.114) models are displayed in Figure 6.17. The safety lag for the
major-road left-turn stream (4) was 2.0 seconds, for the minor-road through stream
(11) it was2.5seconds, and for the minor-road left-turn stream (7) the safety lag was
3.0 seconds. Longer safety lags at lower priority streams were used in order to minimize
the number of "sneakers". The critical gaps and follow-up times were obtained from
the shifted exponential capacity models in the Rank 2 analysis. For minor streams
crossing several priority streams the critical gaps were estimated as averages weighted
by the conflicting flow rates. For stream lithe values were interpolated.
The simulated priority-stream flow rates were measured at exit points. At high flow rates
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Figure 6.17: Rank 4 stream capacity at a yield-controlled intersection with Rank 3 flow rate
300 pc/h and Rank 2 flow rates 300 (upper curves) and 600 pc/h (lower curves). Simulated
capacity (triangles), conventional capacity estimate (3.104, magenta) and theoretical capacity
estimate (3.114, blue). Dashed blue curves display the theoretical capacity estimates assuming
a 1.8 second discharge headway for the Rank 1 stream. Dotted black curves display the
conventional capacity estimates without the additional adjustment (3.103).

capacity may have restricted the number of departures of Rank 2 or Rank 3 streams.
Consequently, the total major-stream flow rate did not reach 1,800 pc/h, which was the
maximum expected traffic generation rate; i.e. the demand.
The capacity did not decrease to zero at high major-stream flow rates, because in HUTSIM
someRank4vhicldprtweaRnk2o3questardoichg,
as discussed above. This factor increased the capacity at high major-stream flow rates
by approximately 25 pc/h.
The conventional model slightly underestimates the simulated capacity. As observed
in the Rank 3 analysis, the impedance factor (3.103) gives too low values, while the
exponential model (3.12) with realistic parameter values tends to overestimate the
simulated capacity (Fig. 6.8). The dotted curves display the conventional capacity
estimates without the additional adjustment (3.103), as in Capcal 2. The estimates are
too low. The adjustment (3.103) in HCM2000 improves the estimates considerably.
The theoretical model gives slightly too high capacity estimates, especially if the simulation results are adjusted for the effect of "sneakers". The assumption of a 1.8 second
discharge headway in the Rank 1 stream has a minor decreasing effect on the results.
6.4 Simulated capacity of roundabouts
Figure 6.18 displays potential capacity estimates for two roundabouts based on HUTSIM
simulaton.Twcersdiamt(8n3)werusd.Saftylgwo
seconds. Capacity decreases almost linearly with increasing circulating flow. Larger
diameter(d)increases capacity by approximately 50 pc/h. At low circulating flow rates
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the increase in capacity is higher. Linear regression equations are
=1436—q pc/h,
1484—q pc/h,

d=8m

(6.12a)

d = 38m

(6.12b)

From the family of M3 capacity models (3.19) the shifted exponential (4' = 1) model
(3.17) gives the best fit, when minor stream capacity decreases linearly with increasing
major stream flow rate. Figure 6.18 displays these models fitted for the simulation
results. The critical gap was four seconds. The follow-up time was2.5s for the
smaller roundabouts and 2.3 s for the larger roundabout. The saturation flow rate for
tf = 2.5 is 1,440 pc/h, which is close to the capacity of the smaller roundabout under
very low circulating flow rates. For the larger roundabout the follow-up time tf = 2.3
gives a higher saturation flow rate (1,565 pc/h) than predicted by the regression line
(1,484 pc/h), but the simulation results indicate that the decrease in entry capacity is
steeper at low circulating flow rates. For the larger roundabout the minimum headway in
the circulating flow is t = 1.8s, as in the Swedish models. For the smaller roundabout
the results suggest a slightly larger (t = 2.0 s) minimum headway.
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Figure 6.18: Capacity of a one-lane roundabout (simulation results and shifted exponential
models) with critical gap t, = 4 s and central island diameters 8 m and 38 m

The simulation results indicate a nearly linear relationship between entry capacity
and circulating flow. Similar results have been obtained for two-lane roundabouts
1997, Pursula et al. 1997). Linear capacity models have been supported by (Hagrin
both empirical (Kimber & Coombe 1980) and theoretical (Troutbeck 2002) studies.
The linearity is supposed to result from decreasing critical gaps and limited priority
under high circulating flow rates. These phenomena are, however, not included in the
simulation model.
The shifted exponential model suggested by the linear relationship is the headway model
used in HUTSIM. When the follower gap in HUTSIM is 1.2 s, and circulating speeds are
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about 30 km/h, the follower headway is approximately 1.8 s. Further research is needed
to evaluate the effect of headway distributions on roundabout capacity.

6.5 Simulated delays
For delay analysis the operation of an intersection was simulated for 80 minutes. The
first 10 minutes was an intialization interval, after which data was collected for 60
minutes (report interval). The final 10-minute interval was required by HUTSIM basic reporting system for vehicles that were generated during the "report interval" but
departed the system after it.
Data was collected from detector output stored in a "delay file". The detector was
located at the intersection exit point. Vehicles passing the detector during the report
interval were included in the analysis. Accordingly, the delay analysis followed the
path-trace method.
The analytical delay formulas are based on the queue-sampling method. At undersaturated conditions the results of path-trace and queue-sampling methods are similar. At
oversaturated conditions the methods give different delay estimates, as demonstrated
in Figure 4.12 on page 131. The queue-sampling overflow delay during a time period
(0,1]is the area OQR, while the path-trace method gives overflow delay OQP. In both
methods the average delay is obtained by dividing the total delay by the number of
departures, C(t). The queue-sampling method overestimates the average delay, because it includes a delay component PQR of additional vehicles, which is not included
in the path-trace method. On the other hand, the path-trace method does not include
the delays accumulated to the vehicles in the queue. These vehicles have started to
experience delays larger than the average delays of departed vehicles.
The delay of each vehicle was calculated from the HUTSIM delay file. The difference
between the travel times from traffic generator to the intersection exit point under given
conditions and under free conditions without a stop sign was used as an estimate of
control delay. Because simulated minor-stream flow-rates were measured at exit point,
they could not exceed capacity even though vehicle generation rate (demand) may have
been higher.
The average control delay of a stop-controlled minor-road left-turn stream crossing
a major-road through stream is displayed in Figure 6.19. The delay estimates were
calculated according to the coordinate-transformation method using equations 4.131
and 4.132. The average acceleration delay was estimated as five seconds, following
the HCM2000. A lower value would have fit better the simulation results, but the
acceleration delays due to a "simulated stop sign" in HUTSIM may have been too low. A
more detailed analysis of the acceleration delay would have required field data, which
was not available for this research.
The capacity estimates were based on the shifted exponential capacity model (3.17) with
parameters as in Table 6.3. The figure demonstrates that the coordinate transformation
method gives reliable delay estimates, when capacity estimates are accurate.
HCM2000 calculates capacity (3.12) assuming negative exponential headways. To
account for the effect of a stop sign, five seconds are added to the delay estimate of the
coordinate-transformation method (4.131). The follow-up time is not subtracted from
the waiting time in the system. The delay estimates are good, although they do not
follow the simulation results as closely as the blue curves, which had capacity estimates
based on the properties of the simulation model.

Figure 6.20 displays similar analysis for a yield-controlled approach. Because vehicles
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Figure 6.19: Average control delay ofa stop-controlled minor-road left-turn stream crossing a major-road through stream having flow rates 300 (lower curve), 600 (middle), and
900 pc/h (upper). Simulated delays (red triangles) and delay estimates based on the coordinatetransformation method (shifted exponential capacity model, blue curves) and the HCM2000
method (dashed magenta curves).

accepting a lag do not stop, the average acceleration delay was calculated as
tf C

'\

tf C

(6.13)

It was assumed that the acceleration delay of a delayed vehicle is five seconds, and the
proportion of undelayed vehicles is the proportion of actual capacity (C)to maximum
capacity

(rr').

The coordinate-transformation method again produces good delay estimates, when
capacity estimates are based on the shifted exponential headway distribution. The
delays are slightly overestimated, but the shape on the delay curves are very realistic.
Especially at low major-stream flow rates many delayed minor-stream vehicles can
cross the yield line without stopping. A better acceleration delay estimate would have
improved the delay estimates. It was, however, considered appropriate to keep the
estimation of average acceleration delay very simple. The difference between the
estimates would most likely have been in the range of 1-2 seconds, and the validation
would have been possible only against simulation results.
HCM2000 delays were too high at low minor-stream flow rates. If five seconds (the
adjustment for a stop sign) was subtracted, the delay estimates would have improved.
Because HCM2000 capacity estimates were too high, delay estimates were too low at
high flow rates.
It is evident that with good capacity estimates the coordinate-transformation method
gives reliable delay estimates. It was also demonstrated that the HCM2000 delay
estimation method (coordinate-transformation method) can be improved by subtracting
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Figure 6.20: Average control delay of a yield-controlled minor-road left-turn stream crossing a major-road through stream having flow rates 300 (lower curve), 600 (middle), and
900 pc/h (upper). Simulated delays (red triangles) and delay estimates based on the coordinatetransformation method (shifted exponential capacity model, blue curves) and the HCM2000
method(asgncurve).

the follow-up time from the waiting time in the system. A simple adjustment (6.13) for
the acceleration delay at yield-controlled intersections was shown to give reasonable
results.
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7 CRITICAL GAPS AND FOLLOW-UP TIMES
7.1 Estimation methods
Critical gaps and follow-up times are measures of driver behavior at unsignalized intersections. Gap acceptance theory usually assumes that drivers are consistent and
homogeneous. Gap acceptance is modeled by a step function (see Section 3.2.2),
which indicates a constant critical gap and follow-up time for each movement. This
assumption was used in the simulation studies also. In order to use the capacity and
delay models, critical gaps and follow-up times have to be estimated.'
It is not possible to measure critical gaps directly. It is only possible to observe a driver
either accepting or rejecting a gap. Under consistent behavior an accepted gap is an
upper bound for the critical gap of the driver. Likewise, the largest rejected gap is a
lower bound for the personal critical gap. If drivers are inconsistent, the estimation
becomes even more complicated. It is not possible to observe a minimum acceptable
gap/lag that may be different for different gaps/lags. Darzentas (1981) concludes that
the distribution of accepted gaps/lags cannot beestimated from field data. However,
probability distributions of gap acceptance created under the assumptions of consistent
and inconsistent behavior are identical.
The capacity analysis methods described above assume consistent and homogeneous
drivers. Gap acceptance can, accordingly, be described by a point estimate, a critical
gap. The critical gap studies in Finland have been based on the Raff's method. Because
recent international studies have indicated that the maximum likelihood method gives
more accurate estimates, both of these methods have been applied in this research.
According to the Raff's method (Raff 1950) the critical gap (te is the time-gap that
has the property that the number of accepted gaps shorter than tis the same as the
number of rejected gaps longer than t. Adriver can accept only one gap, but reject any
number of gaps. Raff observed that if all gaps were included in the analysis, rejected
gaps had a too strong weight in the analysis. 2 Consequently, Raff considered only lags
so that no more than one observation was collected for each driver. The number of
observations was, however, greatly reduced. Consequentlt, Hewitt (1985) considered
methods using only lags inferior to methods using both lags and gaps. In this study
all gaps were included in the analysis so that the results were compatible with earlier
Finnish critical gap studies.
)

Maximum likelihood method (ML) has been extensively used in statistical parameter
estimation (Edwards 1974, Edwards 1992). A ML estimate has the highest likelihood of
being the parameter ofa hypothetical distribution which has generated the observations.
Miller & Pretty (1968) suggested the ML method to estimate critical gaps. The method
has been further developed and demonstrated to be one of the best critical-gap estimation methods (Hewitt 1985, Troutbeck 1992, Brilon, Koenig & Troutbeck 1997, Tian,
Troutbeck, Kyte, Brilon, Vandehey, Kittelson & Robinson 2000).

7.2 Stop vs. yield control
Following the terminology of Greenshields et al. (1947) a stop sign indicates afunctional
deceleration and stop (see footnote on page 108). All vehicles must stop at stop line.
If a linear gap acceptance function (see Section 3.2.3) is used, the number of discharging vehicles
as a linear function of headway length has to be estimated. The shortest acceptable headway is r, =
inf{t: a(t) >01.
2 Raff also observed that a headway included the time interval that a major-stream vehicle occupied
the conflict point, while it was unoccupied during the entire lag.
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A yield sign, on the other hand, indicates a chronotropic deceleration. Minor stream
vehicles must decelerate and maybe stop, if a block prevents their entry. 3
A vehicle facing a yield sign does not have to stop, if it arrives during an antiblock.
Avehiclarngtdofblckmayertsohaebgin
of the block it may cross the stop line at a higher speed than possible otherwise. The
vehicle may accept a shorter gap or lag than a stopping vehicle. Also the acceleration
delay will be shorter. In addition, vehicles crossing a yield line during an antiblock may
discharge with shorter follow-up times than vehicles having to stop at a stop line. The
difference between these two control methods is largest at low degrees of saturation and
low major stream flow rates, when the proportion of minor stream vehicles accepting
lags is largest. As the major stream flow rate and the D/C ratio increase, more minorstream vehicles have to stop at yield line and the difference between stop control and
yield control decreases.
Some early German studies indicated that the priority rule has no influence on critical
gaps and follow-up times (Brilon 1988a). In the current German guidelines (FGSV
201)thefolw-upimsardentfoylspcredintos,
but critical gaps are the same. The HCM 2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000)
method is for stop-controlled intersections only. Capcal 2(SNRA 1995b)gives different
critical gaps for yield and stop controlled intersections. Follow-up times are also
different (tf = 0.6t t ). DanKap (Vejdirektoratet 1999b)has control-specific critical
gaps, but the same follow-up times. Consequently, the guidelines that address both
yield and stop control have either critical gaps, follow-up times, or both control specific.
The models used in this report assume that critical gaps and follow-up times are independent of major and minor stream flow rates. Yield controlled approaches are likely
to have shorter critical gaps and follow-up times than stop controlled approaches, assuming that other conditions are similar.
The simulation results indicated clearly that follow-up times are different at yield and
stop controlled intersections. Because the safety lag in HUTSIM was given as a parameter, the simulation results could not be used to estimate critical gaps.

7.3 Field studies
7.3.1 Data collection
The critical gap data available at the Helsinki University of Technology Laboratory of
Transportation Engineering were supplemented by field measurements at eight intersections and nine roundabouts. Traffic operations were video recorded during peak hours.
The data were collected and analyzed by the staff of the Laboratory. All locations were
in the Southern Finland.
Intersections were chosen so that three different major-road speed limits were included:
50 km/h,60km/h, and 80 km/h. Three movements were studied:
1. Left turn from major road
2. Right turn from minor road
3. Left turn from minor road
Times, when a vehicle arrived to the stop-line and when a gap was accepted or rejected,
3 This

makes also the estimation of acceleration delay difficult at yield-controlled intersections.
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were written down. This material was adequate to get the accepted and largest rejected
gaps for the estimation of critical gap. The data contained mostly passenger cars.
Some of the not rejected headways were too long to give a realistic description of driver
behavior. Consequently, very large rejected headways were excluded from the analysis,
as described below.
7.3.2 Results
Although efforts were made to find intersections and time periods of high flow rates,
the major streams were dominated by long headways. Because accepted headways
were long, the information obtained about the upper bound of the critical gap was very
limited. It is also possible that drivers were willing to reject gaps that they would
have accepted under congested conditions, which may have resulted in too high lower
bounds for the critical gap. Accordingly, both lower and upper bounds may have been
overestimated.
The good supply of long headways appeared to distort especially the maximum likelihood estimates. For comparison, maximum likelihood estimates were calculated also
for right-censored data. The maximum value for accepted gaps was set to 11 seconds
for roundabouts and for intersections with major-road speed limit 50 or 60 km/h, and to
17 seconds when the speed limit was 80 km/h. The results are displayed in Appendix
A. Raff's (1950) method was not very sensitive to censoring.
For each movement both average and weighted average were calculated (see Appendix
A). The square root of sample size was used as the weighting factor. It became,
however, apparent that more data was needed, especially under high D/C ratios, in
order to obtain reliable critical-gap estimates. Until then the critical gaps presented by
Pursula et al. (1997) and displayed in Table 5.17 are suggested as base values. The
follow-up time estimate suggested by Jessen (I 968)t1 = 0.6tt can still be used as a
base value. However, the capacity estimates are more reliable, if field-measured critical
gaps and follow-up times are used.
Forroundaboutsthe estimates in Table A.9 are in the range 4.0-4.7 s. No significant
correlation was found between the roundabout size and the critical gaps. However,
definite conclusions about the effect of roundabout geometry to critical gaps would
require more field data.
For typical Finnish roundabouts the critical gaps as suggested by Hagring (1996b) and
Capcal2 (SNRA 1995c) are presented in Table 7.1 (see equations 5.18 and 5.16). The
small (lOm) roundabout does not have approach islands, which makes the weaving
section longer and the estimated critical gap shorter.
Table 7.1: Critical gaps for typical Finnish one-lane roundabouts according to equation (5.16)
of C'apcal2 (SNRA 1995c) and equation 5.18 of Hagring (1996b)
Central island Weaving section
length
diameter

dim
lO
20
40

lw/m
21
23
30

Weaving
section width
w/m
10.0
8.5
7.0

Critical gap. ta /s
Capcal 2
Hagring Right tum Crossing
4.5
4.3
3.9

4.1
3.8
3.4

4.9 4.4
3.8

4 Later German studies, among others.- have indicated that the direct correlation suggested by Jessen

(1968)maynotexisBrl98a).
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Because the Finnish observations presented in Table A.9 do not indicate a correlation
between critical gap and roundabout size, a single critical-gap value has been considered appropriate. The suggested base valueforacritical gapin Finnish one-lane
roundabouts is 4.3 seconds, which is close to the estimates in Table A.9. It is also the
critical-gap estimate for a typical Finnish roundabout with central island radius of 20 m
(Table 7.1), as well as the critical gap at a two-lane roundabout between traffic flows in
outer circulating and entry lanes (Table 5.12), as estimated by Hagnng (l998b). The
suggested value is also in the range of the upper (4.1 s) and lower (4.6 s) bounds (Table
5.3) in HCM2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000), but slightly higher than the
value 4.1 s suggested by the German HBS 2001 (FGSV 2001). For two-lane roundabouts the critical gaps suggested in Table 7.2 follow the results of Hagnng (1998b).
Table 7.2: Suggested criticalgaps and follow-up times for Finnish roundabours
One-lane roundabout
Two lane roundabout
Entry Critical
Follow-up
Critical gap
Follow-up
lane
gap
Outside lane Inner lane
time
time
4.3
2.3-2.5
4.3
4.0
2.4
Right
4.6
4.4
2.4
Left

For two-lane roundabouts the follow-up time 2.4 s was suggested by Hagring (1998b).
For one-lane roundabouts the follow-up time is calculated as
tf

= 2.5-0.0067(d -8).

8<d<40,

(7.1)

whered = 2(r - w)is the central island diameter. The resulting follow-up times are
similar to the result (2.4 s) of Hagring (I 996b) but shorter than suggested by HCM2000
(2.6-3.1 s), DanKap (2.6-2.8 s), and HBS 2001 (2.9 )5, which indicates that Finnish
and Swedish roundabouts have higher capacity than the roundabouts in the U.S., Denmark, and Germany, when traffic flows are strongly dominated by one entry.
In the Australian guidelines (Austroads 1993) and in Sidra (Akcelik 1998) follow-up
times at one-lane roundabouts are related to both roundabout size (inscribed circle
diameter) and circulating flow rate. Follow-up times decrease with increasing diameter
and increasing circulating flow rate. At low circulating flow rates the follow-up time
ranges from 2.27 to 2.99 seconds, when the inscribed circle ranges from 80 to 20 meters
(Austroads 1993). When the circulating flow approaches 1,500 veh/h the follow-up
time can be as low as 1.7 seconds. In two-lane roundabouts with circulating flow rate
2,500 veh/h the follow-up time can be as low as 1.3 seconds. Sub-dominant streams
have larger follow-up times than dominant streams.
The follow-up times suggested in Table 7.2 are still larger than the follow-up times
obtained in field measurements (see equation 6.4). As the calibration studies indicated,
with follower gap 1.2s HUTSIM slightly overestimated follow-up times. The number
of field measurements was, however, limited. In the light of international results, more
field data are needed before lower follow-up times can be suggested.
The simulation results suggest that the minimum headway in circulating traffic is a
function of central-island diameter (d):
= 2.0 - 0.0067(d - 8),

8<d<40.

(7.2)

5 New German research suggests 2.5s as the follow-up time for a one-lane entry. (Thorsten Miltner at
the German-Dutch-Finnish Seminar on Traffic Engineering at 8-9 June 2004 in Delft.)
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In large roundabouts i, is close to the value 1.8 s suggested by Hagring (1 998b).In small
roundabouts t, is close to 2.0 s used in the Australian guidelines (Austroads 1993) and
in Sidra(Akcelik 1998). The value 2.ls used in the German guidelines (FGSV 2001)
is slightly higher.
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8 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
8.1 Limitations of simulation experiments
Simulation tests reported above have been used to test analytical models against models
with more advanced driver dynamics. The simulation software, HUTSIM, has been
calibrated for Finnish unsignalized intersections, as described in Section 6.2. However,
before making suggestions about capacity analysis methodologies it is necessary to
briefly discuss the limitations of the simulation models.
The headway distribution used in the simulation models was shifted exponential. The
distribution at specific locations is modified by target speed distributions, vehicular
interactions, and roadway conditions. In the simulation models the distances from
traffic generators to the intersection was short (less than one kilometer), which limited
the effects of vehicular interactions.
In HIJTSIM safety lag is the key parameter in gap acceptance. Drivers were assumed to be
consistent and homogeneous. For a given safety lag at a yield-controlled intersection
the critical gap was larger at high major-stream flow rates, when most vehicles had
to stop at the yield line. However, studies on driver behavior have indicated that at
high major-stream flow rates the critical gap may be shorter, not longer, than at low
major-stream flow rates (see Section 2.4).
Minor-stream vehicles in HUTSIM cannot anticipate the acceleration or deceleration of
major-stream vehicles. To some extent this may be realistic, but it is not validated.
With a given safely lag critical gaps increase when major-stream vehicles decelerate.
To minimize this effect all right-turn movements were eliminated from the simulation
models.
On the other hand, Rank 3 (or 4) vehicles may enter the intersection while a Rank 2 (or
3) queue starts to discharge, because the vehicles cannot anticipate the acceleration of
major-stream vehicles. This property of HUTSIM was demonstrated and its effect was
discussed above. In theRank3 and Rank 4 cases analyzed the number of "sneakers"
was not higher than 20-25 pc/h.
The shifted exponential capacity model (3.17) provided an excellent fit for the simulated Rank 2 capacities. These are, however, "tailor-made" capacity estimates for the
simulation model. The main objective of the simulation experiments was the analysis of
Rank3 and Rank 4 capacities. These results were consistent with the theory presented
in this report.

8.2 Unsignalized intersections
Gap acceptance is still the dominating theory in the capacity analysis of unsignalized
intersections. It is also the methodology suggested for the analysis of Finnish unsignalized intersections. This section describes the methodology for three and four-leg
intersections. The capacity analysis of roundabouts is discussed in the next section.
The theory of capacity and delays at unsignalized intersections have been described
in Chapters 3 and 4. These chapters present the theoretical background required to
manually perform operational analysis of unsignalized intersections and to understand
and evaluate published methodologies and capacity analysis software. For Rank 3 and
Rank 4 capacity analysis a new theoretical approach has been developed.
In Chapter 5 three analysis methods were described: HCM2000, Capcal 2 and DanKap.
All of them have been implemented as computer software. Of these three HCM2000
is the most advanced. It has procedures for shared lanes, flared lanes, heavy vehicles,
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pedestrians, two-stage gap acceptance, and upstream signals.
The simulation studies in Section 6.3 indicated that capacity estimates based on the shifted exponential headway distribution give good approximations of potential capacity.
Figure 8.1 displays a comparison ofcapacity models based on shifted exponential and
Tanner's headway models. The minimum headway estimate for the shifted exponential
models was about one second, which has been used in the figure. It is compared with
Tanner's capacity (3.24) model with 1.8 second follower headways, as in the current
Swedish and Finnish models. It is evident that Tanner's model is anappropriate model.
With realistic parameters (estimated from the shifted exponential model based on simulation results) Tanner's model does not overestimate the simulated capacity asmuch
asthe negative exponential model (see Fig. 6.8).
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Figure 8.1: Potential capacity for priority-stream heathvays following Tanner's distribution
(solid blue) and the shifted exponential distribution (dashed red). Minimum headways are 1.8s
for the Tanner model and / sfor the shifted exponential model.

The simulation studies indicated that the new theoretical model for Rank 3 and Rank
4 headways gives good approximations of simulated capacities. The assumption ofa
1.8 s minimum discharge headway (Tanner's model) in Rank 1 streams gives slightly
better capacity estimates than the negative exponential model. For Rank 4 capacity the
conventional (HCM2000) estimates may be slightly better than the theoretical model.
The new theoretical model with a 1.8 second discharge headway for Rank I streams
is suggested for the analysis ofFinnish unsignalized. Compared with the methods in
and Capcal 2 the new method has several advantages:
HCM20
1. Potential capacity estimates are in better agreement with simulation results than
the estimates of HCM2000. For Rank 2 capacity analysis the method is the same
as in Capcal 2.
2. Rank 3 capacity estimates are in better agreement with the simulation results
than the estimates of HCM2000 and Capcal 2.
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3. The Rank 4 capacity estimates of Capcal 2 are too low. The new estimates are similar to the HCM2000 estimates. Compared wit simulated capacities HCM2000
estimarlghyow,ietnsmarlightyo.
4. The new method has a more solid theoretical foundation, and it is not—at least
not to the same extent as the HCM2000 method—based on cancellation of errors.
Consequently, it is suggested that the capacity of Finnish unsignalized intersections is
estimated following equation (3.113), where the follower headway of Rank 1 streams
is 1.8 seconds. The method is described in more detail in Chapter 3. Priority streams
are those streams or substreams having an actual conflict with the minor stream, as
discussed in Section 2.2. The critical gaps in Table 5.17are usedasbase values.
However, better results can always be obtained with field-measured values.
The effects of heavy vehicles were not analyzed in this research. For signalized intersections the adjustment factors of Capcal 2 (SNRA 1995a) were suggested (Luttinen
Nevala 2002). The same adjustment factors are suggested for unsignalized intersec-&
tions.
Control delays can be estimated using the coordinate-transformation method with equations 4.13 1 and 4.132, as described in Chapter 4. Acceleration delay is five seconds for
stop-controlled streams. For yield-controlled streams the simple estimate in equation
6.13 can be applied.

8.3 Roundabouts
The capacity of a roundabout entry can be estimated using the method (3.58)of Hagring
998b),but assuming a shifted exponential headway distribution (Ø = 1) in the major(I
flow. The capacity equation for entry lane kis
Ck

3600Fe=' Yi(tc —lp) TT qi
3600y'
=
1 —e=''

(8.1)

wherenis the number of circulating lanes (1 or 2), t1is the follow-up time in entry
lanek, te. , is the critical gap in circulating lane i for the vehicle in entry lane k, tp is
the minimum (platoon) headway in a circulating lane, and 1' = y1 .The scale
parameters are esti mated as
qi

3600

- qt

(8.2)

For a one-lane roundabout the equation simplifies to
Ck

=

qe'(tc—ia)

1 - e- "

(8.3)

the potential capacity (3.17) with major-stream headways following the shifted exponential distribution.
The exiting flows are assumed to have no effect of capacity. However, if local conditions
indicate such an effect, the major flow in the outer circulating lane can be expressed as
qi

peqe+qc.i,

(8.4)

where qc.i is the actual circulating flow,qis the exiting flow rate, and Pc is the
proportion of exiting flow included in the major flow. As a default Pc = 0.
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Base values for critical gaps and follow-up times can be obtained from Table 7.2 on
page 181. For one-lane roundabouts the follow-up time t1and the minimum headway
can be estimated as functions of the central island diameter (d):
tf

= 2.5 - 0.0067(d - 8),
= 2.0 - 0.0067(d - 8),

8d40
8<d40.

(8.5)
(8.6)

Figure 8.2 displays capacity estimates for one-lane roundabouts. At low circulating
flow rates the capacity estimates are slightly higher than in the current guidelines (Fig.
5.5). When circulating flows are high, the new capacity estimates are lower than the
current estimates. Better accuracy can be obtained, if the parameters are estimated
using field data.
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Figure 8.2. Capacity of Finnish one-lane roundabouts with central island diameters JOrn and
40m

There was not enough field data to calibrate the HUTSIM simulation model for twolane roundabouts. The methodology suggested is based on earlier simulation studies
1997, Pursula et al. 1997), Swedish research (Hagring 1998b, Hagring et al. (Hagrin
2003) as well as on generalizations of the results for one-lane roundabouts.
At two-lane roundabouts the vehicles circulating in the inner lane are included in the
major flow of the right entry lane. If the distribution of traffic between outer and inner
lanes is not known, it can be approximated following the results of Hagring et al. (2003).
As a default it is assumed that the outer lane is used by 55 % of left-turn vehicles, 95 %
of through vehicles, and 100% of right-turn vehicles. Lane changes from the inner
lane to the outer lane are assumed to take place in the weaving area preceding the exit,
so that they can be ignored in the capacity analysis. Especially under high degrees of
saturation the realism of the lane allocation should be checked.
Figure 8.3 displays capacity estimates for a two-lane roundabout when 50 % or 90 % of
circulating traffic is in the outer lane. The entry capacity is expressed as the sum of the
capacities of both entry lanes. In practice, capacity should be calculated separately for
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both entry lanes. In most cases the demand on the left entry lane is much lower than
on the right lane. New research results in Germany indicate that the increase in entry
capacity due to a second entry lane is only about about 14 percent. 1
Figure 8.4 displays capacity, when both circulating and entering traffic have the same
lane distribution. If the capacity of lane 1 is C 1 the capacity of lane 2 is C2,the
proportion of traffic on the lane 1 is p, the entry capacity in Figure 8.3 is calculated as
,

C = C1 +C2andinFigure8.4asC = min {p'C i .(l -p)'C2 }.Whenarrivalrate
is higher thanC,demand exceeds capacity in one or both entry lanes. The increase in
capacity due to an additional entry lane is highest when the lane distribution is even.
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Figure 8.3: Capacity of Finnish two-lane roundabouts with 50% and 90% of circulating traffic
inthe outer lane

A change in the traffic flows at a subject entry may have an effect on the operation of
other entries, which again may affect the traffic conditions at the subject entry. This is
important especially if the increase of traffic at the subject entry causes oversaturation
at another entry, in which case circulating traffic at the subject entry may decrease.
The method presented here addresses only the capacity of entering flow. No data
is available on the capacity at exits and weaving sections. The German exit capacity
estimate of 1,200 vehlh can be used as a rule of thumb. The effect of crossing pedestrians
at entries and exits can be estimated by the procedure presented in Section 3.8. Traffic
operation at weaving sections can be analyzed using simulation models.
When the capacity of a roundabout has been calculated, other performance measures can
be estimated following the the same procedures as for other unsignalized intersections.

1 Thorsten Miltner at the German—Dutch—Finnish Seminar on Traffic Engineering at 8-9 June 2004 in
Delft. ln HBS 2001 (FGSV 2001) adding a second entry lane doubles the capacity.
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Figure 8.4. Capacity ofFinnish two-lane roundabouts with 50% and 90% ofcirculating and
entering traffic in the outer lane (solid curves) and with a one-lane entry (dashed curves)

8.4 Level of service
Current level-of-service criteria in Finland (Table 5.14) follow the 1985 1 -1CM
(TranspotiRechBard1985).sevcpityudaservcmure. In HCM2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000) and in the German HBS 2001
2001) level of service is based on control delay (Table 5.1). Because delay is a (FGSV
measure experienced directly by road users it should be preferred as a service measure
over the more engineering-oriented reserve capacity.
Table 8.1 displays the current thresholds for reserve capacity with a respective delay
estimate (4.68). The new level-of-service criteria for control delay have been obtained
from HCM2000. Table 8.1 shows that the delay thresholds derived from the reserve
capacity and the suggested new criteria are similar. Setting LOS C threshold to 20 s
would make it closer to current criterion, but that would make the range of traffic
conditions described by LOS C very limited. The German manual (FIBS 2001) has
an even higher (30 s) threshold. Thus, the control delays in column "New criteria" of
Table 8.1 are suggested as the new level-of-service criteria in Finland.

8.5 Further research
This research was started assuming that only a short theoretical description and a few
field measurements to adjust current estimates of critical gaps and follow-up times and
to calibrate the parameters of HUTSIM were required to make a suggestion for new
analysis procedures. It appeared, as it often does, that reality was more complicated.
The research revealed some answers, but raised even more questions. Some ofthese
questions are described here as items for further research.
Field studies were used to calibrate HUTSIM parameters. The estimation ofcritical gaps
and follow-up times, however, requires more field studies at highly saturated conditions.
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Table 8.1: Current and new level-of-service criteria with approximate delays at reserve-capacity
thresholds
LOS
A
B
C
D
E
F

Current criteria
Delay
Reserve capacity
(veh/h)
(s)
4O0
30O
l2
200
18
I00
36
0
>36
p>I

p>I

New criteria
Delay
(s)
l0
l5
25
35
50
>50

Besides adjusting the base values the studies should consider
1. The correlation of critical gaps and follow-up times
2. Possible flow dependency of critical gaps and follow-up times
3. The effects of intersection and roundabout geometry.
The maximum likelihood method can be suggested as the statistical estimation method.
Field studies are also required to further calibrate and validate the Rank 3 and Rank 4
capacity analysis procedures.
In order to evaluate the impedance effect of pedestrians, a description of pedestrianvehicle interactions and pedestrian flow dynamics at intersections is needed. This
requires new field studies.
At two-lane roundabouts field studies are required to estimate the lane allocation. This
information is needed in the capacity analysis.
The movement capacity equations for Rank 3 and Rank 4 steams were presented assuming Poisson arrivals. Extension of these models to Cowan's M3 distribution would
give additional flexibility and realism.
The simulation experiments revealed some problems in the simulation software. The
most important problem is the lack of anticipation of vehicle acceleration and deceler ation in the gap acceptance process. Other, mostly minor, details have been reported
to the software developer.
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A CRITICAL GAP ESTIMATES

Table A. 1: Critical gap estimates for major-road left-turn movements at unsignalized intersections with major-road speed limit 50km/h
Maximum likelihood
Noncensored
Censored
Location
Postitie
Seutula
Seutula
Kuitinmäki
Vihti
Vanha Turuntie-Jorvi
Vanha Turuntie-Jorvi
Sturel
Average
Weighted average

N

I

16
274
169
90
89
31
16
22

5.0
5.6
5.8
5.9
6.0
7.2
8.2
10.1
6.6
6.0

Raff's
method

N

t

N

II
165
90
29
27
II
6
2

3.7
5.2
5.3
4.4
4.6
6.5
5.4
4.6
4.9
5.1

16
274
169
90
89
31
16
22

IC

4.9
5.6
5.7
5.6

5.5
7.6
7.5
10.3
6.4
5.9

Table A.2: Critical gap estimates for minor-road right-turn movements at yield-controlled
intersections with major-road speed limit 50km/h
Maximum likelihood
Noncensored Censored
Location
Seutula
Seutula
Vanha Turuntie-Jorvi
Vanha Turuntie-Jorvi
Average
Weighted average

Rafrs
method

N

i

N

t

N

161
167
26
29

5.6
6.3
8.8
9.0
7.3
6.4

90
79
4
3

5.0
5.7
5.6
7.0
5.8
5.4

161
167
26
29

IC

5.2
6.3
8.2
8.6
6.9
6.1

Table A.3: Critical gap estimates for minor-road left-turn movements at yield-controlled inter sections with major-road speed limit 50km/h
Maximum likelihood
Noncensored Censored
Location
Rajatorppa
Kuitinmäki
Otaniemi
Malminkartano
Vanha Turuntie-Jorvi
Vanha Tunintie-Jorvi
VanhaTuruntie-Jorvi
Pukinmäki
Average
Weighted average

N

113
156
47
57
94
114
58
41

1c

5.0
6.3
6.7
6.9
7.1
7.6
7.6
8.4
6.9
6.7

N

87
86
25
23
49
40
18
9

I

4.8
5.5
5.2
6.3
6.2
6.5
6.2
6.1
5.8
5.6

Raff's
method

N
113
156
47
57
94
114
58
41

îc

4.9
6.2
6.5
6.6
6.9
6.9
7.0
7.8
6.6
6.4
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Table A.4: Critical gap estimates for major-road left-turn movements at unsignalized intersections with major-road speed limit 60 km/h
Maximum likelihood
Noncensored Censored
N

Location
Leppävaara
Leppävaara
Karak2
Leppävaara
Seurasaari
Saukkola
Saukkola
Porintie
Average
Weighted average

i

38
115
33
97
25
24
24
52

5.3
5.6
6.2
6.5
6.7
7.4
8.0
7.2
6.6
6.4

Raft's
method

N

I

N

16
54
12
34
6
5
6
21

4.5
5.1
5.1
4.8
4.1
4.4
7.7
5.6
5.2
5.1

38
115
33
97
25
24
24
52

1c

4.7
5.5
5.7
5.7
5.5
6.7
7.8
6.6
6.0
5.8

Table A.5: Critical gap estimates for minor-road right-turn movements at unsignalized intersections with major-road speed limit 60 knilh
Maximum likelihood
Noncensored Censored
Location
Leppävaara
Leppävaara
Saukkola
Porintie
Average
Weighted average

Control
Yield
Yield
Yield
Stop

Raffs
method

N

I

N

IC

N

I

89
140
9
180

5.8
6.2
6.8
8.9
6.9
6.4

41
69
7
53

4.8
5.2
6.8
6.8
5.9
5.7

89
140
9
180

5.4
5.7
6.8
8.6
6.0
6.9

Table A.6. Critical gap estimate for minor-road left-turn movements at a yield-controlled
intersection with major-road speed limit 60km/h
Maximum likelihood
Raff's
Noncensored Censored method
Location
Saukkola

N

32

IC

8.3

N

11

IC

N

1C

6.3

32

8.0

Table A. 7: Critical gap estimates for minor-road right-turn movements at yield-controlled
intersections with major-road speed limit 80km/h
Maximum likelihood
Censored
Noncensored
Location
Numpjl
Myllylampi
Hanko-Hyvinkää-Nummela
Average
Weighted average

Raffs
method

N

I

N

IC

N

80
20
44

7.9
7.8
10.7
8.8
8.7

59
16
25

7.1
7.3
10.0
8.1
7.9

80
20
44

IC

7.5
7.4
10.4
8.4
8.4
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Table A.8: Critical gap estimates for minor-road left-turn movements at unsignalized intersections with major-road speed limit 80 knzfh
Raff's
method

Maximum likelihood
Noncensored Censored
Location
Jorvaksentie-Sundsberg
Jorvaksentie-Sundsberg
Vihdintie-Lahnus
Hanko-Hyvinkäa-Nummela
Hanko-Hyvinkaa-Nummela
Numet2
Average
Weighted average

i

N

69
96
41
28
25
25

N

N

1c

62
84
31
26
13
13

6.6
6.6
8.9
8.6
8.8
10.0
8.3
7.6

6.5
6.5
8.9
8.3
7.8
9.3
7.9
7.3

69
96
41
28
25
25

t

6.7
6.7
9.5
8.9
8.2
10.4
8.4
7.8

Table A.9: Critical gap estimates for roundabouts

Location
Nummela I
Nummela2
Tapanila
Pukinmäki
Kitee
Veikkola
Katinen
Katuma
Hyrylä
Lappeenranta
Average
Weighted average

Central island
diameter
(m)
8.0
8.0
11.0
12.5
17.0
25.0
26.0
38.0
55.0

Maximum likelihood
Noncensored
Censored
N

50
69
20
42
53
41
13
61
302
140

1c

4.9
5.1
6.1
2.9
4.2
4.3
5.2
4.6
4.5

5.5
4.6
4.7

Raff's
method

N

Ic

N

18
14
5
27
39
38
3
21
204
53

4.8
4.1
2.6
2.4
3.9
4.2
3.7
3.9
4.1
4.6
3.7
4.0

50
69
20
42
53
41
13
61
302
140

1c

5.1
4.4
4.7
2.5
4.2
4.3
4.0
4.9
4.3
5.0
4.3
4.4
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B HUTSIM INITIALIZATION FILE
A typical HUTSIM initialization file, which shows the most important parameters, is
displayed below.
1151
HUTSIM 5.3731/TPMA Initialization File
Input File Mask
101
Test.trf;
102
Input File
103
TeSt.Out:
Output File
104
Test.rep;
Report File
Default Directory
105
4
Input Mode
Traf-file
111
4
Delay file
Output Mode
112
113
1
Report Mode
BasicReport
121
0
TimeHour (0-60)
122
60
TimeMin
(0-60)
123
10
N0Re9INT (minutes)
124
0
N0GenINT (minutes)
125
60
RepIN'F (minutes)
VCOL (vehicle color coding)
131
0
DWIN (downer window mode)
132
0
133
0
PLOT (plotter mode)
134
0
PIPE (pipes visible)
135
1
ANIM (animation mode(
136
1
TIME (time update mode)
201
1
Real Time Connection
10
202
Time Step Unit (1/1005)
Extra Load (ma)
0
203
Low Frequency Warning (Hz)
204
2.00
205
1
Screen Update Interval (sec(
211
Graph Time Scale (pixels/second)
3
212
3
Graph Speed Scale (pixels/unit)
Graph Display Area (pixels)
213
300
221
1
Sound Effects
41952
251
Seed Number (0-63999)
252
1.00
Traffic Scale Factor
253
0.50
Minimum Arrival Time Headway (5)
261
2
Max. Group Number
Max. Report Number
262
0
1
Stop Criteria (Level number)
263
264
0.50
Option-Zone Weight (n=l(
265
1.00
Option-Zone Weight (n»1(
Column Delimiter
266
.;
267
6
Column Spacing
271
0.026
Delay Cost (1/sec(
272
0.180
Stop Cost (1/stop)
273
2.000
Option-Zone Cost )l/veh(
274
10.000
Queue Criteria (dist/m)
301
2.50
Unit Speed Value Uon/h(
302
1.20
Following Time Headway (5)
0.20
Stable Area Width (s(
303
304
1.20
Stop Distance (m(
305
0.05
Acceleration Adjustment
Speed Limit Coefficient
308 0.005000
321
300
Max Obstacle Sight (m(
Max.
Vehicle Sight (m(
322
300
Average Reaction Time (s(
323
1.00
325
1
Reaction Mode )0No Reaction Delay)
326
2
Creeping Mode )0=No Creeping)
327
0.05
Creeping Unstability Factor
351
0.90
Left Changing Treshold
352
0.05
Right Changing Treshold
353
0.80
Forced Lnc Gap Back Left
354
0.80
Forced Lnc Gap Front Left
373
Forced Lnc Gap Back Right
0.50
374
0.50
Forced Lnc Gap Front Right
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